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Abstract

Currently enterprise risk management (ERM) is predominantly informed by positivist
management science and traditions which support a standards-based ERM approach
(see section 1.2). This approach induces a deterministic mindset and conforming
behaviour which are ineffective for managing complex and emergent risks. Survey
evidence also suggests that standards-based ERM, as it is presently applied, often fails
to fully realise the intended benefits (e.g., Accenture, 2011; AON Global, 2010; COSO,
2010; Ernst & Young, 2010). Furthermore, within the ERM domain, the human and
cultural aspects have not been adequately researched despite growing recognition of
their significance for ERM performance.

The research seeks to address these deficiencies. It investigates how a theoretical
sample of experienced corporate risk managers makes sense of their risk decisionmaking contexts and how that sensemaking, as mediated by individual and collective
worldviews, influences their use of ERM standards. The research explores how risk
sensemaking and ERM performance might be enhanced through transformative learning
(Mezirow, 1991, 1994) and how deploying the standards-based ERM framework as an
organisational learning mechanism (Lipshitz, Friedman, & Popper, 2007) might nurture
a risk culture conducive to this productive form of learning.

The research is informed by theories of sensemaking (Weick, 1995, 2001), mindfulness
(Langer, 1989), worldviews (Pepper, 1942), adult development (Fisher, Merron, &
Torbert, 1987) and organisational culture and learning (Lipshitz et al., 2007). It
generates an integrative framework that reconceptualises standards-based ERM from a
sensemaking perspective. Dervin‟s SenseMaking Methodology (Dervin & Foreman-
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Wernet, 2003) is used to frame and execute the research and Grounded Theory
Methodology (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 1994, 1998) is utilised for theory generation.
The SenseMaking Methodology‟s sensemaking triangle is adapted into the Applied
Cognitive Task Analysis (Klein Associates, 1997) protocol to collect qualitative
interview data. Two psychometric instruments, the Rational-Experiential Inventory
(Epstein, Pacini, Denesraj, & Heier, 1996) and the Social Paradigm Belief Inventory
(Kramer, Kahlbaugh, & Goldston, 1992), are used to corroborate qualitative findings.

The thesis posits the aspiration-realisation gap as a capability gap. It presents two core
conclusions toward addressing that gap. First, risk managers‟ informing worldview is
central to how proficiently they implement and use a standards-based ERM approach
(see Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). Second, bridging the aspiration-realisation gap in
standards-based ERM involves aligning applied and intrinsic efficacy, realised
performance with espoused benefits. This is achieved by enhancing individual and
organisational capability maturity. The thesis proposes a sensemaking-based integrative
ERM framework for attaining this enhancement (see Figure 5.2).

The thesis enriches understanding and debate on how standards-based ERM might be
efficaciously applied to harness its intended utility. It expands ERM theory and practice
by offering a fresh constructivist perspective that contrasts and complements the
conventional positivist framework. The thesis outlines how proficient ERM
complements sound corporate governance and strategic change management to deliver
organisational sustainability and growth. It also illuminates the significance of the
collaborative linkage between ERM and human resource management, and suggests a
future research agenda for building upon the proposed integrative ERM framework.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1 introduces the research domain of enterprise risk management (ERM) and
highlights the problematic nature of ERM as conceptualised and practiced today. The
Chapter establishes that a key challenge in the ERM domain is that of addressing the
shortfall between the espoused and realised benefits of the standards-based ERM
approach. The Chapter probes the reasons underlying this observation and draws
attention to unresolved human and cultural issues. The Chapter discusses how insight
into risk sensemaking, risk culture and risk managers‟ role identity might help to bridge
this aspiration-realisation shortfall.

1.1

The Evolution of Enterprise Risk Management

Risk management is important because risks pervade every aspect of our life (Frame,
2003) and the risks we choose to manage influence how well we achieve what we value
(Dickinson, 2005; Keeney, 1996). In the business context, risk management describes
the “coordinated activities to direct and control an organisation with regard to risk”
(ISO, 2009, p. 3). Risk is essentially the unpredictability that is inherent in the outcomes
of our decisions and actions because of the incertitude in our real-life environment
(Aven & Renn, 2009; Miller, 1992; Peters, 1999). Given the ubiquity of risks, their
management necessitates a general management view that gives explicit consideration
to wide ranging uncertainties which Miller (1992) categorises as general environmental
uncertainties, industry uncertainties, firm uncertainties and behavioural uncertainties.

As a management discipline, risk management emerged in the 1950‟s during the Second
World War (Dickinson, 2005; Young & Tippins, 2001). Enterprise-wide risk
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management, however, is still relatively nascent at present (Accenture, 2009; COSO,
2010; Ernst & Young, 2009, 2010). Along a continuum, business enterprises have
passed through four ages of risk management (Miccolis, Hively, & Merkley, 2001;
PWC, 2002b; Standards Australia, 2000; Young & Tippins, 2001). In the first age,
businesses focused on loss prevention by considering only non-entrepreneurial and
insurable risks. In the second age, companies treated risk more proactively through risk
quantification, risk treatment policies and procedures. In the third age, companies
assessed their entrepreneurial risks and attempted to align risk management with
business objectives, albeit in silos and with fragmented approaches. In the fourth age,
companies endeavoured to manage risks as an enterprise-wide system in a proactive,
coordinated and prioritised way (Zurich, 1999). An increasing number of organisations
have embraced this form of risk management to protect and maximise shareholder value
with varying capability maturity levels and performance successes (Accenture, 2009,
2011; AON Global, 2010; COSO, 2010; Deloitte Touche Tomatsu, 2009; Ernst &
Young, 2009, 2010).

Integrated, comprehensive, holistic and strategic risk management across the entire
organisation, or enterprise risk management (ERM), thus emerges from these shifts in
emphases over the past decades. Committee of Sponsoring Organisations of the
Treadway Commission (COSO, 2004, p. 2) defines ERM as “a process, effected by an
entity‟s board of directors, management and other personnel, applied in strategy setting
and across the enterprise, designed to identify potential events that may affect the entity
and manage risk to be within its risk appetite, to provide reasonable assurance regarding
the achievement of entity objectives.”
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We are presently in the midst of the fifth age of risk management. The operating context
is characterised by turbulence and global connectedness and there is escalating concern
regarding global capacity to equitably and viably address cross-border risks (SAI Global
Research, 2008; World Economic Forum, 2008, 2011). Geopolitical instability and
financial disturbance within a nation-state ripple through the market mechanism of the
world economy to change the risk profiles of other nation-states (World Economic
Forum, 2009, 2010). A weakening domestic economy in turn impacts the business
health of local enterprises. Against this challenging backdrop, organisations are
managing risks in the hope of achieving corporate sustainability and citizenship
alongside performance optimisation.

There is concurrently an escalating emphasis on diversity management and the notion of
justice in how individuals and organisations approach the management of risks
(Athanassoulis & Ross, 2010; Hermasson, 2010; Suder & Atkinson, 2010; Vlek, 2010;
Yilmaz & Flouris, 2010). ERM now extends beyond scientific analysis and economic
quantification from a shareholders‟ perspective to a discipline that embraces corporate
social responsibility from a stakeholders‟ viewpoint (Kytle & Ruggie, 2005; Schilling,
2000). In short, managing enterprise risks is simultaneously and demandingly a strategic
mandate, a governance issue and a socio-political challenge in a complex and dynamic
environment.

The need for innovative and transformative ERM is critical given past performance and
historical data are imperfect guides to the future (Goto, 2007; Stulz, 2009; Taleb,
Goldstein, & Spitznagel, 2009; Taplin, 2005). Highly publicised global and local
corporate failures, environmental disasters, the tightening regulatory regimes and the
promulgation of corporate governance guidelines have heightened risk awareness in
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recent times (Tarantino, 2006). The shifting focus from insurable to strategic risks is
accompanied by a proliferation of sophisticated risk treatment techniques and tools,
formalisation of generally accepted risk principles, standardisation

of risk

methodologies and language and the rise of Chief Risk Officers as ERM champions
(Lam, 2003; Liebenberg & Hoyt, 2003; Towers Perrin, 2008). With mounting
regulatory and stakeholder pressures, and the maturing of ERM as a distinctive
management discipline, best-practice risk management standards emerge to dominate
the ERM landscape (Abrams, Von Kaenel, Muller, Pfitzmann, & Ruschka-Taylor,
2006; AIRMIC, ALARM, & UK-IRM, 2002, 2010; Olson & Wu, 2008; SAI Global,
2009; Tarantino, 2006).

1.2

Standards-Based Approach to Enterprise Risk Management

ERM approaches can be measurement-driven or process-control-driven (Miccolis et al.,
2001). Measurement-driven approaches focus on identifying the key issues confronting
an organisation, understanding their materiality and occurrence probability and devising
risk mitigation activities to treat the most severe downside risks. Process-control-driven
approaches focus on the risks inherent in the business process. Emphasis is given to
reporting relationships, risk control methodologies, risk data collection and risk
reporting, to ensure informed decision-making (Yates, Veinott, & Patalano, 2003).
Process-control-driven approaches seek to manage risk events (COSO, 2004) and the
consequences of a risk event occurring through the consistent application of risk
decision-making steps to limit surprises (ISO, 2009; SAI Global, 2009; Standards
Australia & Standards New Zealand, 2004a, 2004b).
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Regardless of the approach, risk management process comprises three basic elements
that can be found in any control systems, namely explicit and implicit goal setting;
information gathering and interpretation; and action to influence human behaviour or
modify physical structures or both (Hood & Jones, 1996). An example is the standardsbased ERM approach which involves designing and implementing an ERM framework
with a formal ERM process at its core, based on a specification of what the ERM
community identifies as best-practice.

The Australian/New Zealand/ISO Standard for Risk Management AS/NZS ISO
31000:2009 (SAI Global, 2009), and more specifically the AS/NZS 4360:2004 risk
management standard (Standards Australia & Standards New Zealand, 2004a) that is
embedded within it, is used as the reference standard for the research. This is because
the AS/NZS 4360:2004 standard has been the most prevalent risk management standard
used in Australia (ANAO, 2003; KPMG, 2005; SAI Global, 2009). The guidelines for
establishing and implementing effective ERM process within AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009
are also based on those specified for AS/NZS 4360:2004 and its companion guidebook
HB 436:2004 (Standards Australia & Standards New Zealand, 2004b). Further, AS/NZS
4360:2004 is familiar to many ERM practitioners around the world because it has been
used to draft the international ISO 31000:2009 risk management standard, from which
AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 is derived (SAI Global, 2009).

Prior to the launch of ISO 31000:2009 and AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 in November
2009, a number of national ERM standards were also based on AS/NZS 4360:2004
(AIRMIC et al., 2002; Canadian ADMWP, 2000; FERMA, 2003). By natural extension,
the AS/NZS 4360:2004 ERM process can now be found in the new UK standard
(AIRMIC et al., 2010) and numerous other national ERM standards. This is because
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ISO 31000:2009 is supported and adopted by a majority of the twenty-six national
standards organisations which constitute the technical committee that wrote the
international standard. In addition, AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 and the AS/NZS
4360:2004 ERM process that is subsumed within it are both consistent with COSO‟s
ERM framework (COSO, 2004). Accordingly, the research uses the AS/NZS 4360:2004
risk management process as an exemplary standards-based ERM process.

AS/NZS 4360:2004 presents an idealised formal process for ERM as consisting of “the
systematic application of management policies, procedures and practices to the tasks of
communicating, establishing the context, identifying, analysing, evaluating, treating,
monitoring and reviewing risk” (p. 5). It recommends seven process steps (pp. 7-8) (see
Figure 1.1):

(1)

establish the contexts (external, internal and ERM) in which the rest of the
process will take place, including defining the criteria against which risk will be
evaluated and the structure of the analysis;

(2)

identify where, when, why and how events could prevent, degrade, delay, or
enhance the achievement of objectives;

(3)

identify and evaluate existing controls and determine the risk level
(consequences and likelihood) by considering the range of potential
consequences and how these could occur;

(4)

compare estimated levels of risk against the pre-established criteria and consider
the balance between potential benefits and adverse outcomes to decide the
extent, nature and priority of required treatments;
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(5)

develop and implement specific cost-effective strategies and action plans for
increasing potential benefits and reducing potential costs;

(6)

monitor the effectiveness of all ERM process steps for continuous improvement;
and

(7)

communicate and consult with internal and external stakeholders as appropriate
at each stage of the ERM process and concerning the process as a whole.

Similar systematic ERM steps have been proposed by other proponents of best-practices
for corporate and project risk management (Cooper, 1997; Crouchy, Galai, & Mark,
2001; Frame, 2003; Kendall, 1998; Lam, 2003; Miccolis et al., 2001; Ritchie &
Marshall, 1993; Sharman, 2002; Young & Tippins, 2001).

Figure 1.1 Formal Standards-Based Enterprise Risk Management Process
IN DETAIL (p. 13)

OVERVIEW (p. 9)

Establish Context

(1) Establish Context

Define contexts (external/strategic;
internal/organisational; risk mgt)
Define risk criteria & structure
Identify Risks
What can happen? Where
and where? How and why?

Risk Assessment
(2) Identify Risks
(7)
Communicate
and Consult

(3) Analyse Risks

(6)
Monitor
and Review

Analyse Risks
Determine existing controls
Determine
likelihood

Determine
consequences

Establish level of risk

(4) Evaluate Risks

(5) Treat Risks
Risk Management Process
Source: Standards Australia & Standards New Zealand, 2004a, p. 9 & p. 13

Evaluate Risks
Compare against criteria
Set risk priorities
Treat Risks
Identify treatment options
Assess treatment options
Prepare treatment plans
Implement treatment plans
Analyse & evaluate residual risks
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Supporters for the standards-based ERM approach argue that its systematic application
and maintenance will enable organisations to realise numerous benefits toward
organisational vitality and sustainability. Benefits espoused include integrated and
comprehensive management of material risks across the organisation, assurance of
regulatory compliance, heightened risk awareness and governance, as well as improved
organisational learning and resilience (SAI Global, 2009). However, in order to realise
these benefits, an organisation needs to be “advanced” in its ERM capability maturity
(Abrams et al., 2006; AON Global, 2010; SAI Global Research, 2008), characterised by
continuous improvement, definitive accountability, explicit and focused consideration
of risks as well as ongoing communications with stakeholders (SAI Global, 2009).

Despite standards documents‟ disclaimer and advice that ERM approaches need to be
tailored to an organisation‟s particular context, best-practice ERM standards promote a
checklist approach to ERM. For example, KPMG (2006) uses a “health check list” to
gauge where organisations “stand” in regard to their ERM performance. AON Global
(2010) has similarly formulated a checklist for “hallmarks of top performing ERM
programs.” Against a number of available checklists of performance criteria,
organisations are typically rated along a “risk management capability maturity”
continuum. This approach has received growing research attention and practitioner
support as a means to benchmark, audit and assess organisations‟ ERM capability
maturity (Abrams et al., 2006; Ernst & Young, 2010; Fox, 2003; Loosemore, 2008;
RIMS, 2008a).

The original ERM capability maturity model has been formulated based on the Software
Capability Maturity Model developed by the Software Engineering Institute of the
Carnegie Mellon University. It consists of five maturity levels (Fox, 2003): initial,
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repeatable, defined, managed and improvement. At the initial level, the decision support
process for managing risk is characterised as ad-hoc and occasionally even chaotic. Few
processes are defined and success depends on the individual‟s abilities and experience
rather than institutional capability.

At the repeatable level, basic management processes are established to document the
management of the organisation. The necessary process discipline is in place to repeat
earlier successes on similar tasks, based on previous experience of the organisation.
This maturity level is intuitive and experience-based with processes that are repeatable
but dependent on individuals.

At the defined level, there is a process for standardising, documenting and integrating
ERM into normal decision-making processes of the organisation. At this maturity level,
the ERM process is formally defined, approved and institutionalised.

At the managed level, detailed measures are established in regard to management
decisions and the formal ERM process. At this maturity level, risks measures are
managed quantitatively and aggregated enterprise-wide.

Finally, at the improvement level, there is continuous process improvement which takes
into consideration diverse stakeholders‟ interests and the strategic sustainability of the
organisation. At this maturity level, ERM is used as a source of competitive advantage.

Hence, to fully realise the espoused benefits of standards-based ERM, organisations
need to attain the highest level of ERM capability maturity. In reality, evidence from
ERM surveys (e.g., Accenture, 2011; AON Global, 2010; COSO, 2010; Ernst & Young,
2010) indicate that many organisations fail to attain this level of capability maturity in
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applying standards-based ERM. As a result of this capability gap, organisations fall
short of realising the espoused benefits of standards-based ERM.

1.3

Aspiration-Realisation Gap in Standards-Based Enterprise Risk
Management

Disparate levels of success have been reported for organisations‟ attempts at holistic and
integrated ERM, with the use of ERM standards found to be wanting and ad-hoc (AON,
2005; Barton, Shenkir, & Walker, 2002; Lloyd‟s, 2005; SAI Global Research, 2008;
Young & Tippins, 2001). Many organisations rarely follow the prescriptive approach,
particularly in crisis situations (Kovoor-Misra, Zammuto, & Mitroff, 2000).
Fragmentation and segregation still prevail. There is scant evidence of holistic ERM
being practised according to the embeddedness and the integration intended by bestpractice ERM approaches (Accenture, 2009, 2011; AON Global, 2010; COSO, 2010;
Ernst & Young, 2009, 2010; FERMA, 2006; Towers Perrin, 2008).

For many organisations, the vision of a truly enterprise-wide approach to governance,
ERM and compliance continues to be elusive (COSO, 2010; Deloitte Touche Tomatsu,
2009; Olson & Wu, 2008). The aspiration-realisation gap predominates particularly in
cases where organisational boards lack the education and training on how best to
harness the full potential of ERM (Lloyd‟s, 2005) or where organisational boards and
leaders are deficient in their oversight accountabilities (COSO, 2010; World Economic
Forum, 2011). Evidence from the literature suggests that the observed limitation with
the standards-based ERM approach is not caused by its specification, but rather its
application (e.g., Accenture, 2009, 2011; COSO, 2010). The reported shortfall could
plausibly be the product of deficient interpretation and utilisation of the standard by
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organisations and the individuals within these organisations (e.g., Ernst & Young, 2009;
KPMG, 2006; Power, 2009). An ERM standard is potentially a powerful decision
resource if its application is leveraged with an insight into its theoretical underpinning.

Commentators on standards-based ERM observe that the conventional interpretation of
best-practice standards as being objectively systematic does not accurately describe
what actually happens in real-life risk decision-making (e.g., COSO, 2010; McClean,
2010). This representation is particularly limiting for managing complex and emergent
risks. This is because process-based decision analysis approaches are simplified
formalisation of well-honed “common sense” approach. These process-based
approaches are intended for addressing decisions that are too complex for the informal
use of “common sense” (Covello, 1987; Power, 2004). The specifications of these
approaches tend to focus on tangible action steps and variables, instead of being
confounded with the unsatisfactory attempt at describing the intricate cognitive
processes that inform the judgement and the choice involved.

Conceiving standards-based ERM in prescriptive and deterministic terms can likewise
lead one to associate proficient ERM with attaining certain concrete aspects of ERM. As
a result, successful ERM is often characterised as the presence of tangible elements in
the ERM framework as observed within ERM literatures. This emphasis encourages
conformance to specification instead of performance efficacy. Real-life decisionmaking and ERM within a dynamic context cannot be adequately modelled using a
prescriptive, positivist approach (Stacey, 1992; Streatfield, 2001). This is because many
risks are multi-faceted and not easily definable (Aven & Renn, 2009; MacGill & Siu,
2004; Rosa, 1998, 2010). Therefore, we cannot and must not discount the importance of
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understanding how cognitive processes shape our conception of risks to determine our
decision-making and behavioural performance in real-time.

The management of risks fundamentally involves making risk-based decisions to
address both planned and unplanned change, to exploit maximum gain from risk
opportunity, to minimise negative deviation and to mitigate adverse effects that may
arise from risk occurrence (Barton et al., 2002; SAI Global, 2009; Taplin, 2005). ERM
is fundamentally about building resilience, through capability and capacity development
and continuous innovation and improvisation, to engender risk mindfulness and
readiness throughout the organisation (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001). The normative
conception of risk decision-making under the context of uncertainty fails to convey and
capture the total spectrum of decision dynamics in real-life, particularly the decision
dynamics of domain experts (Salas & Klein, 2001; Schneider & Shanteau, 2003).

Numerous researchers have discovered that proficient decision-makers do not engage in
alternative-generation when confronted with a high stress decision situation (Flin, Salas,
Strub, & Martin, 1997; Orasanu & Connolly, 1993; Zsambok & Klein, 1997). These
researchers characterise such a situation in terms of time pressure, dynamic uncertainty,
ill-structured, ill-defined problems, shifting targets and multiple stakeholders. In a high
stress situation, experienced decision-makers are constrained by organisational goals
and norms as well as a need to respond to a high stake context. Consequently, proficient
decision-makers are found to evaluate options serially and incrementally based on a
rapid action-feedback loop (Klein, 1998, 2003; Klein, Orasanu, Calderwood, &
Zsambok, 1993). They use mental simulation and images to aid judgement and outcome
assessment, consistent with the Recognition-Primed-Decision (RPD) model (Klein,
1993, 1998, 2003).
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Similarly, instead of being “rational, purposeful and decisive” and having precise goals
and objectives, Isenberg (1984) found that senior executives use a mix of intuition and
disciplined analysis in their decision-making and habitually incorporate their action on a
problem into their diagnosis of it. This dynamic thinking-and-acting, framing and
reframing process is analogous to the “reflective conversation” associated with
professional practice as reported by Schon (1987).

In real-life managerial decision-making, some tasks are observed to be analysis
inducing, whereas others are intuition inducing (Hammond, Hamm, Grassia, & Pearson,
1997). Further, individuals are found to exhibit preferences for different decision styles
(Goitein & Bond, 2005; Huitt, 1992), thinking styles (Maani & Maharaj, 2004; Sofo,
2007, 2008; Sternberg, 1997; Tetlock, 2002a, 2002b), information processing
approaches (Pacini & Epstein, 1999; Reyna, 2004; Sloman, 2002) and decision
strategies (Anderson, 2003; Flin & Crichton, 2004; Nutt, 2008; Weber, Baron, &
Loomes, 2001).

Against such diversity, Drucker (2001a) advises that the judgement inherent within
decision-making cannot be proceduralised because procedures cannot decide what
should be done, only how something may be done most expediently. He articulates that
procedures are not substitutes for judgement making because procedures can only work
in repetitive situations where judgement is already validated and prescribed. In ERM it
is analogously important to develop proficiency in and capacity for sound judgement.
This is because enhanced ERM that is required to deliver the intended benefits of
standards-based ERM is predicated upon sound judgement and competent decisionmaking which are presupposed and encouraged, but not enunciated and produced, by
standards-based ERM.
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ERM literatures often allude to the importance of developing decision-making skills,
but omit to elaborate how and explaining why (e.g., COSO, 2004; MAB-MIAC, 1996;
RIMS, 2004, 2008a, 2008b; Standards Australia, 2000; Standards Australia & Standards
New Zealand, 2004a, 2004b; SAI Global, 2009). This is because a standard‟s
specification is often intentionally generic as organisations are expected to interpret and
apply the standard having regard to the context of their own environments (Knight,
2002, SAI Global, 2009). Consequently, while ERM standards presuppose sound
judgement and choice at each decision-making juncture, ERM standards do not, and
need not, detail how one can become a proficient decision-maker by merely following
the process steps, framework guidelines and best-practice principles. ERM standards are
understandably silent on the cognitive aspects concerning how one may become better
at making situational judgement and contextual choices.

Notwithstanding the case for ERM standards to be generic and justifiably exclude
details on decision-making, risk-based decision-making remains a multi-faceted
undertaking requiring contemplation and competence (Shanteau, 1992a). The
implication is that in designing and applying specific ERM approaches, organisations
must also attend to the development of decision-making skills so that standards-based
ERM can be more efficaciously applied to optimise realisable benefits.

Echoing the sentiment of many ERM researchers and practitioners, Crouchy, Galai, and
Mark (2006) argue that the most pressing task in ERM is no longer the building of
specialised mathematical measures of risk but the development of human and cultural
assets. This is because human and cultural factors are known to derail successful
organisational change (Carlopio, 2003; Kotter, 1996; Maguire & Redman, 2007; Nash,
Childe, & Maull, 2001).
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Stulz (2009) spotlights the inability to manage change in real-time as the primary reason
for sub-optimal performance in conventional ERM approaches. A key human factor that
impacts on successful change is “change readiness” (Armenakis & Harris, 2009; By,
2005) or the core competence to manage change in real-time (Burnes, 2005; Stulz,
2009). Ashurst & Hodges (2010) call this “benefits-realising” competence “dynamic
capability” (p. 218). Likewise, Dickinson (2005, p. 160) writes that “the challenge will
be to find the individuals with the right blend of skills to assume these enhanced
responsibilities” necessary to strengthen ERM within an organisation.

Enhanced ERM is thus contingent on risk managers‟ ability to adapt and transform at
the behavioural level. This adaptive and transformative behaviour is dependent on the
concomitant development of decision-making competence at the cognitive level. This
aspect is often neglected and taken-for-granted in the ERM domain (Dash, 2006; Olson
& Wu, 2008; Taleb et al., 2009).

Developing proficient risk decision-making involves learning how to exploit the
relevant repertoire of decision-making modes and ERM approaches based on the risk
situational context. Proficient risk managers would need to have the command of the
whole range of management skills and knowledge and the practical wisdom to apply
these skills appropriately (Baltes & Staudinger, 2000; Dickinson, 2005; Kunzmann &
Baltes, 2003; Sternberg, 1998, 2004). This robust capability comes with experience,
deliberate practice and skills development (Ericsson, 2005; Sofo, 2004; Zollo & Winter,
2002). It entails nurturing and maturing an individual‟s cognitive capability (Batha &
Carroll, 2007; Davidson, Deuser, & Sternberg, 1994; Kegan, 1982), notably risk
sensemaking, a key theme of the research.
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Sensemaking is a deliberate process of meaning-making in our attempt to understand
reality (Weick, 1995, 2001). Risk sensemaking involves constructing and interpreting
our mental representation of what we attribute as risks in our physical world. Risk
decision-making encompasses judgement and choice which are derived through this risk
sensemaking process. Sensemaking thus influences risk decision-making and shapes the
behavioural responses to our symbolic representation of risks.

Although appropriate risk culture is popularly cited as the critical ingredient for
successful ERM, there is a lack of understanding regarding this important construct
judging from its superficial mention in most ERM literatures (e.g., ANAO, 2003;
Barrett, 2004; Crouchy et al., 2006; Ernst & Young, 2005, 2009, 2010; SAI Global,
2009). This is because risk culture is an ambiguous construct. It is often intimated but
inadequately explicated within the ERM domain. As senseframing context, risk culture
bounds and moulds sensemaking, and acts as a catalyst or a major barrier to effective
ERM (Ernst & Young, 2009).

Many ERM researchers associate “risk aware culture” with an enhanced level of ERM
capability maturity (e.g., Accenture, 2009, 2011; AON Global, 2010; FERMA, 2006;
KPMG, 2006; Loosemore, 2008). If the “right” risk culture can lead to the habitual
embedding of ERM best-practice principles to improve managerial decision-making,
understanding how to develop and promulgate this “right” risk culture is thus a
prerequisite for successful implementation of standards-based ERM strategy. Lam
(2003) explains that such a “right” risk culture entails balancing the “hard” and the
“soft” elements of the organisation‟s ERM framework. More usefully, according to
Weick & Sutcliffe (2001), a risk culture that is “risk aware” or mindful is one that
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nurtures active and actionable learning. The nature of this mindfulness-based learning
culture is detailed in Chapter 2.

Risk management role identity and accountability also impact ERM performance
(Chorafas, 2004; Power, 2004, 2009). Power (2004) asserts that a detrimental sideeffect of the “risk management of everything” is that risk managers are becoming
“responsibility averse.” Consequently, instead of managing primary risks that are
material for the health of organisations, risk managers become preoccupied with
managing “secondary risks” to themselves. This “intellectual failure” (Power, 2009)
focuses attention on outputs rather than outcome efficacy. Power contends that risk
managers thus become insensitive to their own defective assumptions and beliefs, or
worldviews, which remain unchallenged to obstruct ERM performance.

Conventional thinking and practice place the onus for managing change deviation and
benefits realisation (that is, risk management) on the leadership of the organisation (e.g.,
Accenture, 2011; Banks & Dunn, 2003; Barton et al., 2002). Contrary to this
convention, a more inclusive view is suggested in the research in that we are all risk
managers; we all make and act upon risk-based decisions as agents of our organisations.
A proposition of the research is that risk managers need to revisit and reflect on their
role as sensemakers and sensegivers as a reflective way for addressing the aspirationrealisation gap.

The aspiration-realisation gap reported in the ERM literature is a capability gap
(Accenture, 2011; Gordon, Loeb, & Tseng, 2009; Goto, 2007). The application of
standards-based ERM will remain problematic, with noticeable shortfall between
espoused and realised benefits, until we learn to actualise the presuppositions of
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standards-based ERM into requisite competencies and capabilities for successful ERM
implementation. We must understand how these human competencies and cultural
capabilities are dynamically interrelated and pay attention to their articulation and
development.

Addressing the aspiration-realisation gap is significant because enhanced ERM can
contribute to sound corporate governance and lead to business growth and sustainability
(e.g., AIRMIC et al., 2010; Accenture, 2009; ASX Corporate Governance Council,
2007; COSO, 2004; SAI Global, 2009; World Economic Forum, 2011). Conversely,
ERM failure is a principal cause of corporate demise (e.g., Crouchy et al., 2006; Stulz,
2009).

1.4

Aims of the Research

The primary interest of the research is to explicate how risk sensemaking, as mediated
by human and cultural factors, impacts upon risk decision-making to shape ERM
performance. The research aims to develop a framework to integrate unresolved
theoretical concepts in ERM to inform ERM performance. The research seeks to
contribute to the current discourse on how ERM as a discipline can better create, protect
and enhance the values of importance to us. To that end, the research addresses three
recurring issues surrounding the way standards-based ERM is conventionally and
deficiently practised as discussed in section 1.3.

The Chapter introduces four key premises of the research. First, all risk managers are
decision-makers and vice versa. Second, all risk managers and decision-makers are
sensemakers and sensegivers. Third, as sensemakers and sensegivers, risk managers
need to pay attention to how their assumptions and beliefs, or worldviews, shape the
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way they make sense of their complex and ambiguous reality. Fourth, as a corollary of
the third premise, risk managers need to take a keen interest in honing their risk
decision-making competence.

The Chapter thus sets the context for why and how the research intends to explore the
impact of risk sensemaking on risk decision-making and ERM performance, and how
risk managers might enhance their ERM proficiency. The following research questions
are posed in the thesis:

(1)

How do experienced corporate risk managers make sense of risk decisionmaking contexts in their ERM approach?

(2)

How do experienced corporate risk managers harness the intended benefits of
the standards-based ERM approach to address the different risk complexities?

(3)

How might experienced corporate risk managers enhance their use of the
standards-based ERM approach?

1.5

Chapter 1 Summary

Chapter 1 identifies an aspiration-realisation gap in standards-based ERM. This gap
stems from the deficient application of standards-based ERM within organisations. The
Chapter highlights three probable causes for this deficiency. First, the perception of the
ERM processes as objectively systematic. Second, the lack of understanding for the
human and cultural dimensions of risk decision-making. Third, the insufficient focus on
the development of individual and collective risk sensemaking competence.
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The Chapter draws attention to the need to examine how the human and cultural
dimensions influence the processes by which data about risk are given meaning. This is
because the full dimensions of risk cannot be captured solely by the probability of
technical estimation which misses the philosophical, social and behaviour dimensions of
risk (Covello, Menkes, & Nehnevajsa, 1982; Goto, 2007; Mellahi & Wilkinson, 2004).
The Chapter outlines how the research into risk sensemaking might help to shed light on
the “right” risk culture necessary to internalise, embed and integrate ERM as part of the
everyday management of the business, as promulgated by ERM standards.

The aspiration-realisation gap in standards-based ERM is problematic because it
undermines corporate performance, growth and sustainability. Harnessing the intended
benefits of the standards-based ERM approach needs to begin with learning about how
risk sensemaking influences risk decision-making and risk culture. This is because risk
sensemaking impacts the dynamic utilisation of the ERM framework and the situated
execution of the ERM processes.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

Chapter 2 discusses the literature and describes the theoretical framework which
informs the research. The focal point of the research is to explicate how worldviews
mediate risk sensemaking within a corporate risk decision-making context and influence
enterprise risk management (ERM) performance to bridge the aspiration-realisation gap
in ERM. Figure 2.1 illustrates the theoretical framework derived from the literature
review and elaborated in the Chapter.

Figure 2.1 Theoretical Framework
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constrain
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Chapter 2 begins with a survey of literature on managerial decision-making under risk
and uncertainty from an ERM perspective based on the premise that ERM is
fundamentally about risk-based decision-making (Rasmussen, 1997; SAI Global, 2009).
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The Chapter then strategically explores how research in sensemaking, mindfulness,
worldviews, adult development, organisational culture and organisational learning
might elucidate unresolved issues regarding managerial risk decision-making. The three
key unresolved issues relate to paucity of empirical evidence on how individual level
sensemaking impacts ERM and the lack of insight into how culture, structure and
process interact to moderate risk sensemaking and ERM behaviour.

Since decision-making is interpreted variously in the literature, it is important to
examine how people create meaning, or make sense, about risk. This allows a deeper
appreciation of ERM from different perspectives. Accordingly, the Chapter spotlights
how risk sensemaking from a constructivist discipline can enrich conventional
understanding about risk decision-making. It explores the interplay between risk
decision-making and the underlying factors that motivate and mould risk decisionmaking, including worldviews, sensemaking, sensegiving, senseframing and risk
culture.

The Chapter also examines literature on organisational learning and managerial
development and associates managerial performance efficacy in ERM to the nurturing
of risk sensemaking proficiency. It then links risk sensemaking proficiency to
progressive worldview maturity, and considers how risk sensemaking, worldviews and
organisational risk culture might be interwoven to inform risk decision-making and
ERM approaches. The Chapter further discusses the importance of building a mindful
risk culture which fosters transformative learning and potentially engenders mindful
risk sensemaking and improved ERM performance. It argues that understanding the
interrelationships of these meaning-making based concepts can help to elucidate
unresolved issues regarding managerial risk decision-making, to address the aspiration-
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realisation gap in ERM (see section 1.3). The Chapter concludes by examining how
designing the ERM framework as an organisational learning mechanism and using the
Soft Systems Methodology as an interventional technique might together achieve
transformative ERM.

2.1

Managerial Decision-Making Under Risk and Uncertainty

Conventionally, decision-making approaches are described as consisting of decisionmaking strategies which are sets of procedures used to make decisions based on some
decision rules (Beach & Mitchell, 1978). There is great diversity in how researchers
conceptualise decision-making approaches, generally encapsulated within one of the
three decision-making models: the formal-empiricist paradigm, the rationalist paradigm
and the naturalistic paradigm (Cohen, 1993a).

The formal-empiricist model is prescriptive and deterministic and does not take into
account the dynamic nature of real-life decision-making (e.g., Beach & Lipshitz, 1993;
Hammond, Keeney, & Raiffa, 1999, 2001). The rationalist paradigm uses formal
models to critique decision behaviour (e.g., Cyert & March, 1992; Einhorn & Hogarth,
1981; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, 2000a, 2000b; March, 1978, 1988; Simon, 1955,
1987, 1997; Tversky & Kahneman, 1988, 2000a, 2000b). For example, James March
and his colleagues postulate that, in reality, the logic of rule following is one of
appropriate behaviour instead of optimal behaviour. They argue that when faced with
risky alternatives, managers do not simply assess risk as part of a package of
exogenously determined attributes. Rather, managers would actively seek to redefine
alternatives and look for options that retain opportunities but eliminate dangers. The
choice in such a situation is driven by attention allocation, meaning-making and relative
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value attribution as opposed to explicit and objective maximisation (e.g., Cohen, March,
& Olsen, 1972; Cyert & March, 1992; Kurtz & Snowden, 2003; March, 1978, 1988;
March & Shapira, 1987, 1992; Montgomery, 1993). The naturalistic paradigm, which
informs the research, seeks to better understand the role of human capabilities in
decision-making under risk and uncertainty and to study decision-making that is
embedded in a larger dynamic task environment (Zsambok & Klein, 1997).

Decision-making is an important human activity (Carroll & Johnson, 1990; Goldstein &
Hogarth, 1997). Nevertheless, people are often unaware of how they make decisions
and why they prefer a given alternative to another (Gilovich, Griffin, & Kahneman,
2002; Klein et al., 1993; Trimpop, 1994). Decision researchers generally portray the
decision-making process as a staged activity (Covello, 1987; Drucker, 2001b;
Mintzberg, Raisinghani, & Theoret, 1976; Nutt, 1984, 2000a; Reason, 1990). Decisionmaking about risks under the standardised ERM process mirrors this deterministic
structure (see Figure 1.1). For example, Carroll and Johnson (1990) present decisionmaking as a seven-stage undertaking:

(1)

recognition, where the need for decisions is first realised;

(2)

formulation, where the situation is explored and classified;

(3)

alternative generation, where decision options are structured;

(4)

information search, where information feeding the judgement and choice is
sourced;

(5)

judgement and choice, where values are defined, preferences are expressed and a
choice is made based on some decision rules or heuristics;
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(6)

action, where the choice is acted upon; and

(7)

feedback, where decision outcomes are assessed and substantive knowledge
expanded.

Acceptable risk decisions are “tough decisions” (Nutt, 1989) because they are plagued
by ambiguity, conflict and uncertainty. They can become bad decisions when
ambiguity, conflict and uncertainty are ignored, treated superficially, or assumed away
during decision-making. Errors in sizing up the decision-making situation and faulty
reasoning are two key causes that inhibit and mislead decision-makers. There are no
easy solutions: risk decision-making is a highly contingent form of information
processing, sensitive to task complexity, time pressure, response mode, framing,
reference points and numerous other contextual determinants (Slovic, 2000b).

In a given scenario, the most acceptable option may not be the one with the least risk
impact. The choice of a particular option is often dependent on how a specific problem
is defined, what other alternatives are available, who is making the choice and critically,
the environmental and organisational contexts (Ritchie & Marshall, 1993; Sitkin &
Pablo, 1992; Weick, 1995). Further, the choice of an acceptable risk decision depends
not only on how the risk is characterised (Fischhoff, Lichtenstein, Slovic, Derby, &
Keeney, 1981), but also on how the relevant features related to the decision context are
interpreted and comprehended (e.g., Beach, 1990, 1993; Horlick-Jones, 1998; Orasanu,
Martin, & Davison, 2001; Pablo, 1999; Pennington & Hastie, 1993; Rettinger & Hastie,
2001; Tversky & Simonson, 2000).

Fischhoff et al. (1981) argue that our aim should be a diverse and flexible approach to
risk

decision-making

that

emphasises

comprehensiveness,

logical

soundness,
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practicality, transparency and compatibility with the organisation. They suggest that this
approach should be facilitated by a culture conducive to learning so that the repertoire
of decision approaches and their applications can be continuously improved.

The risk associated with the most acceptable option in a given scenario is therefore
subjective. Hence, there are no universally acceptable risks as the choice of a particular
option is contextually determined and there is no definitive method for choosing the
most acceptable option. This is because there are no value-free methods for choosing
the most acceptable option. Acceptable risk decisions impact and reflect the nature of an
organisation. Acceptable risk is therefore a matter of value-laden judgement: the
product of the interpretive process of meaning-making at both the individual and the
organisational levels given a particular senseframing context.

ERM takes place against this backdrop, within a complex milieu involving many nested
levels of risk decision-making that are socially constructed, intermingling with many
interrelated activities and technologies (Rasmussen, 1997; Renn 1998a, 1998b; Tierney,
1999). This is why risk management means different things to different people (Taplin,
2005) and why we must examine meaning-making about risk, to extend our
understanding of ERM beyond its traditional positivist conception under management
science.

Research in decision-making is extensive but tends to be mono-disciplinary, with a
focus on decision-making and risk-taking behaviour at the individual level (e.g.,
MacCrimmon & Wehrung, 1986, 1990; Shapira, 1995; Yates, 1992). To counter that
trend, numerous decision theorists argue that managerial risk decision-making needs to
be informed and modelled across a number of disciplines and from diverse points of
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view so as to engage different bodies of knowledge (Bammer & Smithson, 2008;
Eduljee, 2000; Green, 2000; Horlick-Jones, Rosenhead, Georgiou, Ravetz, & Lofstedt,
2001; Smithson, 1989; Stirling, 2003). This is consistent with the call from post-normal
risk researchers that risks need to be conceived from both a social and a scientific
perspective (Hatfield & Hipel, 2002; MacGill & Siu, 2004; Renn, 1998a, 1998b; Rosa,
1998, 2010; Taylor-Goodby & Zinn, 2006). These researchers believe that to
understand risk, we need to widen the range of acceptable knowledge systems beyond
scientific, explicit knowledge, and extend the range of mechanisms to include pluralistic
viewpoints, including equitable representation among lay stakeholders. This conception
favours social constructivism (Berger & Luckmann, 1975; Gergen, 1999) over realism.

The constructivists claim that risk assessments constitute mental constructions and that
these assessments cannot assume any validity outside people‟s logical framework. In
contrast, the realists are convinced that technical estimates of risk constitute true
representations of observable hazards that impact people as predicated by the calculated
results regardless of the beliefs or the convictions of the analysts involved (Klinke &
Renn, 2002). Aiding the debate, technical risk estimates have been empirically negated
as the primary determinants of risk behaviour (e.g., Gregory, Failing, Ohlson, &
McDaniels, 2006; Sitkin & Pablo, 1992; Sitkin & Weingart, 1995; Slovic, 2000a,
2000b; Slovic, Finucane, Peters, & MacGregor, 2002, 2004; Weber et al., 2001).

There is a growing consensus that the positivist, science-based ERM approach might be
suited for dealing with routine problems with known goals (Holt, 2004; Rittel & Weber,
1973), as addressing such problems involves probabilistic decision-making in relative
certainty where rationalised, analytical and algorithmic rules are readily applicable. But
in reality, the risks companies confront arise from interactions between social,
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organisational, operational and technical aspects. These risks occur in a pluralistic,
interdisciplinary society where problematic situations are ill-formulated, where
information is confusing, where there are many stakeholders with conflicting values and
where ramifications in the whole system are perplexing (Churchman, 1967; Rasmussen
& Borch, 2003). Systems‟ interdependency, and the dynamic complexity (Senge, 1990,
2002, 2006; Wood, 1986) of this interdependency, produce complex and complicated
risks which researchers have labelled “wicked” and “messy” (Churchman, 1967; Holt,
2004; Klinke & Renn, 2002; Rittel & Weber, 1973). Management of such wicked and
messy risks requires value judgement on what criteria and trade-offs are utilised to
determine acceptability and tolerability (Beattie & Barlas, 2001; Fischhoff et al., 1981;
Renn, 1998b; Weber et al., 2001).

Companies sometimes confront emergent and emerging risk problems with unknown
outcomes or probabilities, or both. “Emergent” risks are latent risks that may not be
known at a certain juncture but are knowable. In contrast, “emerging” risks are
unknown, novel risks. Some researchers refer to emergent and emerging decisionmaking contexts as a state of “ignorance” (Bammer & Smithson, 2008; Klinke & Renn,
2002; Smithson, 1989). Ignorance results from incomplete, missing, unavailable, or
inaccessible information. Ignorant risks often manifest as non-discussable, sensitive
issues; as situations that are unknown to the decision-makers or to those who are
impacted; or as phenomena that are not readily observable, or have a delayed effect.
They can be undocumented, undefinable, unknown to science, or they cannot genuinely
be anticipated. These risk situations are often perceived to be unknowable or
unpredictable although most do not represent pure ignorance.
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To address ignorance and emergence, we need precautionary strategies as well as the
building of resilience to deal with the residual risks (Douglas & Wildavsky, 1982;
Klinke & Renn, 2001, 2002, 2005; Peters, 1999). Resilience demands a rich awareness
of discriminatory details in the organisational environment (Harper, 1989; Ray &
Myers, 1989; Vaughan, 1989) and an enhanced ability for early detection and mitigation
of risks. Weick and Sutcliffe (2001) argue that to manage emergent risks, an
organisation must embed risk mindfulness into its culture and business processes, and a
key dimension of risk mindfulness culture is the culture of learning.

Wicked, messy and ignorant risks will continue to populate our organisational
environment because of the “complex responsive process” (Stacey, 1992, 2001, 2002)
of relating, sensemaking and sensegiving between interdependent entities. This implies
that if we are to proficiently manage risk complexities, we need to continually renew
and expand our knowledge about risks, as well as develop our capacity to appropriately
regulate that growing repertoire of risk knowledge (Batha & Carroll, 2007).

Availability of and accessibility to larger amounts of information do not necessarily
adjust for cognitive limitation to generate greater decision accuracy (Covello et al.,
1982; Tsai, Klayman, & Hastie, 2008). The research highlights that managing risks is
about managing our knowledge about the nature of risks because risk only exists
according to the knowledge we have of it (MacGill & Siu, 2004). The research
maintains that multidisciplinary discourse and diversity can help to reduce our
ignorance of confounding risks through knowledge sharing and improved informational
quality (Klinke & Renn, 2001, 2002, 2005).
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Knowledge is meaningful, purposeful and relevant data that can be acted upon (Choo,
1998; Lipshitz et al., 2007). As such, the absence of meaning implies the absence of
informational value. The result is a lack of understanding which can lead to latent risks.
The research regards risk knowledge as socially constructed and enacted through
sensemaking and sensegiving between individuals within a specific senseframing
context.

Senseframing is different from decision framing in its exclusive focus on meaningmaking. It considers why and with what effect factors shape sensemaking and
sensegiving. Senseframing reveals and clarifies constructs that are obscure and not well
integrated within the ERM domain, such as risk attitude, risk perception, risk
preference, risk propensity and risk culture (Pablo, 1997; Sitkin & Pablo, 1992; Sitkin
& Weingart, 1995). Senseframing changes conation which is the intentional, planful,
deliberate, goal-oriented, proactive aspect of behaviour. Conation energises selfdirection and self-regulation and is underpinned by the individual‟s self-identity and
self-efficacy, given perceived resources availability (Bagozzi, 1992; Huitt, 1999;
Wagner & Gooding, 1997). Conation is mobilised by meaningfulness derivable from
the individual‟s perception of the value in acting or not acting (Finucane & Holup,
2006). In other words, risk sensemaking generates the conation needed to translate
cognition and affect into action. Conation is what links risk attitude to risk preference
and risk propensity and ultimately, to observable risk behaviour. Conation is different
from motivation which is the inert reason behind one‟s attitude. Motivation cannot lead
to intention and action without conation.

Culture and accountability are two key senseframing elements that influence conation
through risk sensemaking to shape risk behaviour. Both of these constructs are often
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alluded to, but have not been empirically explored in ERM. In risk research, culture
influences risk perception and risk communication, but tends to be ignored or treated as
a “black box” of unknowns into which irregularities that could not be otherwise
accounted for can be referred (Boholm, 2003; Dake, 1992). Accountability changes and
influences our thinking and choices (Langer, 1994; Lerner & Tetlock, 2003; Tetlock,
1983, 2002a, 2002b) and is moderated by the construction of our sense of purpose and
identity through the meaning-making process.

The research thus suggests that reconceptualising ERM from a sensemaking perspective
might enrich our understanding of how key psychological and sociological risk and
ERM constructs interlink with and build upon, conventional economic and technical
approaches in the study of risk perception and ERM response (Boholm, 1998; Goto,
2007; Shanteau, 2000; Taylor-Goodby & Zinn, 2006). In essence, the research proposes
that the application of a standards-based ERM approach needs to extend beyond a
positivist prescription because a constructivist perspective is essential for addressing
real-life risk complexities.

2.2

Unresolved Theoretical Issues Regarding Managerial Risk
Decision-Making

The previous account draws attention to a number of key theoretical constructs and their
provisional interrelationships which have not been adequately researched in the ERM
domain. A more integrated view of how these foundational constructs are
interconnected needs to be empirically established to enhance our understanding of how
risk sensemaking frames risk decision-making and interrelates with risk culture to
impact ERM performance.
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Consequently, the research is anchored on risk sensemaking for two reasons. First, most
organisational activities and outcomes are contingent on interpretation (Daft & Weick,
1984), including risk decision-making and ERM behaviour, risk culture, ERM structure
and process. Second, the process of interpretation and meaning-making within the ERM
domain is relatively unexplored because it seems so familiar and implicitly obvious that
it is often taken-for-granted (Daft & Weick, 1984).

The research focuses on three key unresolved themes. First, although the need for
interpretation and meaning-making is often assumed in risk decision-making theories
and ERM models, there are few empirical studies into how individual differences in risk
sensemaking influence ERM approaches within a business enterprise. Also, although
decision-makers‟ risk decision-making skills and competence are implied in efficacious
ERM, the development of these proficiencies, their association with an individual‟s
progressive ability to make meaning and how individual learning influences
organisational learning to effect organisational ERM performance, remain relatively
unexplored (Young & Tippins, 2001). Hence, risk sensemaking and its impact on ERM
behaviour constitute the focal interest of the research.

Second, the conventional positivistic conception of ERM privileges technical and
economic views of risks and a mechanistic specification for ERM. Consequently,
although balancing structural, process-based and cultural aspects of the ERM
framework is purportedly essential for successful ERM, culture is often addressed only
superficially and not explicated theoretically in the ERM domain. Given risk culture‟s
implied significance on ERM performance, the research investigates how risk culture
moderates risk sensemaking to shape ERM behaviour.
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Third, as a corollary of the second theme, it is unclear how culture, structure and
process are interrelated to produce effective ERM. Further, a positivist view of ERM
tends to treat key ERM concepts, such as risk perception, risk attitude, risk preference
and risk propensity, as well as ERM roles and accountability, as “black-boxes” (Ashby,
1961; Boholm, 2003). Inquiry into risk sensemaking and its impact on ERM
performance is incomplete without considering how these key concepts are interrelated
with risk sensemaking and ERM behaviour, to generate an integrative framework that
can usefully advance the field of ERM.

To engage these three themes, the research draws upon constructivist theories on
sensemaking, mindfulness, worldviews, adult development, organisational culture and
organisational learning.

2.3

Sensemaking, Sensegiving and Senseframing

Within the ERM context, risk managers are sensemakers and sensegivers (Gioia &
Chittipeddi, 1991; Gioia, Thomas, Clark, & Chittipeddi, 1994; Maitlis, 2005; Maitlis &
Lawrence, 2007). Risk managers influence the interpretive process of sensemaking in
the organisation as sensegivers: they contribute to the construction of the senseframing
framework and guide the basis upon which other people within the organisation make
meaning of a risk situation (Daft & Weick, 1984; Smirchich & Stubbart, 1985).
Concomitantly, risk managers are themselves sensemakers who, with self-reflection,
can assess their own interpretive process and mindfully (Langer & Moldoveanu, 2000a,
2000b) modify their mental representation of the senseframing context. Such a
senseframing context consists of social, cultural and political elements of the enterprise.
Risk decision-making is therefore a negotiation process of sensegiving and
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sensemaking. This negotiation process involves intrapersonal and interpersonal
interaction, dialogue, communication and feedback (Klinke & Renn, 2001, 2002, 2005;
Nutt, 1987, 1998b; 2002; Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001), with ever-shifting functionalist
compromises (Tetlock, 2002a, 2000b, 2000c).

To deal with complexity and emergence, the risk decision-making process needs to be
participative and discursive (Klinke & Renn, 2001, 2002, 2005; Nutt, 1993, 1998a,
1999, 2000b, 2008; Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001). To attenuate confusion, risk managers
need information that is constructed in face-to-face interaction that provides multiple
cues. Through discussion and joint interpretation, risk managers can organise cues and
messages efficaciously. Interpersonal meaning-making is what makes participation and
discourse crucial for addressing risk complexities. Participation and discourse alone do
not however guarantee productive or actionable meaning-making which depends on the
quality and nature of the learning that takes place (Fard & Rostamy, 2009; Mezirow,
1991), as well as the contextual “fit” between learning and the circumstances (Beer,
Voelpel, Leibold, & Tekie, 2005). To develop and harness the requisite variety (Ashby,
1961; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) and the dynamic capabilities (Ashurst & Hodges,
2010) of its participants, the risk decision-making process will need to encourage the
form of learning and dialogue that is transformative (Mezirow, 1991; Gergen, 1999).

Transformative dialogue (Gergen, 1999) shifts blame to focus on relational
responsibility. Participants are encouraged to affirm one another and invited to selfreflect and improvise at both the individual and the collective levels. It privileges selfexpression and gives participants a trusting environment with ample of opportunity to
articulate their views. Gergen believes that these properties foster productive
negotiation outcomes. Transformative learning (see sections 2.6 and 2.7) similarly
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stimulates critical reflection that challenges the validity and efficacy of meanings, hence
rendering

them

permeable

and

mouldable

through

human

interaction

and

communication.

Risk management is intrinsically about “control.” Organisations control their members
through guided organisational sensemaking (Maitlis, 2005): via rules and regulations,
direct supervision and implicit premises (Weick, 1995). In their quest to attain
“perceived control” (Langer, 1983; Piper & Langer, 1986), people learn to self-regulate
(Kegan, 1982; Souvaine, Lahey, & Kegan, 1990) and habitually engage in debilitating
“defensive routines” through “skilled incompetence” because they lack awareness of
their own behavioural patterns and the impact of these behaviours on others (Argyris,
1986, 1990, 1995, 2001; Argyris & Schon, 1974, 1978, 1996).

If we know how we construct the symbolic realities of our material world, we
potentially may change and manage our risk realities. This requires disclosure and
accommodation of our beliefs, values and general risk attitudes. In other words, we need
to be conscious of how our worldviews constrain or facilitate our approach to risk
decision-making.

Issue definition and context setting that accommodate or make explicit the prevailing
worldviews are conduits for revealing organisational risk decision-making dynamics.
The sensemaking process of discovery and cognitive improvement energises individual
and collective learning. This sensemaking process enriches risk decision-making
competence in the individuals and simultaneously develops the ERM capability of the
organisation. This is why we need to foster risk sensemaking ability and maturity.
Given that we will only see those things that we can do something about (Weick, 2001)
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or where our focus of attention is directed (Klein, Phillips, Rall, & Peluso, 2007; March
& Shapira, 1992), our sensemaking capacity influences our perception. Additionally,
our ability or self-efficacy also influences our goal setting and our coping strategies
(Bagozzi, 1992).

Deficient risk sensemaking will compromise risk decision-making (Nathan, 2004).
Human decision errors have been attributable to cognitive failures that can be skillbased slips and lapses, rule-based mistakes and knowledge-based mistakes (Reason,
1990), and more broadly, products of systemic interactions (Lipshitz, 1997). The
efficacy of the ERM framework as an error correction mechanism will therefore be
limiting if applied deterministically because proficient risk decision-making is an
interpretive process that cannot be proceduralised. This is why an ERM standard has to
be generic in its specification, with its tailored application dependent on the capacity
and the competence of risk decision-makers.

Since our risk conception is socially constructed, it can be reconstructed. Decisionmaking frameworks, such as the standards-based ERM framework, are sensemaking
resources, the efficacy of which is partially dependent on how they are deployed by
sensemakers and sensegivers in the real-life situation to guide risk decision-making and
ERM behaviour at both the organisational and the individual levels.

2.4

Risk Sensemaking, Risk Judgement and Risk Behaviour

People understand the world by bracketing and chunking experience into meaningful
units (Miller, 1994; Smirchich & Stubbart, 1985). Sensemaking involves information
processing, mapping and the construction of mental models which are not mutually
exclusive but which represent a dynamic and more holistic take on the notion of
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cognition (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 1998). Klein and his associates (Klein et
al., 2007, p. 113) refer to sensemaking as “the deliberate effort to understand events,
triggered by unexpected changes or other surprises that make people doubt their prior
understanding. It is different from situation awareness (a state of knowledge) and
situation assessment (making inferences from data). It is the process of constructing
data, as well as constructing meaning.” This definition is consistent with the classical
conception by Weick (1995, 2001) in that sensemaking is about creating, constructing,
authoring, as well as interpreting and discovering meanings, to comprehend the context
that we are experiencing. Schon (1983) explains that sensemaking needs to have
occurred if we are to convert a situational setting into a solvable situation or problem.
He calls this process “problem setting,” “a process in which, interactively, we name the
things to which we will attend and frame the context in which we will attend to them”
(p. 40).

According to Weick (1995), sensemaking organises small cues into frameworks. These
small cues are selected and enlarged from the environment or decision space into the
patterns or the formations that we are capable of comprehending, interpreting and
attributing meaning. This occurs through a process of continually redressing surprises
and dissonance, discovering, constructing, authoring, interpreting and describing. The
process does not necessarily result in action but may result in an understanding that
action should not be taken. In other words, “sensemaking is a process of framing and
reframing, of fitting data into a frame that helps us filter and interpret the data while
testing and improving the frame and cyclically moving forward to further adapt the
frame” (Klein et al., 2007, p. 119). So, instead of levels of sensemaking, as in
sensemaking versus meta-sensemaking or meta-cognition or meta-awareness,
“sensemaking is a process of [concurrently, dynamically and organically] constructing
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data as well as constructing meaning” (Klein et al., 2007, p. 120) and it occurs at both
the individual and the collective levels within an organisation (Gioia & Chittipeddi,
1991; Gioia et al., 1994; Maitlis, 2005; Maitlis & Lawrence, 2007; Weick, 1995, 2001).

Sensemaking is therefore more than interpreting and formulating meaning. It is also
about the way we generate what we interpret, with what constraints and possibilities.
People notice, and perceive as sensible, those things that they can do something about.
Hence, the way we label a situation can mobilise a response that fulfils the prophecy
made by the label because sensemaking creates a symbolic reality of the situation which
we use to help us cope with that situation (Dutton & Jackson, 1987; Smirchich &
Stubbart, 1985; Weick, 2001). This suggests that sensemaking arises from our sense of
identity and is invoked to maintain in us a consistent, positive self-conception to
moderate how we shape and respond to the environments that we face. What the
situation means to us is defined by who we become as we deal with it, or what, or who
we represent. Hence, the more of the self that we have access to, the more meanings we
have available to extract and impose in any situation and the less surprised we will find
ourselves. This underlies the notions of anticipatory risk awareness (Weick & Sutcliffe,
2001) and requisite variety (Ashby, 1961).

When we are overwhelmed by equivocality, more information can lead to cognitive
overload and decision deterioration (Omodei, McLennan, Elliott, Wearing, & Clancy,
2005). Rather, we need values, priorities and clarity about our preferences because
clarity on values defines what is important and relevant to us (Shanteau, 1992b).
Sensemaking helps us achieve that feeling of order, clarity and rationality because
sensemaking leads to plausibility, pragmatics, coherence, reasonableness, creation,
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invention and instrumentality, which underpin our resilience to risk occurrence (Weick,
1995).

Although making effective decisions is an important outcome of sensemaking,
sensemaking is not specifically about generating understanding in order to make
rational decisions (Nathan, 2004). Sensemaking is about enabling people to integrate
what is known and what is conjectured, to connect what is observed with what is
inferred, to explain and to diagnose, to guide action before routines emerge from
performing tasks and to enrich existing routines (Klein et al., 2007). In short,
sensemaking helps people “see” and understand decision problems. Sensemaking
informs whether there are decisions to be made and what those decisions might consist
of (Weick, 2001).

Risk decision-making is about making a commitment to act and it entails judgement and
choice. Judgement involves the individual assessing and making sense of the risk
situational context to construct a mental model that is capable of interpretation and
understanding and to which subjective meanings are added (Breakwell, 2001; Klein et
al., 2007; Morgan, Fischhoff, Bostrom, & Atman, 2002; Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001).
Sensemaking proficiency is therefore a core competence, associated with decisionmaking, which needs to be explicitly nurtured.

Weick (2001) proposes seven properties of sensemaking as resources that can either
promote or hinder sensemaking. These are: social context, identity, retrospectivity,
salient cues, ongoing resilience, plausibility and enactment. He argues that if an
organisational “design maintains or strengthens these seven resources, then people will
be able to continue or sustain making sense of what they face” (p. 463) but people‟s
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sensemaking will be compromised if the design undermines or attenuates these
resources. To verify whether an organisational design minimally fosters sensemaking,
he recommends testing for each property by respectively asking whether the form (p.
464): “encourages conversation;” “gives people a distinct, stable sense of who they are
and what they represent;” “preserves elapsed data and legitimates the use of those data;”
“enhances the visibility of cues; enables people to be resilient in the face of
interruptions;” “encourages people to accumulate and exchange plausible accounts;”
and “encourages action.”

Risk sensemaking leads to two intertwined concepts: risk perception which is produced
from meaning-making regarding the properties of the environment, the processes, the
structures of organisations and the dispositions of individuals (Weick, 1995); and risk
judgement which influences risk behaviour and risk treatment options. People organise
material reality using their own imaginations to produce a symbolic reality. Risk
phenomena in a manager‟s world are real and have an independent existence, but by
themselves they are meaningless (Smirchich & Stubbart, 1985) because meaning
construction, not choice, is what is distinctively and fundamentally human (March,
1988). There are three views to risk conception in the organisational environment
(Smirchich & Stubbart, 1985): objective; perceptive (i.e., subjective); and enacted (i.e.,
constructed).

Both objective and subjective risk conceptions assume the existence of a material world.
Both see the organisation as concrete and separate from the material environment in a
cause-and-effect relationship. This is consistent with the notion that from the decisionmaker‟s perspective, a perception is an actuality (Langer, 1983). In the subjective view,
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the perceiver has bounded rationality (March, 1978; Simon, 1955). The objective view
implies that the actor or observer is rational.

The enacted view assumes that the attribution of meaning creates a symbolic world.
This dichotomy of a material and a symbolic world is consistent with the post-normal
conception of risk as a social construction (Breakwell, 2001; Rasmussen & Borch,
2003; Rosa, 1998). However, post-normal risk researchers often equate the subjective,
value-laden view as one-and-the-same as the socially constructed or negotiated view
without specific reference to sensemaking or enactment. Some authors observe that risk
researchers from a social psychology perspective tend to talk about subjective and
perceptive risk without referencing risk sensemaking (e.g., Bammer & Smithson, 2008;
Boholm, 1998; Slovic, 2000b; Taylor-Goodby & Zinn, 2006).

Risk can be both “real” and enacted, that is, risk is a social construction and a
representation of reality since risk suggests a potential for real consequence (Renn,
1998a, 1998b). This position considers the social aspect as encompassing the subjective
(MacGill & Siu, 2004; Ohanian, Moore, Fowle, Omenn, Lewis, & Gray et al., 1997;
Williams & Austin, 1998). If one associates the three views to risk conception, it is
plausible that risk sensemaking can lead us to know the world or the risk situation as
objective, subjective and enactive simultaneously.

From an ERM perspective, the issue is not a debate about the “real” versus the “unreal”
world, but an understanding that there is both a distinction and a connection between the
“material” and the “symbolic” worlds regarding risk sensemaking and risk decisionmaking. The issue is about appreciating how decision-makers come to process or view
that physical “real” world, as material and concrete, or created, symbolic and
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constructed. Equally important is how the product of that perception or enactment
shapes the decision-maker‟s response behaviour.

Given that self-fulfilling prophecies are a fundamental act of sensemaking, expectations
are strong filters that can lead to real, tangible effects (Armor & Taylor, 2002). A new
event that is not expected and an expected event that does not occur are both
interruptions that can trigger sensemaking. Risk managers thus need to learn to craft
their expectations mindfully (Langer, 1989; Langer & Moldoveanu, 2000a, 2000b;
Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001). Also, it is important for risk managers to recognise that the
occasions for sensemaking are themselves constructed. Evidence from the literature thus
suggests that decision-makers do have the prerogative to craft how they respond rather
than react to a risk problem (Atkins, 2008). Further, the evidence indicates that
decision-makers need to reflect on their role as sensemakers and sensegivers and to
understand the complexity of factors which frame their conception and interpretation of
the risk problem.

2.5

Risk Sensemaking Proficiency and Worldview Development

As previously discussed, social constructivists believe that there are conceivably
multiple arbitrary “realities” which do not represent objective universal truths because
these “realities” are subjectively constructed (Berger & Luckmann, 1975; Renn, 1998b).
In particular, they argue that people respond to a risk situation according to how they
make meaning about that situation. What they judge to be meaningful and valuable is
dependent on their beliefs and assumptions (Smirchich & Stubbart, 1985) which reflect
their worldviews at a bracketed time and space.
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Similarly, Lipshitz et al. (2007) observe that worldviews influence how information is
constructed to generate actionable knowledge which is meaningful, purposeful and
relevant. This implies that risk sensemaking utilises risk knowledge in a way that is
informed by our underlying worldviews and that explains why “people make sense of
things by seeing a world on which they already imposed what they believe” (Weick,
1995, p. 15).

The ladder of inference (Argyris, 1990; Senge, Kleiner, Roberts, & Ross, 1994)
metaphorically describes the inferential steps necessary before action can be taken (see
Figure 2.2, adapted from Argyris, 1990, p. 88). It illustrates the conventional
understanding of how our worldviews and meaning-making process inform our decision
and behaviour. This simplified portrayal usefully captures the essence of the association
between worldviews, sensemaking and behaviour, but it obscures the intricacy of the
underlying processes because the worldview construct is often taken-for-granted as a
“black-box” in risk decision-making research.

Figure 2.2 Ladder of Inference
I take actions based
on my beliefs
I adopt beliefs
about the world
I draw conclusions
I make assumptions based
on the meanings I added
I add meanings to
the data I selected

I use my
worldview
theories
to make
sense of
the context

I select "data" from
what I observe
Observable "data"
and experiences

Ladder of Inference
Source: Argyris, 1990
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Koltko-Rivera (2004) explicates the construct of worldview as follows:

A worldview is a way of describing the universe and life within it, both in terms
of what is and what ought to be. A given worldview is a set of beliefs that
includes limiting statements and assumptions regarding what exists and what does
not (either in actuality, or in principle), what objects or experiences are good or
bad and what objectives, behaviours and relationships are desirable or
undesirable. A worldview defines what can be known or done in the world and
how it can be known or done. In addition to defining what goals can be sought in
life, a worldview defines what goals should be pursued. Worldviews include
assumptions that may be unproven and even unprovable, but these assumptions
are superordinate, in that they provide the epistemic and ontological foundations
for other beliefs within a belief system (p. 4).

The aforementioned conception of worldviews regards the construct as consisting of:
existential beliefs, which are descriptive beliefs capable of being true or false;
evaluative beliefs, whereby the object of belief is judged to be good or bad; and
prescriptive beliefs (i.e., “values”), whereby some means-and-ends of action are judged
to be desirable or undesirable. Worldviews thus compose of abstract concepts and
hypothetical objects that, according to Dake, operate as our “general attitudes toward
the world and its social organisations” (as cited in Slovic, 2000b, p. xxxiii). In other
words, worldviews function as orienting dispositions that serve to guide our responses
in complex situations and are instrumental in determining our risk attitudes and
perceptions (ibid.). Therefore, without worldviews, our interpretive system, we are
unable to make sense of reality because our worldviews act as a filter through which we
perceive, enact and comprehend our reality.
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Referencing Jung‟s work, Koltko-Rivera (2004) argues that worldview is firmly
entrenched in an individual‟s psychology: it forms an integral part of each individual‟s
psychological makeup and fundamentally influences an individual‟s conation, affect,
cognition and behaviour. He explains that worldview is an aspect of the self that
develops over time, mediated by culture through the operation of the acculturation
buffer or the internalised culture of the individual. He conceives the notion of self as
comprising the acting self and the experiencing self as depicted in Figure 2.3. This
Figure assimilates the associative relationships between self, experience and behaviour
which Koltko-Rivera illustrates in three separate diagrams (Koltko-Rivera, 2004, p. 37)
to spotlight how worldviews influence sensemaking and behaviour via construction of
self.

Figure 2.3 Worldviews Influence Sensemaking and Behaviour via Construction of Self

EXPERIENCE
Stimulus

SELF

BEHAVIOUR

The Experiencing Self

The Acting Self

Stimulus

Behaviour

Behaviour

Acculturation
Buffer
Sensation
Acculturation
Buffer

Persona & Cognitive
Processes
Agentic Core

Worldview
Worldview
Perceptual
Conceptual
Core

Perception/
Conception
Formation

Motivational
Core

Impulse

Adapted from Koltko-Rivera, 2004, p. 37

The acting self describes the path an individual‟s behaviour takes from motivation via
conation to execution and the experiencing self describes the path that an individual‟s
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experience of a stimulus takes from sensation to perception and concept formation about
the meaning of the stimulus. Worldviews and sensemaking are therefore inextricably
linked through the construction of the self (see Figure 2.3).

Worldviews explain why people differ in their ways of judging risks (Joffe, 2003;
Limoges, Cambrosio, & Davignon, 1995) and coping with uncertainty (Sorrentino &
Roney, 2000; Thompson, Ellis, & Wildavsky, 1990). Some people find uncertainty a
challenge and will readily engage and orientate toward resolving the uncertainty, while
others find uncertainty confronting and will opt for decision avoidance strategies
(Anderson 2003; Caplin & Leahy, 2001). Worldviews also explain why some people
prefer strategies directed at addressing the issue, the risk situation or the risk problem,
while others focus on addressing the affect triggered by the issue or the risk situation
(Bagozzi, 1992).

Worldviews underpin social functionalist frameworks (Tetlock, 1997, 2002a, 2002b):
they determine cognitive-affective-behavioural strategies used by people to cope with
real world challenges. Likewise, worldviews differences influence counselling strategies
of therapists (Lyddon & Adamson, 1992). These differences in worldviews also account
for contrasting research approaches between traditional scientists and social scientists
(Babbage & Ronan, 2000; Fischhoff, 2000; Kuhn, 1962), as well as differences in how
adults learn (McLean, 2006) and how teachers teach (Beatty, Leigh, & Dean, 2009).

The worldviews categorisation scheme most relevant for the research is Pepper‟s (1942)
seminal work. Pepper originally proposes six root metaphors that people use to explain
reality, but subsequently excludes the animistic and the mystic root metaphors due to
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their inadequate precision and scope. Pepper‟s four remaining world-hypotheses are
formism, mechanism, contextualism and organicism.

Formism is based on the metaphor of similarities among entities. It assumes the
existence of universal forms that allow people to discover the essence of a phenomenon
and to classify it into categories of similar forms accordingly. Personality trait theories
are an example of formistic models in psychology. Formism explains a person's act
based on some classification, for example, the person committed an act of violence
because she is a person with poor control of temper.

Mechanism uses the metaphor of the machine to understand the world. It assumes that
the world works like a large, complex machine. Mechanism endorses the concepts of
linear causality and the independence and the unidirectionality of variables as causeand-effect. The focus is on logical analysis and a view of reality as a collection of
closed systems. Hence, it suggests that to understand the whole involves the
understanding of component parts and their interaction in a strict cause-and-effect chain.
Mechanism assumes a deterministic position regarding agency. Behaviourism and
radical empiricism are examples of mechanistic theories in psychology. Mechanism
explains a person‟s act as cause-and-effect. As an example, a person will commit an act
of violence because he is raised in a culturally deprived environment.

Contextualism uses the living historical event, the in-the-moment incident, as the
metaphor to describe reality. It suggests that events in everyday life can be understood
only in context. Hence, there are many ways to view any phenomenon depending on the
context from which it emanates. There are no “absolutes” as the world is understood as
a constantly changing series of events that make sense only in context, that is, when the
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multiple layers that constitute reality are taken into account. For example, a person's
violence in a particular situation is a result of a combination of factors that might not
occur again.

Organicism views the world as a large, living organism. For any phenomenon to be
understood, the entire process of its evolution must be considered. It seeks to understand
reality as complex and integrated organic processes that result in the unfolding of a
larger whole that is only implicit in the previous state. For example, the act of violence
is the result of an attempt to work out anger such that "unfinished business" could be
resolved by the individual, with a resulting liberation from chronic hostility. Organicism
suggests that an increasing understanding of the world is attained dialectically, that is,
through the resolution of apparent contradictions. Through this dialectical process of
understanding, a person's construction of reality evolves toward increasing levels of
differentiation and integration over time. Organicism is the view represented in most
development theories and humanistic models based on the notion of self-actualisation or
personal growth.

Pepper‟s conception of worldviews as described above is pivotal to this risk
sensemaking inquiry because it underpins the adult development theories that inform
the research and the instrument used to collect worldviews-related risk sensemaking
data (see section 3.5). Further, Pepper‟s (1942) root metaphor is appealing for the
research because it encapsulates the essence of how worldviews may lead to differences
in risk sensemaking to shape ERM approaches. Pepper‟s (1942) articulation of
worldviews suggests that people make sense of their reality in different ways. Other
authors report that people have stylistic preferences in their thinking to understand and
explain causation in their reality (Epstein et al., 1996; Pacini & Epstein, 1999; Sofo,
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2004, 2007, 2008; Sternberg, 1997; Sternberg & Grigorenko, 1997). There is an implicit
progression in Pepper‟s theory and other thinking styles theories. The research seeks to
integrate developmental progression or staging with stylistic preference. It posits that if
we are able to determine how worldview developmental staging influences an
individual‟s primary style or mode of risk sensemaking and if that association can be
linked to a preferred or dominant ERM approach, we might then be able to infer how
risk sensemaking proficiency moderates ERM capability maturity at the individual level
to produce organisational ERM capability maturity. This understanding might therefore
reveal a way forward for nurturing more efficacious ERM to close the aspirationrealisation gap.

Although Pepper‟s (1942) conception of formism, mechanism, contextualism and
organicism is not cited by ensuing adult development studies, his worldviews theory
nevertheless is mirrored in subsequent works. These works describe evolving orders of
consciousness that influence how we know and describe our world in an increasingly
complex and mature fashion (Basseches, 1984, 2005; Cook-Greuter, 2002; Fisher,
Merron, & Torbert, 1987; Kegan, 1982, 1994; Kohlberg, 1984; Merron, Fisher, &
Torbert, 1987; Rooke & Torbert, 2005; Torbert, 1991). Thus, the maturity in our
thinking may “not be a matter of how smart [we] are, [but] a matter of the order of
consciousness in which [we] exercise [our] smartness or lack of it” (Kegan, 1994, p.
130). Further, these degrees in consciousness differentiate expert versus novice
performance given a task domain and context (Fuglseth & Gronhaug, 2000; Wright,
Rowe, & McColl, 2004).

The developmental framework proposed by Fisher, Merron and Torbert (1987) explains
how our sensemaking differences are shaped by our attitudes, assumptions, values and
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beliefs, which are represented by a particular developmental staging that we inhabit.
According to them, the worldviews that managers hold influence the ways they
structure their managerial experience. These worldviews influence managers‟
conception of what power is, what behaviour is appropriate, how tasks are defined and
done and how conflicts are resolved. In other words, Fisher et al.‟s framework
emphasises the pivotal role of worldview developmental staging as the governing frame
that shapes how managers approach sensemaking. Their framework classifies
managerial developmental staging as opportunistic, social, analytic-transition, goaloriented, relativistic-transition and self-defining.

The opportunistic developmental staging is characterised by a predisposition for the use
of unilateral power; trying to get one's way because of a belief that others are doing the
same; externalising blame to other people; seeing the world in simple, stereotypical and
absolute terms, that is, right or wrong, true or false; and a focus on the outside world
and gaining control of it. Managers at the social development staging are preoccupied
with group norms; gaining control of one's own behaviour; adherence to norms and
leadership to obtain approval, status and happiness; seeing the world in specific,
concrete ways where things are clear and unambiguous; and they have a low tolerance
for diversity and ambiguity. Most managers are found to be in the analytic-transition
developmental staging, being interested in the inner workings of tasks, persons and self
and in why things and persons work the way they do. They seek technical perfection,
see multiple possibilities, contingencies and exceptions in situations, but usually choose
a single position as preferable. They would defend personal views although they might
attend to others' positions and their main focus is on the internal elegance and logic of
ideas.
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Goal-oriented managers would tend to emphasise the competent execution of rationally
interrelated steps leading from problem presentation to a solution (for example, from
strategy to implementation to intended outcomes). They view conscientious planning
and hard work as essential elements for accomplishment and success (which they hold
as valuable). They have the ability to see people and events in richer details and are able
to see conceptual relationships; delineate differences between the outward appearances
and the internal feelings in self and others; as well as relate strategy to one‟s own
behaviour and to its effects on the outside world. Additionally, they value agreements
that are reached through consensus.

At the relativistic-transition developmental staging, managers become aware that there
are multiple ways of perceiving, valuing and acting, each of which has merit and no one
of which is in any objective sense "right". They could see that there are different
worldviews but could not yet commit to constructing a self-defining pattern. They
exhibit increasing tolerance of self and others; cherish interpersonal relationships; have
a view of common humanity; and are more concern for social problems.

Self-defining managers are able to resolve intrapersonal, interpersonal and political
conflicts involving both the ends and the means. They have the ability to see integrated
patterns among seemingly disparate objects, events and patterns. They have a high level
of tolerance for ambiguity and diversity. They relish paradox and open exploration of
differences which they see as essential for evolution of new meanings that motivate
work and redefine goals. They seek to minimise coercion and conformity and view new
meanings as shared visions that encourage development.
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Fisher et al.‟s managerial dispositional staging is both stylistic and developmental. It is
stylistic because it reflects a preference to use a certain governing frame to make
meaning to inform behaviour. It is developmental in that an existing preference can be
mindfully unlearned and a new, more sophisticated and embracing preference can be
nurtured. Risk sensemaking proficiency is similarly regarded as stylistic and
developmental in the research.

Drawing on Fisher et al.‟s (1987) application of structural adult development theories to
explain leadership and decision-making, Pepper‟s worldviews are used as the surrogate
measures for informants‟ proficiency levels in risk sensemaking to examine how
differences in informing worldviews influence risk sensemaking to shape ERM
approaches. Kramer, Kahlbaugh and Goldston‟s (1992) Social Paradigm Belief
Inventory (SPBI) (see section 3.5) is chosen as the instrument to indicate the informing
worldviews underlying informants‟ risk sensemaking proficiency. This is because it is
based on Pepper‟s world-hypotheses and is specifically crafted to distinguish absolute,
corresponding with formistic and mechanistic; contextualistic (relativistic); and
dialectical, corresponding with organicistic thinking styles as identified by Pepper,
instead of merely contrasting organicism versus mechanism (Germer, Efran, & Overton,
1982).

Practitioners at a higher developmental level are better equipped to create collaborative
commitment with others. This is because these practitioners are more able to redefine
issues and problems and accept these as they are presented by others; and such
practitioners have more options and are willing to delegate or act unilaterally as
necessary (Argyris & Schon, 1974, 1978). People with greater cognitive abilities and
conceptual complexity are more attuned to both their own inner feelings as well as the
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environment external to themselves (Botella & Gallifa, 1995; Caputi & Oades, 2001).
They are more likely to be able to tolerate ambiguity and paradox and have the capacity
to empathise with others who have dissimilar worldviews. As the individuals develop,
they add to their repertoire of possible ways of seeing and have more flexibility of
response to different contexts. In essence, their “requisite variety” (Ashby, 1961) is
increased and they are better equipped to address and cope with complexity and
emergence (Berzonsky, 1992, 1994; Botella & Gallifa, 1995; Caputi & Oades, 2001).
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) similarly attribute individual‟s requisite variety as a
primary determinant for the quality and nature of organisational knowledge creation.

Accordingly, the research investigates this point, that developing risk sensemaking
proficiency to deal with dynamic changes and interrelationships might be necessary for
addressing complexity and emergence. The discussion in this section explains why the
research hypothesises that proficiency levels in risk sensemaking, as mediated by
worldview development, might exhibit as risk sensemaking modes and that these
concepts in combination with sensegiving and senseframing, might result in
distinguishable ERM approaches because of underlying differences in ERM capability
maturity.

2.6

Transformative Learning and Mindful Risk Sensemaking

The premise underpinning standards-based ERM is that risk control leads to reasonable
assurance regarding the achievement of objectives (SAI Global, 2009). Some
researchers even argue that risk management in the formal sense is essentially a
response to anxiety about our inability to control and manage uncertainty (Power,
2004). The achievement of “control” depends on the achievement of regulation over the
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environment (Ashby, 1961). Individuals‟ regulatory capacity is contingent on the
individual‟s system of knowing and experiencing, between the individual‟s organising
principles (subject) and that which gets organised (object) (Kegan, 1982, 1994; Lahey,
Souvaine, Kegan, Goodman, & Felix, 1988; Souvaine et al., 1990). Kegan and his
colleagues (Kegan, 1994; Lahey et al., 1988) argue that organising principles are selfconstructed through meaning-making and we subject ourselves and others to our
construction of these principles. Consequently, the object of attention can be reflected
upon. Furthermore, the growth and transformation of our system of knowing and
experiencing produce progressively sophisticated risk sensemaking proficiency.
Differences in risk sensemaking proficiency affect what we consider as object and
subject in our meaning-making.

Risk by definition cannot be controlled deterministically (Griffin, Shaw, & Stacey,
1999; Stacey, 2001, 2002; Stacey, Griffin, & Shaw, 2000; Streatfield, 2001). ERM is
about managing the complex responsive processes of the corporate, which intersect with
multiple, broader ERM levels nationally and internationally. Corporate risk incertitude
emerges because of these complex interrelations both within and outside the
organisation. A standards-based ERM framework is an attempt at providing a “control”
mechanism intended to direct people‟s risk sensemaking and risk actioning. Its
application in a positivistic manner will result in rules-based second order control,
whereas its application in a constructivist fashion will generate premise-based third
order control (Weick, 1995) and integrative self-organising control (Stacey, 1992).

Given that we cannot truly control risks that arise from the complex responsive process
of interrelating, we need to be mindful of how our cognition, affect and conation
interact to generate our judgement of “reality.” Once we make a cognitive commitment
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(Langer, 1994) to a certain risk response preference, we potentially restrict ourselves
from alternative interpretations and become vulnerable to the illusion of control. If we
are mindful, we will have greater sensitivity to our risk environment and have more
ready access to alternative ways of conceiving and managing the risk situation. As a
result, we will cultivate the risk resilience needed to deal with emergence and the
preparedness to anticipate change.

Developing risk mindfulness involves first understanding the interrelationship between
metacognition and actionable knowledge. This is because nurturing risk sensemaking
proficiency is about increasing the repertoire of actionable risk knowledge and
metacognitive capacity (Batha & Carroll, 2007; Haines & Moore, 2003) to monitor and
regulate the use of that knowledge. Through enhanced metacognition, organisational
members gain greater awareness and understanding of their own preferred inquiry
approach, how they individually and collectively go about gathering data, asking
questions, solving problems and making decisions (Kienholz, 1999). They become more
“aware and attentive to [their] cognition, emotions, motives and sensory and perceptual
input” (Mayer, Chabot, & Carlsmith, 1997, as cited in Kostanski & Hassed, 2008, p.
15). Further, metacognitive processes act as “competence enablers” to give structures to
otherwise ill-structured tasks (Smith, Shanteau, & Johnson, 2003). In other words,
metacognition facilitates “deuterolearning” which is "learning how to learn" (Argyris &
Schon, 1996, p. 29). Studies in the field of deuterolearning have identified four types of
organisational and adult learning which Sofo (1999, p. 216) classifies and articulates as
single-loop learning, double-loop learning, triple-loop learning and quadruple-loop
learning.
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Single-loop learning occurs when collective learning brings about changes in existing
rules and there is a focus on “improving” with a concomitant collective learning in
ability. For example, efforts to improve quality service and customer relations that may
involve radical behavioural changes without challenging or discussing the underlying
assumptions, rules or principles and without any significant changes in strategy,
structure, culture or systems within the organisation.

Double-loop learning is similarly a collective activity, but it focuses on changing the
rules, challenging existing structures and assumptions and forging collective insights,
leading to a renewal of collective insights within existing principles.

Triple-loop learning addresses the essential principles and values of the organisation.
For example, the role the organisation wants to fulfil, the type of business it wants to
pursue and the image it wants to portray. Triple-loop learning involves asking the same
questions as in strategic planning (where are we? where do we want to go and what is
the best way to get there?), questions of collective “courage,” collective “will” and
collective “learning,” with a focus on organisational development.

Quadruple-loop learning goes beyond triple-loop to focus on scenarios and different
contexts. It involves constructing multiple interpretations of the present that are
plausible. It combines views of the present with elements of scenario planning to
construct different and plausible narratives of the future. Quadruple-loop learning thus
creates possible connections between present and future scenarios in relation to
individuals, groups, communities and organisations as the basis for transformation.

At both the organisational and the individual levels, these types of learning have
different emphases. Single-loop learning is instrumental learning that focuses on
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efficiency, that is, are we doing things right. Double-loop learning is adaptive learning
that focuses on both efficiency and effectiveness and is concerned not only about doing
things right, but also about doing the right things. In addition to its emphasis on
efficiency and effectiveness, triple-loop learning seeks to attain ethical and moral
rightness within the context of diversity management and the administering of
situational justice (Flood & Romm, 1996) and is generative within that context.
Quadruple-loop learning is transformative learning (Mezirow, 1991) and aims to
achieve integrative efficacy toward a productive and developmental learning outcome.

Transformational learning as conceived by Mezirow (1991, 1994) is metacognitive in
nature as Mezirow‟s learning theory is about how adults learn to make and modify
meanings. Enhanced metacognition engenders mindfulness, which is being sensitive to
novelty, distinction, differing contexts, multiple perspectives and the present (Langer,
1989; Langer & Moldoveanu, 2000b; Sternberg, 2000). Mindfulness in turn fosters
metacognitive skills and improved cognitive performance (Herndon, 2007). Conversely,
mindlessness can lead to prejudice, stereotyping and human error in complex situations.
It can cause misunderstandings, misinterpretations and misperceptions (Burgoon,
Berger, & Waldron, 2000; Kahneman & Tversky, 2000c; Langer & Moldoveanu,
2000b). Metacognitive skills are therefore critical for developing reasoning skills and
avoiding decision biases (Batha & Carroll, 2007; Cohen, 1993b; Davidson et al., 1994;
Metcalfe & Shimamura, 1994).

Highly developed risk sensemaking proficiency, at the individual and the collective
levels, facilitates individual and collective mindfulness which is a key characteristic of
high reliability and resilient organisations (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001). In such
organisations, continuous risk awareness facilitates early detection and prompts
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diagnosis of risk issues and incongruities in the operating context (Torbert, 1991). Risk
sensemaking proficiency, metacognition and mindfulness are therefore positively and
circularly entwined in their development.

Further, Weick and Sutcliffe (2001) contend that risk mindfulness is both a “mindset”
and “a style of management” that can be cultivated through individual and
organisational learning (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001). Ongoing retrospective sensemaking
creates emergent strategies that differ from intended, deliberate strategies (Mintzberg &
McHugh, 1985). Thus, learning can improve both the anticipatory and the resilient
capacities of the organisation to manage both planned and unplanned enterprise risks. In
other words, risk sensemaking proficiency corresponds to ERM capability maturity,
which in turn mediates the senseframing context to constrain or facilitate the
development of risk sensemaking proficiency through organisational learning (Senge,
1990).

Organisational learning entails cyclically evaluating past behaviour, discovering error or
opportunity and inventing and implementing new behaviours (Lipshitz et al., 2007;
Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001). Hence, learning and sensemaking go hand-in-hand because
learning alters fundamental approaches to sensemaking and knowledge management
(Thomas, Sussman, & Henderson, 2001). Mindful risk sensemaking can therefore result
in learning about risk to inform sustainable performance and learning in turn can lead to
enhanced risk sensemaking that is mindful to improve performance, at skills-based,
rules-based and knowledge-based levels (Reason, 1990).

Assimilating the work of these learning theorists, the research surmises that risk
sensemaking proficiency and ERM capability maturity are developed through
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generative learning and adaptive learning (Senge, 1990; Thomas et al., 2001).
Generative learning increases innovative capacity through discovery, scrutiny and
vigilance and is foundational for developing resilient ERM capability. Adaptive
learning involves foreshadowing and exploiting emergent routines and processes to
assure “survival” and is foundational for developing anticipatory ERM capability. In
combination, generative learning and adaptive learning give rise to strategic productive
learning (Lipshitz et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2001) because both are required in
strategic and operational risk sensemaking, and in managing planned and unplanned
change.

Further, productive learning at the organisational level is contingent on transformative
learning at the individual cognitive level (Mezirow, 1991, 1994, 1998; Sofo, 1999). This
is because organisations learn through their members acting as agents of learning
(Schon, 1987). Individual learning leads to organisational learning and knowledge
creation, through the knowledge transfer and conversion process (Kim, 2004: Lipshitz
et al., 2007; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Yoon, Soong, & Lim, 2009). Productive
learning and transformative learning are comparable at their core. Both involve
conscious and reflective processes to produce new perspectives, goals and behavioural
strategies (Lipshitz et al., 2007; Mezirow, 1991; Schon, 1983, 1987; Sofo, 1999).

Lipshitz et al. (2007) believe that learning results in intended organisational outcomes
although it is often difficult to establish unambiguous causal connections and to clearly
determine the impact of new organisational knowledge. They suggest that the practical
criterion for judging a learning outcome is to show that learning produces organisational
action based on valid knowledge. Such valid knowledge must be capable of
withstanding critical evaluation and cannot be based on wilfully distorted information or
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unquestioned interpretations. Acquiring information or new knowledge is however not
enough; knowledge must inform the behaviour of organisational actors, even if such a
link to intended outcomes cannot be clearly established. They define learning
organisations as the "organisations where people continually expand their capacity to
create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are
nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free and where people are continually
learning how to learn together" (Lipshitz et al., 2007, p. 3).

In order to learn, Lipshitz et al. (2007) theorise that organisations must possess
structures analogous to the central nervous system that enables their members (who can
learn) to collect, analyse, disseminate and apply information and knowledge. They call
these structures organisational learning mechanisms. They argue that transformative
organisational learning is linked to the appropriate design and implementation of such
mechanisms, in balance with a cultural facet, a psychological facet, a leadership and
policy facet (managerial channels of influence and commitment to the workforce and
learning) and a contextual facet consisting of opportunities and constraints. An
enhanced ERM framework as espoused by ERM standards (e.g., AIRMIC et al., 2010;
SAI Global, 2009) seemingly mirrors the organisational learning mechanism. This
suggests the principles underlying transformative learning might conceivably be
applicable to the standards-based ERM approach to foster risk sensemaking proficiency
and ERM capability maturity.

Literature review reveals that transformative learning and risk sensemaking are
potentially mutually reinforcing. Both transformative learning and risk sensemaking are
triggered by “disorienting dilemma” or “dissonance” (Mezirow, 1991; Weick, 1995,
2001). Both concepts center on meaning-making. Both are constructivist in nature and
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promote the notion that reality is socially constructed and can only be known by us
acting on it. Mezirow‟s theory of transformative learning extends Weick‟s theory of
sensemaking in its focus on the individual as the unit of analysis and in its insight into
how meaning structures, consisting of “meaning schemes” and “meaning perspectives,”
can be transformed to bring about developmental progression.

Mezirow‟s Transformation Theory identifies “meaning perspectives” as “frames of
reference more functionally, as sets of assumptions and expectations that pertain to
sociolinguistic, psychological, epistemic, moral-ethical, philosophical, aesthetic and
instrumental beliefs, paradigms and mind-sets” (Mezirow & Associates, 2000, p. 349).
Although not specifically discussing cognitive development in terms of movement
through increasingly complex epistemological forms (Basseches, 1984; Kegan, 1982),
Mezirow‟s theory articulates the explicit nurturing of “meaning perspectives” such that
“meaning becomes clarified,” through mindful and deliberate efforts, toward
transformation of problematic frames of reference. Such cumulative transformations
over time “culminate in a change in habit of mind” (Mezirow & Associates, 2000, p.
354).

Brock (2010) views Mezirow‟s “frames of reference” as analogous to Koltko-Rivera‟s
“worldviews” and observes that Mezirow‟s Transformation Theory describe how
learners go about changing their worldviews. This observation is consistent with
Merriam‟s (2004, p. 60) analysis that “development is at the heart of transformational
learning,” and Tennant‟s (1993, p. 34) conclusion that “perspective transformation is
best conceived as a developmental shift (a new world view) [sic.] rather than simply
developmental progress in a taken-for-granted world.” Transformative learning at the
individual level and productive learning at the organisational level therefore provide
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promising theoretical foundations for informing the development of mindful risk
sensemaking that is linked to a progression in worldview maturity.

2.7

Transformative Learning and Mindful Risk Culture

Mezirow defines learning as “the social process of construing and appropriating a new
or revised interpretation of the meaning of one‟s experience as a guide to action”
(Mezirow, 1994, pp. 222-223), in that “learning is fundamentally social” (Mezirow,
1997, p. 61). This view is consistent with Vygotsky‟s (1978, p. 126) assertion that
“higher mental functions are socially formed and culturally determined.” Mezirow sees
adult development as the “progressive realisation of an adult‟s capacity to fully and
freely participate in rational dialogue, to achieve a broader, more discriminating,
permeable and integrative understanding of his/her experience as a guide to action”
(Mezirow, 1994, p. 226). Verenikina (2003) similarly considers higher mental functions
as purposefully mediated by language within a socio-cultural context, a view conceived
and promulgated by Vygotsky (1978).

Many management researchers and adult learning theorists consider organisational
culture to be a dominant determinant for productive organisational actions (Argyris,
1990; Gregory, Harris, Armenakis, & Shook, 2009; Schein, 1996, 2004). They report
that dysfunctional culture begets dysfunctional and under-performing organisations
(Argyris & Schon, 1978, 1996; Balthazard, Cooke, & Potter, 2006). Lipshitz et al.
(2007) likewise observe that the cultural facet is the key to productive learning due to
the social significance of organisational learning. Furthermore, “the purpose of learning
is to result in improved performance (action) [sic.]” (Lipshitz et al., 2007, p. 117).
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Not surprisingly, risk culture is often presumed, with limited elaboration, as a given-key
to successful ERM (Accenture, 2009; ANAO, 2003; Ernst & Young, 2005, 2009;
FERMA, 2006; KPMG, 2006; Lam, 2003; PWC, 2002a; SAI Global, 2009; Towers
Perrin, 2008). Such scant treatment of risk culture manifests and exacerbates inadequate
understanding of how culture, structure and process of an ERM framework might be
engendered in balance. If risk culture is a key ingredient for bridging the aspirationrealisation gap in ERM, then knowing how to nurture and leverage the “right” risk
culture would be fundamental to ERM success. The presence of a standards-based ERM
framework does not in itself assure ERM performance, just as “the existence of
organisational learning mechanisms explains how organisations learn, but it does not
account for transformative learning [which] occurs when organisational culture supports
both the creation of valid knowledge and taking action on that knowledge” (Lipshitz et
al., 2007, p. 17).

According to Stacey (2002), an organisation's culture is the emergence of patterns in the
form of people‟s habits. Koltko-Rivera (2004) also argues that an organisation‟s culture
is the collective reflection of the internalised risk culture of its members at the
individual level. These views infer that an organisation‟s culture is framed by and in
turn frames the functioning of the psychological and the habitual processes of its
members. Similar to standard operating procedures (SOPs), culture can create order and
control within an organisation, but culture also “adds in latitude for interpretation,
improvisation and unique action” (Weick, 2001, p. 340) which organisational SOPs are
incapable of doing.

Culture is a form of premise control (Weick, 2001) through meaning-making. This
underlies why culture is important in high reliability systems (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001).
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Most organisational behaviour, including choice behaviour, are more susceptible to
organisational rules and cultural norms than the technical calculation of consequences
(March, 1988). Culture is therefore a significant senseframing element (Petersen,
Miranda, Smith, & Haskell, 2003).

Culture is secularly regarded as a nebulous concept because it is manifested by different
elements at varying levels of our consciousness, simplified by Waddell, Cummings and
Worley (2004, pp. 426-427) as having four aspects. Basic assumptions refer to takenfor-granted assumptions about how to relate to the environment; about human nature,
human activity and human relationships; and assumptions which tell members how to
perceive, think and feel about things. Values refer to the standards of behaviours ("what
we ought to do"). Norms are accepted, unwritten rules of behaviours ("what we should
do"). Artifacts represent the highest cultural awareness level because this aspect
comprises observable behaviours, structures, systems, procedures, rules and the physical
aspects of the organisation. This layered manifestation explains why culture is viewed
by ERM practitioners variously as a reflection of decision-making styles,
communication approaches, goals and outcomes, innovation and risk-taking tendencies,
people and diversity orientation, as well as a measure indicative of the presence or the
lack of proficient ERM.

Schein defines culture in terms of six constitutive properties (Schein, 1996, p. 17): (1)
shared basic assumptions that are (2) invented, discovered, or developed by a given
group as it (3) learns to cope with its problem of external adaptation and internal
integration in ways that (4) have worked well enough to be considered valid and,
therefore, (5) can be taught to new members of the group as the (6) correct way to
perceive, think and feel in relation to those problems (also in Lipshitz et al., 2007, p. 46;
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Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001, p. 121). This classical definition of culture embraces the
constructs of worldviews, sensemaking, mindfulness and learning and it supports why
fostering mindful risk culture is foundational to proficient ERM because mindful risk
culture underpins how an ERM standard is used to integrate the structural and the
process aspects of the ERM framework.

In other words, the representative attitudes, values, beliefs, principles and practices of
the collective worldviews about risk give form and substance to the organisation‟s risk
culture, which reflects the extent and the nature of the organisation‟s risk awareness and
ERM preparedness (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001). It follows that an organisation‟s risk
culture manifests its underlying ERM capability maturity. Organisational risk culture in
turn acts as the sensegiving frame that shapes the collective‟s worldviews through the
acculturation process and influences individual‟s sensemaking structures and processes
(Koltko-Rivera, 2004; Harris, 1994).

Learning from high reliability organisations and referring to Reason‟s (1990) work that
equates safety culture to informed culture, Weick & Sutcliffe (2001, p. 129) describe
“informed culture” as consisting of four subcultures, viz: a reporting culture that
determines what gets reported when people make errors or experience near misses; a
just culture that defines how people apportion blame and punishment when something
goes wrong; a flexible culture that demonstrates how adaptable people are to sudden and
radical increments in demands and pressures; and a learning culture that signifies how
adequately people can convert lessons that they have learned into reconfigurations of
assumptions, frameworks and action. Informed culture begets anticipatory and resilient
ERM capability, and promotes mindfulness to foster one‟s personal sense of control
perceptually and experientially (Langer, 1983). It engenders commitment, confidence
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and conative energy for collective action and therefore is analogous to a mindful risk
culture that encourages transformative learning at both the collective and the individual
levels.

Fard and Rostamy (2009) offer another confirmatory conception of cultural types. They
identify four common types of organisational culture as being bureaucratic, competitive,
participative and transformative or learning-promoting. They refer to the transformative
culture as a “learning culture” and empirically demonstrate that this type of culture is
the most powerful for shaping “learning organisation” which is Senge‟s (1990, 2006)
conception of a high performing and resilient organisation.

Organisational learning involves knowledge creation and knowledge distribution
(Lipshitz et al., 2007). A learning organisation is a “knowledgeable organisation” that,
in its ideal form, knows how to leverage knowledge as a critical business resource to
develop the competencies needed to compete sustainably (Beer et al., 2005; McKenzie
& Van Winkelen, 2004; Starkey, Tempest, & McKinlay, 2004). McKenzie and Van
Winkelen (2004) contend that these competencies, (namely competing, deciding,
learning, connecting, relating and monitoring), can be fostered through developing
“intellectual complexity,” a notion consistent with Mezirow‟s Transformation Theory of
adult learning. If “intellectual failure” (Power, 2009) results in risk management failure,
it is conceivable that nurturing intellectual complexity is a step toward narrowing the
aspiration-realisation gap in ERM.

Attaining proficient ERM thus demands that we understanding the cyclical
interrelationships of worldviews, risk sensemaking, risk culture and risk knowledge
development and regulation. The dynamic association of these constructs explains why
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the mono-disciplinary, positivist conception of ERM is inadequate to address the
aspiration-realisation gap in the standards-based ERM approach.

Transformative learning that generates actionable knowledge comes from deliberate
practice (Ashurst & Hodges, 2010; Ericsson, 2005; Sofo, 2004) and understanding how
to harness theory-and-practice linkage (Tenkasi & Hay, 2004), both of which can be
fostered through the use of the systemic intervention methodology (Midgley, 2000). The
systemic intervention methodology encourages explicit “reflection on the boundaries of
problematic situations, sweeping in the viewpoints of a wide variety of stakeholders, to
ensure that issues of marginalisation are addressed and to draw upon theories and
methods to suit the purposes being pursued” (Midgley, 2000, pp. 10-11).

An approach to implementing systemic intervention is the Soft Systems Methodology
(SSM) (Checkland, 1990; Checkland & Scholes, 1990; Midgley, 2000) which facilitates
efficacious problem structuring and modelling (Horlick-Jones et al., 2001; Morecroft,
1992; Murthy, 2000; Rail Safety and Standards Board, 2004).

SSM complements ERM standards as intellectual devices that aid mindful sensemaking
in planned and unplanned situations through “purposeful activity models” called
“holons.” Holons are schematic models constructed and drawn based on declared
worldviews to help people make sense of and debate about complex situations. SSM
uses holons to focus on four main activities (Checkland & Scholes, 1990, pp. A15–
A31).

The first activity involves assembling a rich representation of the situation across social,
cultural and political dimensions. This includes analysis of the intervention itself by
examining the roles, analysis of the social system by examining the interrelationships
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between roles, norms and rules, and analysis of the political system by examining how
power is expressed and how differing interest may be accommodated.

The second activity entails formulating relevant models. This activity has two
components. The first component encompasses identifying and defining CATWOE
(client, agent/actor, transformation, worldviews, owner and environment), ITO (input,
transformation and output), PQR (do P by Q to achieve R, i.e., do WHAT by HOW to
achieve WHY), and 5E‟s performance measures (efficacy, efficiency, effectiveness,
ethicality, elegance) for the human activity system being mapped. The second
component encompasses developing and drawing the models (e.g., risk mapping).

The third activity of SSM is to use the models to debate the situation to seek
systematically desirable and culturally feasible changes that improve the situation and
that is politically implementable by accommodating conflicting interests. This activity
may iteratively path back to the first two activities as warranted by the situational
context until an accommodative and agreeable PQR and 5E‟s are attained. The fourth
activity of SSM is to take action to improve the situation based on PQR and 5E‟s
derived from this sensemaking process.

SSM approach thus encourages action learning which is “learning by doing” (Sofo,
1999, p. 289) or learning from action and experience (Jordan, 2010; Marquardt, 2002;
Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001). This type of learning has the propensity to build the risk
resilience of an organisation as it engages the principles of transformative learning
whereby reframing and reflecting-in-action lead to fuller knowledge of uncertainty and
novel practice choices (Sofo, 1999).
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Furthermore, current ERM practice conceives organisational learning in terms of
documenting lessons learned from risk-related incidents as part of the formalised ERM
process (SAI Global, 2009). The rationale is that if lessons learned form part of
organisation‟s corporate database or documented know-how, people will learn to
perform better when a similar event occurs in the future. The research builds upon this
understanding as a learning-based ERM framework also incorporates risk incident
documentation. Hence, as a plausible way forward, SSM-based intervention might be
used to foster deliberate, standards-based ERM practice toward transformative learning
and organisational sustainability.

2.8

Chapter 2 Summary

Chapter 2 details ERM as an attempt to govern the complex, socially negotiated and
constructed interrelationships of the corporate system as this corporate system
dynamically intersects with the broader socio-economic-politico system. Although
ERM necessitates some form of governing rules, such as principles and standards, to
keep the corporate system from becoming chaotic and uncontrollable in search of
adaptive solutions, these rules need to be adaptive and transformational themselves. To
that end, the AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 risk management standard represents an
idealised framework of ERM rules, principles and procedures. While AS/NZS ISO
31000:2009 provides consistency and systematicity, its efficacious application requires
proficient customisation by risk decision-makers as they iteratively step through the
prescribed ERM tasks. This customisation process involves and engages risk decisionmakers‟ judgement and choice.
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Judgement and choice regarding risks emanate from how meanings are constructed and
attributed to these risks. Chapter 2 thus illuminates meaning-making regarding risks, or
risk sensemaking, as a foundational concept that we need to understand in order to
address three streams of unresolved theoretical issues within the ERM domain. First,
given the implicit significance of meaning-making in managerial risk decision-making,
the research addresses the paucity of empirical studies into how individual differences
in risk sensemaking impact upon ERM capability and proficiency. Second, given the
prevailing belief that proficient ERM rests on balancing risk culture with the structural
and the process dimensions of the standards-based ERM framework, the research
addresses the pressing need to explicate the elusive construct of risk culture. Finally, the
literature highlights the limitation of a positivist conception of ERM. This manner of
conception results in segregated treatment of key ERM concepts from various monodisciplinary perspectives. The research argues that a constructivist viewpoint might be
more fruitful for unifying these mono-disciplinary perspectives to provide a richer
theoretical backdrop toward a more integrated framework on ERM performance.

Drawing on the literature in sensemaking, mindfulness, worldviews, adult development,
organisational culture and organisational learning, the theoretical framework as
presented in Figure 2.1 is formulated as the conjecture backdrop to inform the research.
Based on the proposition that the aspiration-realisation gap in standards-based ERM is a
capability gap with respect to the application of ERM standards, the research posits that
this gap can be bridged through empirical insight into how worldviews, sensemaking,
culture, structure and process are interrelated from an ERM perspective. Specifically,
the research explicates how risk sensemaking proficiency and ERM capability maturity
can be fostered through transformative learning to enhance ERM performance to close
the aspiration-realisation gap.
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Chapter 3: Research Method

Chapter 3 details the approach taken to answer the research questions introduced in
Chapter 1 (see section 1.4) regarding enterprise risk management (ERM). The research
method is influenced by the naturalistic decision-making literature that emphasises the
value of understanding what experienced decision-makers actually do in their real-life
setting, so that we may learn to improve our own performance (see section 2.1). Chapter
3 describes how Dervin‟s SenseMaking Methodology (Dervin & Foreman-Wernet,
2003) and the Grounded Theory methodology (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 1994, 1998) are
applied, through a mixed-methods research design (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, 2003),
to help structure and execute the research process. The Chapter details the instruments
and the procedures for data collection and analyses. It addresses issues of validity and
reliability including inter-rater reliability testing. It also outlines the delimitations that
bound the research, and the provisions made to meet the ethics and probity standards.

3.1

Research Questions

The primary interest of the research is to explicate how risk sensemaking, as mediated
by human and cultural factors, impact upon risk decision-making to shape ERM
performance. The research aims to develop a framework to integrate unresolved
theoretical concepts in ERM to inform improved ERM. As previously established, one
way to inquire into how the aspiration-realisation gap might be closed to attain more
proficient ERM is to learn from experienced corporate risk managers, by asking the
following research questions:
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(1)

How do experienced corporate risk managers make sense of risk decisionmaking contexts in their ERM approach?

(2)

How do experienced corporate risk managers harness the intended benefits of
the standards-based ERM approach to address the different risk complexities?

(3)

How might experienced corporate risk managers enhance their use of the
standards-based ERM approach?

3.2

Research Significance and Objectives

The management of risks preserves, enriches and creates the values that are important to
us (see section 1.1). Insight into how we might improve our ERM competence aids
value optimisation. The analogy extends into the corporate domain whereby more
proficient ERM can help to assure sustainability and profitability (see sections 1.2 and
1.3). The research is conducted in the hope that the findings will inform more proficient
ERM (see sections 1.4 and 3.1). To that end, the research aims to:

(1)

expand ERM theory and practice by addressing unresolved theoretical issues
and the aspiration-realisation challenge from a multidisciplinary perspective;

(2)

advance the ERM profession by contributing to the educational and training
agenda to develop risk sensemaking proficiency and ERM capability maturity;
and

(3)

enrich understanding and debate on how the standards-based ERM approach
might be more efficaciously implemented to harness its intended utility.
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3.3

Research Design and Methodologies

The research is influenced by the naturalistic decision-making paradigm that subscribes
to the notion of ecological validity (Bolger & Wright, 1994; Gill & Johnson, 1997;
Neuendorf, 2002; Wright et al., 2004). To be ecologically valid, the research needs an
approach that studies what experienced decision-makers actually do in their real-life
setting.

Figure 3.1 schematically illustrates the research design, the methodologies, as well as
the data collection and analytical instruments and procedures used to conduct the
research. Their selection and application are justified and explained in the ensuing
sections which should be read with reference to the figure.

Figure 3.1 Schematic of Research Design and Methodologies

Research Methodology Dervin's SenseMaking Methodology
Research Design
Research Process
Grounded Theory
Methodology
Foundational
Preliminary
Coding

Exploratory
Open
Coding

Extension
Axial
Coding

Validation
Selective
Coding

Core Concept

Parallel/Simultaneous DominantLess Dominant Mixed-Methods

Procedural Paradigms
Naturalistic Decision-Making Paradigm
Epstein's Cognitive-Experiential Self-Theory
Pepper's World Hypotheses

Data Collection Instruments
Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA)
Rational-Experiential Inventory (REI)
Social Paradigm Belief Inventory (SPBI)

Data Analysis Protocols (Tools)
Substantive Thematic Coding (NVivo)
Nonparametric Statistical Analyses (Excel)
Correlational Analysis (Excel)
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Additionally, Table 3.1 summarises the linkages between the research questions, the
sampling approach, the data collection instruments and procedures, as well as the data
coding and analysis tools. For further clarity, relevant section references are also
included to signify where more explanatory details can be found.

Table 3.1 Research Questions, Research Sampling,
Data Collection Instruments and Procedures, and Data Coding and Analysis Tools
Research Questions
(see section 3.1)

Research Sampling
(see section 3.4)

Data Collection Instruments
and Procedures
(see section 3.5)

Data Coding and
Analysis Tools
(see section 3.6)

Q1 How do experienced
corporate risk managers
make sense of risk
decision-making contexts
in their ERM approach?

Grounded Theory
based theoretical
sampling; sample size
is determined at each
constant comparative
phase; total number of
informants anticipated
to consist of 10-20
experienced corporate
risk managers.

Applied Cognitive Task
Analysis (ACTA);

ACTA data are
analysed using thematic
coding technique
supported by NVivo
qualitative analysis
software.

Social Paradigm Belief
Inventory (SPBI).

REI and SPBI data are
analysed using
nonparametric statistical
methods and
correlational analysis
supported by Excel
software.

Q2 How do experienced
corporate risk managers
harness the intended
benefits of the standardsbased ERM approach to
address the different risk
complexities?

As above.

As above.

As above.

Q3 How might
experienced corporate risk
managers enhance their
use of the standards-based
ERM approach?

As above.

As above and triangulating with
theoretical findings from
literature review consistent with
SenseMaking Methodology and
Grounded Theory methodology.

As above and
triangulating with
theoretical findings
from literature review
consistent with
SenseMaking
Methodology and
Grounded Theory
methodology.

Rational-Experiential Inventory
(REI); and

Overall Research Design – SenseMaking Methodology and Mixed-Methods

Dervin‟s SenseMaking Methodology is chosen to frame the research because it is wellsuited “for studying and facilitating the making and unmaking of sense in any
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communication situation” (Dervin & Foreman-Wernet, 2003, p. 236) and because its
constructivist foundation supports the research perspective. Compatible with the
research conception of risk, the methodology views reality as both “real” and enacted
where it is unnecessary to privilege realist over interpretive traditions, or vice versa.
Rather, data analysis focuses on where the real and the interpretive meet within the
dynamic process of sensemaking. The methodology is underpinned by the premise that
situational and psychological experiences interact to contextually influence how people
attend to and interpret their reality.

SenseMaking Methodology is also consistent with the naturalistic decision-making
paradigm in that contradiction, inconsistency and diversity are not treated as erroneous
or irrelevant, but as fodder for contextual analysis to enrich understanding and improve
practice (Lipshitz, 1997). The methodology enables cross-level examination of the
interdependencies between the larger context and the individuals‟ actions. This permits
two crucial lines of inquiry: the investigation of the interrelationships between the
individual level and the organisational level ERM capability maturity; and the
exploration of how individual and organisational learning might inform cross-level
ERM capability maturity.

The methodology consists of multi-method, multi-perspective research, promoting the
creative use of multiple approaches and multiple sources of evidence for theorising, in
line with the notion of triangulation. This influences the choice of mixed-methods
research design for the research (Creswell, 1994, 2003; Creswell & Plano-Clark, 2007;
Creswell, Plano-Clark, Gutmann, & Hanson, 2003; Tashakkori & Creswell, 2008;
Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, 2003).
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Mixed-methods research refers to “research in which the investigator collects and
analyses data, integrates the findings and draws inferences using both qualitative and
quantitative approaches or methods in a single study or a program of inquiry”
(Tashakkori & Creswell, 2007, p. 4). Mixed-methods enable researchers to
meaningfully engage with diversity. Such methods extend the scope, breadth and depth
of a study to allow different overlapping facets of a phenomenon to emerge. Mixedmethods also minimise the bias inherent in a single data source or method (Creswell,
1994; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). The research has a dominant qualitative aspect and
a less-dominant quantitative aspect embedded within the qualitative element to provide
corroborative evidence. Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) refer to this particular research
design as parallel/simultaneous dominant-less dominant mixed-methods design.

Research Process - Grounded Theory Methodology

A theory is “a set of well developed concepts related through statements of relationship,
which together constitute an integrated framework that can be used to explain or predict
phenomena” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 15). Theory building involves discipline,
imagination and reflexivity (Eisenhardt, 1989; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Weick,
1989, 1999). It consists of three processes (Langley, 1999, p. 708): induction (datadriven generalisation); deduction (theory-driven hypothesis testing); and inspiration
(driven by creativity and insight). The research is abductive (Klein et al., 2007;
Suddaby, 2006) in nature whereby inquiry moves between induction and deduction in
search of plausible categories and explanations for their interrelationships. The research
seeks to interconnect the key ERM concepts that are not explicitly integrated. Its
primary interest is to investigate informants‟ interpretive process of sensemaking and to
understand how this process influences informants‟ risk management approaches.
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Grounded Theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 1994, 1998) is a
method for the naturalistic study of meaning-making. It is a general method for
generating substantive theory based on empirical evidence about “the actual production
of meanings and concepts by social actors in real settings” (Gephart, 2004, p. 457).
Grounded Theory focuses on what is happening, how things are done, why and when
organisational members do what they do (Parker & Roffey, 1997). It deploys mixedmethods to examine informants‟ understanding and explanations in combination with
the researcher‟s understanding and analysis. It works between data and extant
knowledge to find the most plausible explanation for the relationships being studied
(Bamford, 2008; Bamford & Forrester, 2003; Browning, Beyer, & Shetler, 1995;
Isabella, 1990; Parker & Roffey, 1997; Suddaby, 2006). Grounded Theory is thus wellsuited and used to guide the framework construction process.

Grounded Theory requires researchers to enfold extant literature (Eisenhardt, 1989;
Suddaby, 2006) as their research progresses through open, axial and selective coding to
generate the core category for formulating the integrative framework (Strauss & Corbin,
1998). The literature review for the research is synchronously an evolving and snowballing process (Fink, 1998; Lewis & Grimes, 1999). It is guided at the outset by the
focal research interest. From this point on, emerging themes, concepts and categories
determine the path and scope of the literature review.

A central feature of Grounded Theory is the constant comparative method (Strauss &
Corbin, 1994, 1998), explained by Rudestam and Newton (1992) as consisting of
“unitizing” and “categorising” sub-processes. “Unitizing” identifies information units
and “categorising” amalgamates data on the basis of similarity in meaning. Categorising
rules are defined and revised until the inclusion of additional units into a new category
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provides no new information. That is, when a “theoretical saturation” point is reached.
Accordingly, the research process advances through four constant comparative cycles
outlined as follows:

(1)

a foundational phase, where preliminary collection and coding of raw, deductive
concepts occur to establish the research context;

(2)

an exploratory phase, where open coding occurs; open coding is “the analytic
process through which [in-vivo] concepts are identified and their properties and
dimensions are discovered in data” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 101);

(3)

an extension phase, where axial coding occurs; axial coding is “the process of
relating categories to their subcategories ... around the axis of a category, linking
categories at the level of properties and dimensions” (ibid., p. 123); and

(4)

a validation phase, where selective coding occurs; selective coding is “the
process of integrating and refining the theory” (ibid., p. 143) to generate a
central category or core explanatory concept.

3.4

Research Sampling

Grounded Theory methodology uses theoretical sampling, which is “sampling on the
basis of emerging concepts, with the aim being to explore the dimensional range or
varied conditions along which the properties of concepts vary” (ibid., p. 73). In other
words, sampling relies on “data gathering driven by concepts derived from the evolving
theory and based on the concept of „making comparisons‟, whose purpose is to go to
places, people, or events that will maximise opportunities to discover variations among
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concepts and to densify categories in terms of their properties and dimensions” (ibid., p.
201). According to Strauss and Corbin (1998, p. 215), “theoretical sampling cannot be
planned before embarking on a study [because] the specific sampling decisions evolve
during the research process.”

The researcher decides on an arbitrary sample size range of ten to twenty informants
based on the fact that small sample sizes are commonly reported with naturalistic
decision-making inquiry using the cognitive task analysis methods (see section 3.5).
Examples include Schraagen‟s (1997) study into a naval damage control decision
support system which is based on four informants; Gordon and Gill‟s (1997) study on
the use of PARI-CTA which is based on two expert informants; Peterson, Stine and
Darken‟s (2005) study of military ground navigators which is based on eight
informants; and Gore and Riley‟s (2005) study into hotels‟ recruitment and selection
which is based on five informants.

The research‟s arbitrary sample size range meets the test of adequacy and
appropriateness for sampling design as proposed by Boyatzis (1998, pp. 59-62), viz:
efficacy, in that there is sufficient variety in the units of analysis to allow for “betweenunit” variation or differences; and sufficient variety of units of coding across the sample
to allow for a comprehensive understanding and analysis of the unit of investigation;
efficiency, given the sample size range of ten to twenty informants being well within the
recommended number of informants for the chosen method; and ethics (see section 3.9).

Table 3.2 summarises the actual sample sizes participated in the ACTA interviews
conducted at each of the four research phases and Table 3.3 presents informants‟
profiles based on the preliminary antecedents (see Figure 3.2).
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Table 3.2 Research Staging, Interviews and Sample Sizes
Research Staging

Interviews

Sample Sizes

Foundational*

4 interviews

E1; E2; E3(C5); E4(C4)

Exploratory

12 interviews

C1; C2; C3; C4; C5; C6; C7; C8; C9; C10; C11; C12

Extension

8 interviews

C5; C8; C10; C11; C13; C14; C15; C16

Validation

5 interviews

C2; C17; C18; C19; C20

*

Foundational informants are high profile Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) practitioners who
are well-regarded in the ERM domain.

Table 3.3 Research Informants’ Profiles
ID

Sectors*

Industry

Role

Mgmt Level

Gender

C1

Taxation

G

O

E

F

C2

Safety

S

D

E

F

C3

Mining

M

A

E

M

C4

Education

Q

D

S

M

C5

Education

Q

A

S

M

C6

Health

Q

O

S

F

C7

Utilities

G

A

E

M

C8

Utilities

Q

A

S

M

C9

Mining

M

A

S

M

C10

Audit

Q

D

E

M

C11

Security

S

O

E

M

C12

Safety

S

A

S

M

C13

Sustainability

G

A

S

M

C14

Security

S

A

E

M

C15

Media

Q

D

E

M

C16

Transport

Q

A

S

M

C17

Finance

G

A

S

M

C18

Security

S

A

E

M

C19

Governance

G

A

E

F

C20

Insurance

G

A

E

F

Legend for Research Sample: (*Sectors consideration to ensure representative diversity across industries)
ID

Informants’ identification label to ensure anonymity.

Industry

G=government; M=mining; Q=statutory authority (quasi-govt.); S=safety/security.

Role

A=risk adviser who supports, helps and advises risk owners in regard to ERM issues;
O=risk owner who has accountability and authority in regard to ERM issues;
D=informants with both advisory and ownership accountabilities.

Mgmt. Level

E=executive; S=senior manager.

Gender

M=male; F=female.
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3.5

Data Collection Instruments and Procedures

Section 3.5 details the three data collection instruments used in the research and the
procedures for collecting the associated qualitative and quantitative data. The three
instruments are:

(1)

Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA) which is informed by the naturalistic
decision-making paradigm and Dervin‟s SenseMaking Methodology (Dervin &
Foreman-Wernet, 2003). It is a research tool that encompasses semi-structured
interviews for the collection of qualitative data, iteratively over the research
period, consistent with Grounded Theory‟s constant comparative approach;

(2)

Rational-Experiential Inventory (REI) which is informed by Epstein‟s
Cognitive-Experiential Self-Theory (Epstein, 1985, 1991). It is a questionnairebased instrument consisting of 40 statements scored along a Likert scale of five
ratings. It is used to measure two modes of information processing systems or
thinking styles, rational versus experiential, that people use to make sense of
situational factors to form judgement and choice; and

(3)

Social Paradigm Belief Inventory (SPBI) which is informed by Pepper‟s Word
Hypotheses (Pepper, 1942). It is a questionnaire-based instrument consisting of
27-item forced-choice preference measure. It is used to explore a person‟s
paradigm beliefs and assumptions (i.e., worldviews) pertaining to the social
world.
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Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA)

The SenseMaking Methodology influences the framing of core and probing interview
questions. Informants are regarded as theorists, where the value of self-reports are
honoured (Fischhoff, 2000; Seidman, 1998). The methodology focuses on how
informants address discontinuity, a moment that invokes sensemaking (Weick, 1995,
2001), in terms of what gaps they see, how they seek to bridge the gaps and with what
consequences. Dervin and Foreman-Wernet (2003) call this analytical process
“sensemaking triangle.” This “sensemaking triangle” technique is adapted into the
Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA) protocol (Klein Associates, 1997) which is a
licensed tool that operationalises cognitive task analysis. The adapted ACTA protocol is
used to collect qualitative data from informants.

Focusing on informants‟ risk decision-making process, the research investigates how
they interpret key risk concepts, how they connect these risk concepts and how they
construct bridges to explain dissonance and interruptions in their organisational
environment. The methodology is designed to facilitate the researcher‟s examination of
how differences in risk sensemaking modes might impact ERM approaches and
efficacy, rather than to create descriptions of the content of the risk problem situation or
the ERM responses per se.

Cognitive task analysis is a family of proven and commonly-used naturalistic decisionmaking methods which help researchers construct a model of expert performance to
make this accessible for training and system design (Gordon & Gill, 1997; Hoffman,
Crandall, & Shadbolt, 1998; Jobe, 2003; Klein Associates, 1997; Klein, 1998; Militello,
2001; Militello & Hutton, 1998; Moray, Sanderson, & Vincente, 1992). Cognitive task
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analysis is similar in concept to conventional task analyses except for its focus on
revealing perception, judgement and decision-making skills, instead of being
procedurally oriented. Cognitive task analysis consists of: locating sources of expertise;
evaluating the quality of the expertise; performing knowledge elicitation to examine
internal processes of the skilled decision-makers; processing the findings so they can be
interpreted to and by others; and applying the findings (Klein, 1998, p. 169).

The cognitive task analysis procedures comprise task elicitation, knowledge audit and
task simulation. The research uses task elicitation and knowledge audit in the
exploratory and the extension phases and all three aspects in the validation phase. The
following data are elicited from informants (see Appendix 4):

(1)

meanings, expressions and stories that informants used to define, characterise
and describe key ERM concepts and principles and the interrelationships of
these concepts and principles, particularly for key variables such as risk
complexities, ERM framework and processes, risk culture and ERM roles;

(2)

informants‟ views of their ERM goals and goal structures including the initial
conditions that trigger these goals and the approaches used to attain goals;

(3)

informants‟ cognitive skills, rules, strategies and plans, including the presence or
manifestation of perceptual learning, pattern recognition and implicit or tacit
knowledge used;

(4)

beliefs and assumptions, mental models, thinking modes and styles influencing
informants‟ attitude, perception, preference construction and decision choices
regarding risks; and
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(5)

problem models used by informants to represent a problem and how they prefer
to work within the constructed problem space.

In the interviews, informants are asked to focus on a particular critical incident as a case
example to obtain information about their perceptual cues and patterns of cues for that
particular decision context. This “expertise in context” approach (Militello, 2001)
allows inquiry into the ERM decision-making process, the judgements that are made,
the problem solving techniques that are deployed, as well as the underlying assumptions
(i.e., worldviews) and interpretation (i.e., sensemaking) at a depth not possible without
an incident as a reference point. This particular form of cognitive task analysis is based
on the critical decision method and is most appropriate for understanding contextual
elements that mediate risk decision-making tasks and processes. ACTA interviews are
tape-recorded and transcribed for analysis (see section 3.6).

AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009‟s ERM process (i.e., AS/NZS 4360:2004) is used as the
reference analytical framework in interviews for reasons explained in Chapter 1 (see
section 1.2). The application of the standards-based ERM approach is investigated to
uncover the boundary conditions and the contingent factors that influence informants‟
risk sensemaking and risk decision-making. This is because the knowledge audit is
more effective if it is based on an understanding of the major components that constitute
the task to be investigated (Klein & Militello, 2005). Further, if domain experts such as
the research informants are asked to elaborate on the answers, they can refer to the task
components to delineate the different knowledge types used and to distinguish between
ways of applying these knowledge types.
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In practical terms, these flow-on interactions essentially influence the probing questions
used in each iteration or cycle of the research, but they do not materially alter the
essence of the research design and the key inquiry themes (see section 3.1).
Accordingly, provisional questions and tentative propositions are generated to guide the
research through these constant comparative iterations. Table A4.1 in Appendix 4
presents these provisional questions and tentative propositions, as well as the concepts
investigated based upon these questions and propositions.

Rational-Experiential Inventory (REI)

The REI (see Appendix 2) is a psychometric self-report instrument, designed based on
Cognitive-Experiential Self-Theory (Epstein, 1985, 1991; Epstein et al., 1996; Pacini &
Epstein, 1999). This theory proposes that people process information by two parallel,
interactive systems, namely a rational-analytical system and an experiential-intuitive
system, whereby “intuitions function like our peripheral vision to keep us oriented and
aware of our surroundings; and analytical abilities, on the other hand, function like
foveal vision to enable us to think precisely” (Klein, 2003, p. 56).

The Cognitive-Experiential Self-Theory views heuristic processing as the operation of
an organised, adaptive experiential system (Bryant, 2002) and conceptualises intuition
as “distilled experience” (Agor, 1989; Behling & Eckel, 1991; Einhorn & Hogarth,
1999; Isenberg, 1984; Simon, 1987). “Intuition is the way we translate our experience
into judgements and decisions. It is the ability to make decisions by using patterns to
recognise what is going on in a situation and to recognise the typical action script with
which to react ... [hence] the more patterns and action scripts we have, the more
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expertise we have” (Klein, 2003, p. 13). Table 3.4 outlines the key attributes of these
two systems of information processing that people use for meaning-making.

Table 3.4 Rational and Experiential Information Processing Systems
(Source: Epstein, Pacini, Denesraj, & Heier, 1996, p. 391)
Rational-Analytic System

Experiential-Intuitive System

Analytic;
Intentional; effortful;
Logical; reason oriented (what is rational);
Logical connections;
Behaviour mediated by conscious appraisal of
events;
Encodes reality in abstract symbols, words and
numbers;
Slower processing; oriented toward delayed action;
Changes more rapidly and easily; changes with
strength of argument and new evidence;
More highly differentiated;
More highly integrated; context-general principles;
Experienced actively and consciously (we are in
control of our thoughts); and
Requires justification via logic and evidence.

Holistic;
Automatic; effortless;
Affective; pleasure-pain oriented (what feels good);
Associationistic connections;
Behaviour mediated by “vibes” from past events;
Encodes reality in concrete images, metaphors and
narratives;
More rapid processing; oriented toward immediate
action;
Slower and more resistant to change; change with
repetitive or intense experience;
More crudely differentiated; broad generalisation
gradient; stereotypical thinking
More crudely integrated; dissociative, emotional
complexes; context-specific processing;
Experienced passively and preconsciously (we are
seized by our emotions); and
Self-evidently valid (experiencing is believing).

The REI consists of 40 statements (see Appendix 2), formulated to elicit information
about informant‟s information processing modes and thinking styles across four
subscales, namely:

(1)

“Rational-engagement” which refers to an individual‟s preference for thinking in
an analytical and logical manner;

(2)

“Rational-ability” which refers to an individual‟s self-report of his or her ability
level to think logically and analytically;

(3)

“Experiential-engagement” which refers to an individual‟s disposition toward
using intuition and feelings in decisions; and
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(4)

“Experiential-ability” which refers to an individual‟s self-report of his or her
intuitive ability level and use of “gut feelings.”

In the research, rational-engagement and experiential-engagement statements are
interpreted in terms of informants indicating the extent that they are comfortable to
engage in the activity in focus. Rational-ability and experiential-ability statements are
interpreted as informants‟ self-reported level of skills or proficiency concerning the
activity in focus. Informants‟ self-rated scores are obtained based on a Likert scale of
five ratings whereby “1” denotes “definitely not true of me” at the low end, to “5”
denoting “definitely true of me” at the high end.

The REI instrument consists of statements which are deliberately worded by its authors
using both the affirmative and double-negative approaches. An example of the
affirmative statement would be “I enjoy intellectual challenges” whereas an example of
the double-negative statement would be “Thinking is not my idea of an enjoyable
activity.” Consequently, in order to compute an informant‟s self-rated dominant
thinking style or ability, their scoring has to be reversed for negatively worded
statements, whereas for positively worded statements, the self-reported ratings are taken
to be the actual scores for each of the subscale statements. The alphas reported for the
reliabilities of the REI total scales are 0.90 for Rationality and 0.87 for Experiential.

The paper-based REI instrument is converted into an electronic survey system.
Informants have two options to complete the survey questionnaire: by accessing a webbased survey using authenticated code-based user identification and passwords that the
researcher sets up and assigns to them; or by direct correspondence with the researcher
via electronic mails.
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The REI responses are entered onto an Excel spreadsheet and are cross-checked,
processed and analysed (see section 3.6) as they become available. The results are
validated with informants at the interviews which are timed to take place after each
survey completion and analysis. The REI data are used to corroborate ACTA data to
provide insight into informants‟ sensemaking styles and processes.

Social Paradigm Belief Inventory (SPBI)

The SPBI (see Appendix 3) as developed by Kramer, Kahlbaugh and Goldston (1992) is
based on Pepper‟s (1942) World Hypotheses. The SPBI instrument is used to examine
informants‟ paradigm beliefs and assumptions (i.e., worldviews) pertaining to the social
world. The objective is to assess their worldview developmental staging, the surrogate
measure for their risk sensemaking proficiency levels.

The SPBI solicits data about how informants prefer to think about people, relationships
and social institutions using a 27-item forced-choice preference measure. Informants are
asked to indicate which of the three statements, an absolute (formistic or mechanistic), a
relativistic (contextualistic), or a dialectical (organicistic) statement, against each of the
27 items, is closest to their own beliefs. Table 3.5 outlines the key attributes of these
three forms of thinking and their accompanying assumptions. The SPBI is administered
in-person and via electronic mail, based on convenience. The SPBI responses are
received either electronically or in-person in hard copy form. As in the REI, the SPBI
data are entered onto an Excel spreadsheet and are cross-checked, processed and
analysed (see section 3.6) as they become available. This process is consistent with
Grounded Theory‟s constant comparative procedure.
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Table 3.5 Absolute, Relativistic (Contextualistic) and Dialectical Thinking
(Source: Kramer, Kahlbaugh, & Goldston, 1992)

Absolute Thinking

Absolute Level Assumptions

To understand the world, the absolute thinker
would attempt to reduce it to its basic elements,
either by reflecting on its ideal forms (via
categorisation), or performing scientific
experimentation to determine antecedent causal
linkages; the world is stable and fixed; any change
that occurs is induced by external forces; concepts of
change and development are derived, not intrinsic
categories of explanation; contradiction is seen as
incorrect or undesirable, resulting in absolute,
dualistic conceptions of right versus wrong, truth
versus falsehood, weak versus strong; thought is
highly egocentric; people are seen as fitting into neat
traits that cannot be changed.

Categorisation into fixed traits and types.
Belief in inherent stability in all things.
Individual seen as passive in environmental
influence and acquisition of knowledge.
Causality is seen as linear, deterministic and
unidirectional.
Belief in absolute, universal principles and ideals.
Belief in validity of one-sided solutions.
Phenomena and knowledge seen as inherently noncontradictory.

Relativistic (Contextualistic) Thinking

Relativistic (Contextualistic) Level
Assumptions

Rests on the concepts of change, subjectivity and
novelty; all knowledge is influenced by its context
and contexts are continually changing; as one's
standpoint, or context, changes, so too does one's
knowledge; prediction is impossible, as all people
and events are unique and continually change in
potentially unsystematic ways; irreconcilable
contradiction is a central feature of understanding;
any order is imposed externally or via one's
cognitive framework; limited in that it does not
provide a mechanism for integrating across contexts
and time frames to provide for meaningful
commitment to values and belief in growth; to
continue to think in a purely relativistic manner may
lead to fragmentation, inability to act and a feeling
of anomie.

Decision-making based on pragmatic, rather than
absolute, criteria.
Change is basic to reality.
Knowledge and behaviour are embedded in a
broader context.
Tools of knowledge influence one's reality.
Knowledge is influenced by the aspect selected for
processing.
Every person, relationship, system, or situation is
unique.
Unpredictability and indeterminism are central to
reality.
Contradiction seen as a primary feature of reality.
Awareness that contrasting systems produce
contrasting knowledge.

Dialectical Thinking

Dialectical Level Assumptions

All phenomena are in continual movement and
contradiction is seen as an inherent feature of all
knowledge (it incorporates relativity); there is
however, forward movement (i.e., growth) and the
contradictions are inherently interrelated - part of
the same whole, rather than simply shifts in
perspective - and more apparent than real; all
phenomena are believed to develop as a result of an
ongoing tension between events, their negation and
the resolution of that negation into momentary
structures that soon give way to new tensions,
initiating the cycle anew; the dialectical whole (i.e.,
the momentary structure) is characterised by
emergence (i.e., it redefines and transcends its
constituent elements) and reciprocity (i.e., a change
in any one element in a system influences and in
turn is influenced by a change in other parts of the
system); in a dialectical system, all elements are
interrelated and are reflections of an underlying
unity.

All phenomena imply their opposites.
Emergence characterizes systems, whereby the
whole defines the part; all life is systemic.
Development occurs via movement through
increasingly adapted forms.
All systems are characterised by reciprocity, where
a change in any one part influences the whole
system.
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3.6

Data Coding and Analysis

Section 3.6 describes how the data collected from the three research instruments (see
section 3.5) are processed, coded and analysed toward answering the research questions.

Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA) Data – Substantive Thematic Coding

Boyatzis‟s (1998) thematic analytical scheme is used to code the qualitative data
collected using the ACTA semi-structured interviews (see section 3.5). This is
consistent with the Grounded Theory approach. There are three ways to systematically
develop themes: theory-driven; prior data-driven or prior research-driven; and inductive
or raw data-driven. The research incorporates all three approaches because it is
abductive (Klein et al., 2007; Suddaby, 2006), interweaving inductive and deductive
analyses. Thematic coding involves (Boyatzis, 1998, p. 11): sensing themes
(recognising codable moment); doing the coding reliably (recognising codable moment
and encoding it consistently); developing codes; and interpreting the information and
themes in the context of a theory or conceptual framework (contributing to the
development of knowledge).

To generate a priori categories, a deductive theory-driven approach frequently
employed in social science research (Babbie, 1991; Baker, 1994) is used, whereby
codes are derived from propositions arising from the theory. In-vivo open codes
(Bazeley & Richards, 2000; Coffey & Atkinson, 1996) are used because they reflect
meanings, jargons and metaphors used in the ERM domain and terms that are consistent
with those found in risk research, decision research and adult development research.
Open codes are revised iteratively according to the following criteria for judging the
“goodness” of codes (Boyatzis, 1998, p. x):
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(1)

a label (i.e., a name);

(2)

a definition of what the theme concerns (i.e., the characteristics or issue
constituting the theme);

(3)

a description of how to know when the theme occurs (i.e., how to "flag" the
theme);

(4)

a description of any qualifications or exclusions to the identification of the
theme; and

(5)

examples, both positive and negative, to eliminate possible confusion when
looking for the theme.

Reflection notes and memos are drafted to capture evolving thoughts throughout the
research. Likewise, issues checklists are compiled on emerging themes requiring further
investigation and explication. Transcripts are reviewed and recoded as categories are
refined and their definitions updated, through additional data collection in response to
converging and diverging themes. Within-case analyses and cross-case comparisons
(Miles & Huberman, 1994) occur iteratively and at each phase of the research and the
outcomes are synthesised to explore areas of corroboration. Given the richness and the
volume of the interview data, the NVivo analytical software tool (Bazeley & Richards,
2000) is used to organise, process and analyse the qualitative interview data and to
generate and refine the categories. NVivo is also used to record reflections on the
research findings and to document the key elements that constitute the research.

The interview transcripts for each of the four phases are revisited at each cycle. The
analyses yield an initial set of 207 in-vivo codes, known as free nodes in the NVivo
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software. The free nodes are grouped under an a priori set of preliminary antecedents
according to the tentative propositions articulated in the exploratory phase (see Figures
3.2 and Table A4.1 in Appendix 4).

Figure 3.2 Preliminary Antecedents and Associations
Individual Characteristics
Risk Mgt Role
Rational-Experiential
Ability & Preference
Expertise Level
(Mgt Level)

Risk Info
Quality

Level of
Uncertainty

Risk Mgt Behaviour

Organisational Characteristics

= fn (Risk Decision-Making)
= fn (Risk Perception)

Risk Culture

= fn (Risk Sensemaking)

How do informants make sense of
risk decision-making contexts in
their ERM approach?
Why, how, and when do informants
adhere to and depart from a formal
standards-based ERM approach?

Task
Complexity

Situational
Familiarity

ERM
Framework

Risk Criteria

Abbreviations:
Mgt = management
fn = function of
ERM = enterprise risk management

Outcome
History

Decision Framing
(Gain versus Loss)

Risk Problem Characteristics

The preliminary antecedents are then iteratively clarified into nine open codes. Through
extension interviews, these nine codes are refined into four axial codes, viz: the
different types of risk complexities; the risk management roles based on perceived
functional accountability; the ERM framework that illustrates how the standards-based
ERM is specifically applied by informants and their organisations; and risk
sensemaking that encompasses qualitatively distinguishable attributes. In the validation
phase, risk sensemaking proficiency (RSP) emerges as the key integrating theme, or
the core underlying concept, manifested by five distinguishable risk sensemaking
modes. Figure 3.3 schematically presents this coding progression.
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Figure 3.3 Schematic Representation of Coding Progression

Open Coding
(1) Task Complexity

Axial Coding
(1) Risk Complexity

(2) RM Role

Selective Coding
Risk Sensemaking
Proficiency
(core concept)

(2) RM Role
(3) ERM Framework
(4) Decision Criteria

(3) ERM Framework

(5) ERM Standard
(4) Risk Sensemaking
(6) Outcome History
(7) Risk Attitude
(8) RPD
(9) Dual Processing

Abbreviations:
RM = risk management
ERM = enterprise risk management
RPD = recognition-primed-decision
RDM =risk decision-making

Underpinned by Worldviews
Manifested by
Risk Sensemaking Modes
Mediated by
Risk Complexity,
RM Role and
ERM Framework
Leading to different
RDM and ERM Approaches

REI and SPBI Data – Nonparametric and Correlational Statistical Analyses

Nonparametric statistical analyses (Siegel & Castellan, 1988) are performed on the REI
and the SPBI data as these data are ordinal in nature. The analyses investigate whether
there are distinguishable differences based on delineating categories often used in risk
decision-making research such as gender, management levels and expertise and industry
groupings (e.g., Boholm, 1998; Byrnes, Miller, & Schafer, 1999; Fagley & Miller,
1990, MacCrimmon & Wehrung, 1986, 1990; Olson & Wu, 2008; SAI Global
Research, 2008).

The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for two medians, the Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum Test for
multiple medians greater than two samples and correlation analysis are conducted to
provide the triangulation needed to clarify the interrelationships between concepts and
across the subscales, to enable analytical differentiation and integration. These rank sum
tests approximate the t-test and the F-test for checking the differences in the medians of
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cross-categories of data. In addition, descriptive analyses and box plots are used to
reveal key trends and attributes of the collected data. The REI and the SPBI data are
analysed using the statistical facility in the Excel software.

3.7

Research Validity and Reliability

The research satisfies the “authenticity criteria” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 114) in that
it has enlarged the researcher‟s understanding of major issues and interrelationships of
the key constructs within the ERM domain. As a result, the researcher is able to enfold
the research findings within her “improved understanding of the constructions of
others” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 114) to propose an integrative ERM framework that
is ecologically valid (Gill & Johnson, 1997; Neuendorf, 2002).

Kaempf, Klein, Thorsden, and Wolf (as cited in Zsambok & Klein, 1997, p. 392)
reported good reliability for cognitive task analysis methods. Similarly, Howard (as
cited in Zsambok & Klein, 1997, p. 393) found that higher validity is achievable from
self-report-based studies when such studies are compared with behavioural measures of
performance. The reliability of the research is achieved through an explicit research
strategy that assures “consistency of judgement” (Boyatzis, 1998, p. 144). This
consistency is attained through an inter-rater arrangement and the test-retest rigour
embedded in Grounded Theory‟s constant comparative requirement.

Consistency of Judgement

Consistent observation, labelling and interpretation are maintained and documented
throughout the research abductively. Deductive, theory-driven and prior research-driven
concepts are operationalised to structure and synthesise the data collected to attain the
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trustworthiness required. The research design incorporates counter-strategies known to
minimise researcher biases, research access difficulties and human limitations to fully
comprehend and conceptualise real-life complexity (McKinnon, 1988). The use of
mixed-methods, multi-paradigmatic and metatriangulation design (Lewis & Grimes,
1999; Lynham, 2000, 2002) are examples of such counter-strategies. Further,
informants‟ feedback and validation are obtained during the research. Broader industry
ratification is also solicited through research presentation at three Australian practitioner
conferences and one international academic conference.

Inter-Rater Reliability Testing

Inter-rater reliability is the extent to which two or more coders, using the same coding
procedure, yield the same results. The research engages the help of a second coder who
is blind to the researcher‟s classification scheme to code a selection of the interview
transcripts with reference to the defining properties emerging from the research for risk
sensemaking modes and ERM approaches.

The coder is provided with a glossary of key terms used to describe the defining
dimensions and properties of each class of informants (i.e., the researcher‟s
classification scheme) and an appendix that explains worldview and adult development
theories used in the research. The coder is instructed to note when the defining
properties occur in the transcripts and to assimilate the coding to classify informants
against the defining dimensions. The coder is then asked to determine what he considers
to be the dominant risk sensemaking mode and ERM approach illustrated in each of the
transcripts provided.
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The coder registers the presence of all the defining properties against each risk
sensemaking mode and ERM approach. He cross-references the revealed properties of
each transcript with the modified tables and arrives at the same informant classification
as that of the researcher. This affirms the ecological validity of the research findings.

Grounded Theory Test-Retest (Constant Comparative) Standards Criteria

Further, the research meets the overall standards suggested by Parker & Roffey (1997,
p. 234) for Grounded Theory studies, being:

(1)

fit, in that key ERM concepts are generated from the data examined iteratively
through the constant comparative process;

(2)

understanding, in that conceptual density and theoretical saturation are achieved
through systematic identification and association of key ERM concepts, refined
through the constant comparative cycles;

(3)

generality, which entails building into the integrative ERM framework sufficient
within-case and cross-case variations and considering broader mediating
conditions in the explanation; and

(4)

control, which encompasses accounting for and explaining details of the iterative
staging of the research and how the research phasing results in theoretical
findings that can usefully inform the discipline and the practice of ERM.
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3.8

Research Delimitations

Four key delimitations bound the research. First, the generalisability of the integrative
ERM framework and the substantive theory that informs the framework is tentative.
This is because the research does not intend to propose a formal theory or a universal
framework.

The research seeks insight into how to bridge the aspiration-realisation gap in standardsbased ERM. This entails understanding how the soft and the hard aspects of ERM can
be balanced to harness the espoused benefits of standards-based ERM. Ultimately, the
aim is to formulate a cross-level multidisciplinary framework to reflect this
understanding.

The focus is thus on attaining plausibility and pragmatics, not accuracy and universality.
The main task is to explicate how emerged categories best explain and predict the
interrelationships of key theoretical constructs and how relevant these concepts and
interrelationships are to the core issues identified (Suddaby, 2006). Substantive
grounded theory “is not designed to be used to test hypotheses about reality but to make
statements about how actors interpret reality” (Suddaby, 2006, p. 636). The resultant
integrative ERM framework needs refining, testing and extending. Some potentially
fruitful lines of inquiry are outlined in section 5.9 to enhance this integrative ERM
framework.

Second, the primary units of analysis are the individual corporate risk managers within
the ERM domain. The synthesis of findings is cross-level because individual level
sensemaking is found to be circularly interrelated with the senseframing influence of the
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collective at the organisational level. However, this multilevel analysis does not extend
beyond the enterprise level.

Broader issues that bear upon business sustainability, at the market, the nation-state and
the international levels, have not been examined. The world is now so interconnected
that an organisation does not have to be engaging in international trading to be
influenced by risk mismanagement in other parts of the world. Incertitude permeates
through the world economy and the international political landscape. There is an
increased call for global collaboration to resolve this intractable challenge. These
observations suggest possible future topics for consideration.

Third, although steps are taken to minimise researcher bias, it is impossible in practice
for the researcher to be entirely neutral regardless of how theoretically sensitive and
methodically prudent she is (Fontana & Frey, 1994). The researcher‟s subjective
influence on this interpretive project is thereby acknowledged. Likewise, the selfreported nature of the data is also highlighted given that they are informants‟ subjective
interpretation of their risk sensemaking and ERM behaviour.

Attitudes about risks are not easily measurable (Kahneman & Lovallo, 2000). Hence,
the aim is to seek plausible explanations of the interconnectivity of emerging themes
and concepts. To that end, the researcher believes that her privileged position as a
scholar-practitioner in the ERM domain is advantageous. This qualification provides the
theoretical sensitivity needed to generate actionable knowledge and attain theorypractice linkage (Lynham, 2002; Tenkasi & Hay, 2004).

Fourth, although ERM is at the heart of corporate governance and strategic change
management, the research is not a study about these two equally critical subject-matters
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that deserve explicit attention. Nevertheless, given the significance of ERM to both
subject-matters, the research briefly explores and discusses the implications of the
research findings for the practice of corporate governance and strategic change
management (see sections 5.4 and 5.5). The research also recommends some ways in
which the interrelationships between ERM, corporate governance and strategic change
management can be further examined (see section 5.9).

3.9

Research Ethics and Probity

The research is conducted under the guidance of the ethics and probity standards which
are consistent with the Australian National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research
Involving Humans. The Statement is a set of guidelines in accordance with the National
Health and Medical Research Council Act 1992.

The research method is reviewed by a University‟s Human Research Ethics Committee
prior to its application in the field to collect data. Periodical written reports are
presented to the Committee throughout the research process. Additionally, the following
steps are taken to assure research ethics and probity:

(1)

the research design, methods and purpose are fully disclosed to informants and
prior to the use of any data collection instruments, their purpose and procedures
are explained. Informants are reminded of the voluntary nature of their
participation and are given ample opportunity to withdraw and to seek
clarification on any aspects unclear to them. Informants give written informed
consent before data collection commences;
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(2)

explicit care is taken to ensure that informants emerge “unharmed” (Rudestam &
Newton, 1992, p. 196) from the experience. The research obtains information
about systems, processes, activities and behaviours relating to enterprise risk
decision-making and is not intrusive on any physical aspects of the human
subjects. No direct detrimental effect is inflicted on informants;

(3)

given the research does not involve concealment or deception as some other
studies have been known to do (Rudestam & Newton, 1992, p. 197; FrankfortNachmias & Nachmias, 1996, pp. 298-299), no ethical dilemma or complication
is encountered;

(4)

as informants may disclose sensitive information pertaining to their
organisations, the research clarifies and adheres to the security standards and
ethos of informants‟ organisations;

(5)

an identification coding scheme is used to safeguard informants‟ identity; no
names or identifying characteristics of informants or their organisations are used
in the writing of the research;

(6)

all electronic equipment, data files and physical support materials including
handwritten notes and diagrams are secured; and

(7)

all electronic and physical data files will be destroyed five years from the date of
the thesis submission for examination.
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3.10 Chapter 3 Summary

The research is about how a theoretical sample of experienced corporate risk managers
makes sense of their risk decision-making contexts to manage risks. Chapter 3 explains
how Dervin‟s SenseMaking Methodology frames the overall research design and how
Strauss and Corbin‟s Grounded Theory approach directs the research process to develop
an integrative ERM framework from a sensemaking perspective (see Figure 3.1).

The Chapter describes how the research starts with a broad research interest, and how
provisional questions and tentative propositions guide the progress of the research
through semi-structured interviews. It explains how the psychometric data are collected,
analysed and assimilated to corroborate the qualitative interview data.

The Chapter documents how emerging themes and constructs are defined and refined
abductively through iterations of convergent and confirmatory hypotheses, data
collection, analysis and synthesis. It details how the research advances through
preliminary, open, axial and selective coding phases to reach a theoretical saturation
point (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3). At this theoretical saturation point, an integrative ERM
framework is constructed to inform improved standards-based ERM.
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Chapter 4: Results

Chapter 4 details the results of data analysis on how experienced corporate risk
managers make sense of risk decision-making contexts in their enterprise risk
management (ERM) approach (see section 3.1). The Chapter documents how the key
concepts progressively emerge through the foundational, exploratory, extension and
validation phases of the research by way of preliminary, open, axial and selective
coding (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3). This is consistent with the reporting requirement for
Grounded Theory studies. The Chapter achieves this reporting objective by presenting a
synopsis of the constant comparative results for these four research phases (see section
4.1 and Appendix 5). This synopsis prefaces more comprehensive results contained in
the ensuing sections of the Chapter.

The Chapter introduces individual level ERM capability maturity as a constitutive
concept comprising informing worldview, risk sensemaking proficiency and risk
sensemaking mode to classify informants as absolutists, contextualists, organicists and
integrativists. The Chapter details how risk sensemaking is moderated by organisation
culture, perceived risk management accountability and risk complexities. It then
describes how informants‟ ERM capability maturity affects the way they apply the
standards-based ERM approach prescriptively, analytically, adaptively, generatively and
integratively. The Chapter concludes with a summary of crucial results to pave the way
for empirical and theoretical discussions in Chapter 5.
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4.1

Constant Comparative Results

Section 4.1 contains a summarised version of the constant comparative results for the
research. Supporting details for these results are in Appendix 5.

Foundational Phase Results

In the foundational phase, prevailing ERM aspects and issues (see sections 1.3 and 2.2
and Appendix 4) are scrutinised to frame the boundary of the research. Foundational
results shape the research, particularly the exploratory phase, in five significant ways.
First, key themes (i.e., preliminary codes) arising from the foundational inquiry help to
frame the questions and the propositions for the exploratory phase and provide a set of
antecedents (see Figure 3.2) to structure the aspects investigated in the exploratory
phase. Second, foundational interview outcomes inform the theoretical sample for the
exploratory phase (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3).

Third, foundational results prompt the use of the Rational-Experiential Inventory (REI)
(see section 3.5) in the exploratory phase to: examine how formal analysis and intuition
are used in risk decision-making to clarify their association with formal and intuitive
approaches to ERM; and investigate whether there are distinguishable differences in the
use of formal analysis and intuition against the delineating categories commonly found
in risk decision-making research such as gender, management levels and expertise and
industry groupings (see section 3.6).

Fourth, foundational results help to determine interim operational measures for
understanding certain elusive ERM concepts. An example is the use of ERM capability
maturity as a surrogate performance measure for individual and organisational efficacy
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in ERM. Fifth, foundational concepts such as worldviews and interpretation
(sensemaking and sensegiving) and their impact on ERM approaches arise as concepts
needing attention and they later re-surface in the validation phase as key explanatory
variables for efficacious ERM.

Exploratory Phase Results

The exploratory results suggest that individual differences in risk decision-making and
ERM behaviour cannot be explained convincingly by informants‟ self-assessed
expertise level and preferred sequencing for experiential-intuition and rational-analysis.
The results show that both the experiential-intuitive and rational-analytical modes of
information processing are used by informants interactively based on the characteristics
of the decision context and the decision content. Such characteristics include the
perceived complexity of the decision task and whether the organisational emphasis is on
the development of a soft “risk culture” or the promotion of a hard “risk management
culture.”

Further, in terms of individual characteristics, the results indicate risk decision-making
differences cannot be delineated according to factors such as gender, management levels
and expertise and industry groupings. The data show that risk management roles
influence how informants tend to apply the standards-based ERM approach based on
their perceived, or articulation of, accountability. Exploratory phase results thus refute
the preliminary postulations that the different ERM approaches are interceded by
individual characteristics such as gender, management levels, rational-experiential
ability and preference and risk management roles. The results also disconfirm the
assumption that informants are a homogeneous group of risk managers given their
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collective status as experienced domain experts. Rather, the results reveal differences in
risk sensemaking or meaning-making as a differentiating factor.

The exploratory phase results also draw attention to risk decision complexity as a key
risk problem dimension and culture as a key organisational aspect requiring explication
in the extension phase. The exploratory phase interviews only canvass information on
known risks. Unknown or unpredictable risks are examined in the extension phase.

Extension Phase Results

The extension phase seeks deeper understanding into how different types of risk
complexity frame informants‟ risk sensemaking to impact their use of the standardsbased ERM approach. In particular, the extension phase focuses on the efficacy of the
reference standard in helping informants address the different types of risk complexity,
including known risks identified in the exploratory phase as well as unknown or
unpredictable risks that have not been previously examined.

In the exploratory phase, perceived risk management accountability and substantive risk
management role or positional title are noted to affect informants‟ self-reported risk
sensemaking and risk management preferences. The extension phase therefore probes
into these interrelationships. It also investigates how informants see their roles and
accountability changing over time.

The extension phase results reveal two application modes for standards-based ERM.
Mode 1 is positivist as it seems more prescriptive, deterministic, formalistic and
mechanistic. Mode 2 appears more adaptive and constructivist. Further, informants tend
to self-report a preferred ERM approach regardless of the types of risk complexity to be
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addressed. This disposition is observed to be mediated more by informants‟ beliefs and
assumptions (i.e., worldviews) regarding how risks in general should be managed,
rather than by other variables such as their management levels, positional titles and risk
complexities. Additionally, informants‟ interpretation of their risk management
accountability, in terms of purpose and relational influences, seem to reinforce their
preferred ERM approach. There is a consensus that the risk owners should actively
manage risks. Informants further allude to the importance of learning that is attainable
from an ERM process, with the risk advisers seeing their roles evolving over time into
one of ERM education, development and facilitation.

Validation Phase Results

The validation phase seeks to verify the interrelationships discovered in the preceding
phases between risk sensemaking proficiency, risk sensemaking modes, ERM
approaches, risk complexities, risk culture and informants‟ perceived risk management
accountability. The validation phase explores how worldview developmental staging, or
“informing worldview” as measured by the Social Paradigm Belief Inventory (see
sections 2.5 and 3.5), impacts informants‟ risk sensemaking proficiency. It also
examines whether such sensemaking differences account for the positivist and the
constructivist ERM approaches observed in the extension phase. The validation phase
thus centers on investigating worldviews as a delineating variable. This phase explicates
informants‟ awareness of their own beliefs, assumptions and values and those of the
people they work with, to address different risk complexities. It re-visits, re-analyses,
assimilates and consolidates all data collected throughout the iterative phases of the
research to reveal the superordinate mediating effect of informing worldviews on risk
sensemaking and risk management behaviour.
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Through iterative cross-case and within-case analyses, the validation phase results
unmask risk sensemaking proficiency as the key integrating theme. The research
establishes that an informant‟s ERM capability maturity (I-ERM-CM) is indicated by
the assimilative effect of combining informants‟ risk sensemaking proficiency (RSP),
risk management mode (RSM) and worldview developmental staging (“informing
worldview”) as measured by the total weighted-SPBI (Social Paradigm Belief
Inventory) score. Accordingly, informants are categorised based on their relative
weighted-SPBI scores (see Appendix 5). This classification scheme leads to the
identification of 2 absolutists (C5 and C7), 5 contextualists (C3, C8, C15, C16 and
C17), 4 organicists (C4, C10, C14 and C19) and 7 integrativists (C2, C9, C11, C12,
C13, C18 and C20). C1 and C6 are excluded from further analysis in the validation
phase due to incomplete SPBI data sets.

4.2

How Informants Make Sense of Risk Decision-Making Contexts:
Senseframing Effects of Informing Worldviews

Section 4.2 documents the senseframing effects of informing worldviews. It details how
informants make sense of their risk decision-making contexts using five distinguishable
risk sensemaking modes. These risk sensemaking modes represent increasingly
sophisticated ways of sensemaking about risks, whereby a more complex mode also
encompasses the attributes of a less complex mode. The research labels these five risk
sensemaking modes as positivist-formistic, positivist-analytic, constructivist-pragmatic,
constructivist-organic and constructivist-integrative. They are respectively preferred as
the dominant risk sensemaking mode by absolutist, enhanced absolutist, contextualists,
organicists and integrativists in the research (see Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1 Managerial Risk Sensemaking Modes
Defining
Dimensions

Managerial Risk Sensemaking Modes (RSMs)

Risk
sensemaking
modes
(RSMs)

Mode 1
PositivistFormistic

Mode 2
PositivistAnalytic

Mode 3
ConstructivistPragmatic

Mode 4
ConstructivistOrganic

Mode 5
ConstructivistIntegrative

Dominant mode
manifested by
(I-ERM-CM)

Absolutist
C7

Enhanced
Absolutist
C5

Contextualists
C3, C8, C15,
C16, C17

Organicists
C4, C10, C14,
C19

Integrativists
C2, C9, C11, C12,
C13, C18, C20

Informing
worldviews
(RSPs)

Absolute

Absolute
(Enhanced)

Contextual

Dialectic

Dialectic
(Enhanced)

Risk
characterisation

Risk is real,
tangible and
measurable in a
black-and-white
way

Risk is real,
tangible and
measurable by
way of
reasonable
analysis

Risk is
constructed,
multiple
interpretations
are possible
depending on
specific
contexts

Risk is
constructed,
multi-faceted
and constantly
changing

Risk is
constructed,
multi-faceted and
constantly
changing and
needs to be viewed
holistically

Accountability
emphasis

What is the
compliant thing
to do
(compliance)

What is the
defensible
thing to do
(justification)

What is the
practical thing
to do
(achievement)

What is the
ethical thing to
do
(improvement)

What is the
efficacious thing to
do (acceptability
optimisation)

Learning
emphasis

Efficiency
(single-loop)

Efficiency
(single-loop)

Effectiveness
and efficiency
(double-loop)

Ethical rightness
in addition to
effectiveness and
efficiency
(triple-loop)

Efficacy that also
embraces ethical
rightness,
effectiveness and
efficiency
(quadruple-loop)

Managerial
emphasis

Technical
management

Technical
management

General
management

Diversity
management

Integrated
(strategic)
management

Capability
emphasis

Analytical
intelligence

Analytical
intelligence

Practical
Intelligence

Creative
Intelligence

Balanced
intelligence

Dominant risk
knowledge types

Factual
knowledge

Procedural
knowledge

Contextual
knowledge

Experiential
knowledge

Repertoire of
knowledge

How Absolutists Make Sense of Risk Decision-Making Contexts

Both C7 and C5 are classified as absolutists based on their Social Paradigm Belief
Inventory (SPBI) results. C7 self-reports a dominant absolutist preference, whereas C5
self-reports equal preferences for both absolutist and contextualist dispositions. C5 is
included in the absolutists‟ category to provide a suggestive story of how a stronger
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contextualist stance may impact upon an absolutist‟s thinking about his risk decisionmaking context. C5 is therefore also referred to as an “enhanced absolutist.”

To explore how they make risk-laden decisions, informants are asked in the interviews
to respond to a number of hypothetical decision scenarios whereby they are given a
choice of two decisions, A and B. In scenario one, if they choose decision A, they will
achieve an acceptable outcome based on their decision criteria at a certain risk level and
with decision B, they will achieve an outcome well in excess of the acceptable level, but
at a higher risk level. In scenario two, if informants choose decision A, they will
achieve a below acceptable outcome based on their decision criteria but at a risk level
that they are comfortable with; with decision B, they will achieve the acceptable level of
outcome but at a higher risk level. Informants are asked to select which decision they
will choose in each scenario and to explain their selection.

When choosing between A and B in scenario one, C7 appears uncomfortable foregoing
B (outcome exceeding the acceptable threshold) in lieu of A (an acceptable outcome)
because he needs to be sure as to what additional benefits he might forfeit for not
choosing B. He sees the risk in making a decision choice here as real, tangible and
measurable. To him, the risks can be categorised into concrete concepts which are
contrastable according to specific quantifiable risk-return trade-offs. As these benefits
and returns are not explicit or concrete to him, he seems uneasy to commit to a choice.
He repeatedly asks “what is the additional benefit” to seek more factual certainty in the
trade-offs because he considers the choice as “really a want versus a need.”

When asked whether he prefers to go through formal rational-analysis and risk
assessment to compare decision options, even in a seemingly simplistic decision
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situation as in the hypothetical, he reaffirms that he needs to compare risks in tangible,
measurable and quantitative terms. C7 states that all inherent risks are absolute risks and
that the purpose of managing and treating inherent risks is “to bring that absolute risk
level down to a controlled level.”

C7 believes that his sensemaking process is not formal analysis as such, but informal
and intuitive because he has through experience embedded the formal analysis process
within his thinking process. The purpose is to make the decision-making process more
efficient through experiential learning. When probed on whether he engages in a similar
kind of thinking process in both organisational and personal settings, C7 reiterates his
deterministic orientation. In the organisational setting, his focus-of-attention is about
determining risk-returns based on significant stakeholders‟ “wants and needs” and to
take into consideration stakeholders‟ risk appetite and risk tolerance. In the personal
setting, he holds that the decision choice is based on his personal “wants versus needs.”
C7 explains that he “has to” demonstrate rational-analytic behaviour because of
organisational and management expectations and his desire to comply with what he
perceives is expected of him. C7‟s account indicates that he is driven by “what is the
compliant thing to do.”

The second hypothetical decision scenario invokes similar exchanges. He explains that
if it is up to him, he would consider lowering the acceptability threshold so as not to
incur the cost of additional controls to achieve the target. He articulates the risk-return
trade-off in terms of a linear “if-then” relationship. He says that he would try to obtain
as much information as possible before making any decision. This tendency to seek
concrete, factual information is evident throughout the interview process. For C7,
gathering as much information as possible is critical because this enables him to
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establish a tangible “risk profile” as a definitive output of the risk assessment process
based on his stakeholders‟ expectations. He explains that this is how he prefers to
manages risks [“it‟s actually how I (C7) do my risk management”].

To demonstrate the significance of [investing the time to collect concrete factual
information for] specifying the “correct risk profile,” C7 describes an incident where a
hastily developed risk profile has resulted in an “incorrect” risk treatment decision call
on the part of his management. He links the distorted risk profile to inadequate,
although scientific, information from a specialist department. C7 reports that he helps to
revise the risk profile more comprehensively and this leads to the selection of a different
treatment measure which proves “right.” C7 stresses that the most important outcome of
the above-mentioned incident has been the learning achieved through the process. He
believes that learning from both favourable and unfavourable decision outcomes can
help improve the risk profile developed. According to C7, learning can also help to
make the process more time efficient so that it is not seen as “an additional process” by
organisational members. He sees a key challenge of his job as convincing management
that the ERM process is worthwhile.

C7‟s risk sensemaking mode is labelled positivist-formistic (see Table 4.1) because it is
positivist in nature and it seeks to ascertain risks and other decision factors based on
fixed, universal forms. The informing worldview is formistic and absolute. He views
risk as real, tangible, classifiable, measurable and quantifiable. He articulates his
accountability based on what is the compliant thing to do according to stakeholders‟
expectations and objectives. C7 believes in exercising technical expertise and rationalanalytical intelligence in his risk decision-making process because he is expected to do
so. He is concerned about information comprehensiveness and is uneasy with
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inadequate or uncertain information. For C7, prior to making a risk-based decision, it is
imperative that he obtains more factual information so as to determine the “correct” risk
profile and to clarify the definitive risk-return trade-offs.

C5‟s account indicates similar absolutist attributes to those of C7 but with analytical
enhancement (see Table 4.1). He also seeks to tease apart at some length the
hypothetical decision scenarios presented to him. He stresses the need “for a process”
and “all the facts.” The notable difference is his constant reference to “reasonable
analysis” to derive a defensible decision outcome to assure decision accountability.
When asked to clarify what he means by reasonable analysis, he states that it is “formal
analysis conducted in ways relative to the risk level ... based on the decision context.”
He explains that “reasonable analysis” is a “safeguard against relying on gut reaction.”
According to C5, although the use of gut reaction and the sourcing of less or more
information may be appropriate given a particular context, one should still try to use
reasonable analysis “even if it is an instantaneous decision.”

He comments that “intuition can still come back in some cases” because intuition is
cultivated by learning how to apply reasonable analysis logically through “a lifetime of
experience ... it‟s been doing with cold hard logic but it‟s all based on experience.” So,
for C5, learning is about improving the efficiency of this logical reasonable analysis so
that the capability becomes intuitively available for decision-making.

He repeatedly emphasises the need for a “logical process,” a “uniform process across
the organisation,” a “common approach” and “a process in place of checks and balances
and have an audit in place.” He comments that the purpose of the AS/NZS 4360:2004
risk management standard is to facilitate this logical process [“All 4360 attempts to do
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is how to make logical process that will enable you to manage risks in the
organisation”] and “how much you embrace it depends on your skills.”

In response to the hypothetical decision scenarios presented to him, C5 resorts to his
technical experience and procedural knowledge to introduce assumptions that are not
included in the scenarios as he attempts to do his reasonable analysis. In the process of
explaining his decision rationale, he uses technical risk management jargon. His
description refers to a number of senseframing elements such as major shareholders‟
risk appetite and risk tolerance, the legislative environment, other stakeholders and the
public, as well as the skills and capability constraints within the organisation. He uses
similar reasonable analysis approach for decision scenario two.

C5 comments that one should also use the reasonable analysis process in a personal
setting, particularly when one is called to make a risk decision that is greater than one‟s
personal risk appetite and risk criteria. He proceeds to give a lengthy account of his
family background and how it has taught him to always reserve resources for “when
you need it.” When prompted to clarify, he introduces the notion of “cost of regret” or
“threshold of pain” as the key determinants for his reasonable analysis.

C5 says that risk decision-making should be based on the criteria that are signed-off by
a higher authority that has the accountability to expose the organisation to the additional
risk level. He explains that the person conducting the reasonable analysis may not have
the authority to sign-off on the recommended course of action. As such, the process of
reasonable analysis ensures that whoever signs-off on and is accountable for the
decision choices is suitably qualified to assess the validity of the reasonable analysis
outcome [“it comes back to the human being applying their experience, their
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knowledge, their skills to reading a recommendation because ... somebody has to sit
down and look at the recommendation and say „yeah, I agree with that, approved‟ ...
somebody has to ... have ownership of that recommendation”].

He also draws attention to the need “to develop the data that help them to challenge the
old mindset [because] you got to have data to look at to validate” “the right answer.” He
says that “part of the decision-making is ... to bring all the information that you need to
know, that you must know, so that it‟s all available to you when you have to make a
decision.” C5‟s account reveals his esteem for technical expertise and analytical
intelligence given his preference for deterministic, procedurally-driven analysis, using
absolute, black-and-white reference criteria which can be “clearly defined” and “clearly
understood” to assure defensible accountability.

C5‟s risk sensemaking mode is labelled positivist-analytic (see Table 4.1) because it is
positivist in nature and it favours procedures-based “reasonable analysis.” Positivistanalytic mode views accountability as “what is the defensible thing to do” whereas C7‟s
positivist-formistic mode aims for “what is the compliant thing to do.” Both positivistic
modes are informed by absolute level of risk sensemaking proficiency that tends to view
risks as identifiable, classifiable and quantifiable. For C5 and C7, learning from
historical decision outcomes is about making the deterministic risk decision-making
process more streamlined and time-efficient so that more factual information can be
sourced to assure better decisions. Further, efficiency is also attained when formal,
logical risk analysis is internalised over time into experiential-intuition that can be
readily applied.
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Although C5 and C7 seem aware of multiple possibilities, contingencies and exceptions
in risk situation, their preoccupation with seeking technical perfection leads them to
prefer scientifically-based formal justifications to defend their decisions and actions.
They also seem to prefer terms that convey or imply certainty. For example, C7 favours
terms like “without a doubt,” “for sure,” “it certainly is,” “exactly,” and “always.” C5
also frequently uses “always,” “totally” and “exactly.” Their accounts are punctuated
with “black-and-white,” factual and certainty-laden comments, using stereotyping and
categorising in a means-ends fashion to explain the events in their organisations.

How Contextualists Make Sense of Risk Decision-Making Contexts

C15 is selected as the exemplar to illustrate the key attributes of contextualists because
he self-reports the highest contextualistic score and registers the largest differential
between his contextualistic and dialectic scores amongst all contextualists. C15 has dual
roles as a risk owner and a risk adviser and he has accountability as well as authority to
influence the ERM behaviour of organisational members because C15 has jurisdiction
over critical financial and physical resources his organisational members need to do
their job.

C15 states that he uses his operational accountability to leverage his ERM
accountability. He achieves this by pragmatically establishing procedures, systems and
controls to guide organisational members‟ risk behaviour in the way that he wants. His
goal is to integrate the ERM function within the operation structure of the organisation,
so that the management of risks is embedded in the day-to-day operational decisionmaking.
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Using procurement projects as examples, he elaborates how he embeds ERM within the
structure and the process of these projects to assure risk-based decision-making in
practice. He says it is important to make the ERM framework relevant to and usable by
the people involved so they can learn to improve their own effectiveness. He does this
by using a “risk assessment template” and a “risk matrix” which he adapts from the
AS/NZS 4360:2004 process. He integrates these resources into organisational activities
to ensure risk assessment is done early in the decision-making process. C15 explains
how he personally adapts and integrates AS/NZS 4360:2004 principles contextually into
his risk decision-making as “it comes with experience ... I have AS4360 locked into my
brain in how I do things. I certainly look at the significance of what I am dealing with
and whether or not someone else needs to be involved.”

Contextualists in the research tend to double-check and validate to ensure that their selfset goals and expectations are achieved or achievable. They believe that their
performance is measured based on demonstrable goals that they specify for themselves
and others. For example, being achievement-driven, C15 says that he does not
compromise and would make practical adjustments to improve performance to better
assure success. C15 explains how he and his organisation conduct context-dependent
root-cause analyses of risk incidents to learn how to be more effective and efficient
[“when an incident has occurred, part of the investigation is to do a root-cause analysis
and find out why the risks are not foreseeable or predictable and how can they be
catered for the next time round”]. He uses two similar risk incidents as case examples to
further illustrate his points.

Contextualists in the research are mindful of issues, processes and outcomes and hence
are adaptive in a relevant and practical way. They create, refine and use categories and
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cause-effect linkages to help them understand and unravel complexity. For example,
referring to how he embeds ERM in organisational strategic planning, C15 explains that
“we don‟t use the term risk management because people understand their SWOTs
(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats). So we let them do their SWOTs ...
we have key results areas and targets and the strategies relevance and appeal. We did an
analysis on how well the strategies are addressed in terms of risks. It is not surprising
that in majority of these strategies, all the top ten to eleven risks are addressed in one
shape or form.”

Contextualists in the research recognise subjectivity in judgement and decision-making
and are able to resolve this pragmatically to facilitate achievable outcomes. C15
observes that “if you can remove as much subjectivity as possible, you are possibly
achieving the impossible. It would be nice if you can get there ... an independent person
hopefully will be able to [do so].” Contextualists in the research are also realistic about
their own expertise and authority. Verbalising that he is mindful of the limits of his own
expertise and authority, C15 reports that he considers a decision outside his expertise as
a complex decision. For such a decision, he consults others to seek their help in
addressing the underlying issues, but he would not hesitate making a decision.

As contextualists in the research are preoccupied with achievability of decision
outcomes, they are not only receptive to consulting others to complement their own
expertise as a practical approach to achieve their goals, they are also attentive to how
they may effectively leverage upon other available organisational resources. As C15
elaborates “... you have the legislation, the corporate plan, policies, procedures,
processes, meetings, service level agreements ... corporate governance area ... risk and
asset planning ... legal department, security, property department, procurement ... group
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audit and other areas as well. All those areas are specialists in how to deal with specific
risks. The whole idea is consultative. Do not be too proud to ask other people to involve
in your decision. Recognise that other people can bring something to it.”

Contextualists in the research (C3, C8, C15, C16 and C17) share five notable
characteristics. First, contextualistic informants provide for “what-if” contingencies in
case there is a need to shift the achievement of goals. For example, to deal with
emergent complexity, C15 says he and his organisation would make sure that their
identification and assessment of known and knowable risks are as comprehensive as
practicable. They would also install contingency plans and strategies to minimise the
occurrence of negative risks and should risks occur, to mitigate the downside effect to
restore control. To cover all possible contingencies, contextualists in the research would
proactively and reactively consider risk scenarios based on “cause-effect” reasoning,
using terms such as “it depends” and “if-then.”

Second, as articulated by C15, “there is no such thing as a complex situation that you
cannot understand [because] everything involves staff, finance, assets and combination
of those three [and] the risk management methodology takes something that is really
complex and makes it into something that is simple that you can actually understand it.”
As such, for contextualistic informants, multiple interpretations of risk are possible,
through different combination of people and resources, depending on the specific
contexts that are mutually exclusive. Further, while mindful of diverse perspectives and
multiplicity in outcomes, contextualistic informants view conflicting trade-offs as
irreconcilable, with each possible scenario needing a different contingency for
resolution.
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Third, contextualistic informants value contextual knowledge to achieve the goals they
set and would make deliberate efforts to obtain relevant and additional contextual
information as required. Hence, contextualists would readily resort to communication
and consultation to achieve goals and would seek support and opinions from significant
others, especially if these significant others are perceived to have the authority and
power to facilitate goals achievement.

Fourth, contextualists in the research report using AS/NZS 4360:2004 adaptively,
integrating some of its principles and component steps into their organisation‟s
operation in a way that helps them achieve their goals. Often, this involves embedding
core standards-based concepts into their own methodology. Fifth, contextualistic
informants‟ accounts indicate that they seek to be effective and not just efficient and
that they are motivated to add value to management and organisational decisionmaking.

In the research, contextualists‟ risk sensemaking mode is labelled constructivistpragmatic (see Table 4.1) because it is constructivist in nature and the informing
worldview is contextual. Contextualists in the research believe that multiple
interpretations are possible depending on specific risk situational contexts, but these
contexts are independent of each other and cannot be synthesised. Hence for them,
knowing how to apply context-based risk knowledge is important. They respond to
perceived accountability based on “what is the practical thing to do” to achieve the
objectives that they have constructed for a specific risk situational context.

Contextualistic informants are goal-driven achievers and their self-defined goals shift
depending on the changing operational context. Further, they report that once set, these
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goals direct self-achievement. The results show that contextualistic informants are more
proactive when compared with absolutistic informants, who are generally more reactive.
Instead of being driven by self-defined and self-directed goals, absolutistic informants
with a proactive tendency are more likely to be concerned about achieving significant
others‟ goals or the goals that senior managers have signed-off on as reported by C5 and
C7.

How Organicists Make Sense of Risk Decision-Making Contexts

C10 is selected as the exemplar for organicists because he self-reports the strongest
dialectical score. C10 is a senior public sector executive with an extensive private sector
background. Responding to the hypothetical decision scenarios presented to him, he
replies without the vocal deliberations noted with absolutists and contextualists in the
research. He says that for scenario one, he would “go with A [acceptable outcome at
acceptable level of risk] not because I am risk averse but I am confident that I can
achieve the performance and can always improve on that, an iterative approach. If I take
B [outcome better than acceptable level but at a higher risk] and got it wrong, there is no
fall back to A.” He emphasises that focusing on performance outcome is the key to risk
decision-making which is not “just about process and outputs.” He says that risk
decision-making should aim to “achieve accountability, but more importantly to focus
on improved performance [because] under-achievement is the greatest risk.”

He reiterates that that “risk” should be used in a positive fashion to produce improved
performance. This promotes value-for-money outcome. He remarks that people
habitually compromise value-for-money outcome because they treat risk negatively. As
a result they tend to use risk prevention to rationalise risk response. He says that he
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prefers not to under-achieve nor over-achieve at greater risk. But individuals “need to
sometimes challenge a target that is not working” and take the “big bang” approach to
achieve improvement even at a higher risk level.

Consistent with his stance against under-achievement, C10 indicates for decision
scenario two that he would choose B (acceptable outcome but greater risk) over A
(unacceptable outcome at comfortable/acceptable risk level), with the proviso that the
risk level in option B is manageable. Reiterating his performance-based view, he says
that public sector organisations under-achieve because they are unprepared to take risk
to attain the required performance outcome. For C10, the important thing is to seek
improvement while assuring that there is a fall-back. This is representative of an
organicist who values outcome improvement but in a precautionary fashion.

Organicistic informants are dialectical in their articulation of how they conceptualise
risk complexity in their corporate lives. With every hypothesis they posit to explain a
particular phenomenon, they offer a counter-hypothesis. They then synthesise the
contrasting positions that they raise into a dialectical whole. For example, C10 uses the
public-private-partnership arrangement as a case example to illustrate his points. He
questions whether it is “possible for one to allocate particular kinds of public sector
risks to private sector” and have the risks transferred to the private sector. But then “if
the private sector does not perform, you cannot hold the private sector accountable for
public sector risks [because] at the end of the day, the public sector is still responsible.”
C10 goes on to propose how the two contrasting positions can be resolved and
reconciled “if you do have a contract in which you can allocate responsibility for a
particular risk, then if the private sector participants are capable of managing the
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allocated risk and that is really the decision that has to be made when the contractual
conditions are set down.”

C10‟s articulation is insightful, demonstrating a systemic pattern of thought that
acknowledges reciprocity. His accounts show his understanding of the constituting and
constitutive interrelationship between the parts and the whole of his “reality.” He
believes that the key is asking the right question about accountability and risk
allocation. In this way, parties can assure ethical and equitable balance-of-interests
because “at the end of the day, there are risks that the public sector has to bear. The fact
is some risks cannot be allocated to the private sector.” He synthesises that both parties
need “to work more effectively together [because] there is a degree of ownership of the
project by both parties [and] it is better to work together to resolve problems to
engender ownership and to facilitate a better understanding of each other‟s possibility,
to examine what is best and what is possible.”

He acknowledges awareness of diverse perspectives. He remarks that risk decisionmaking involves “the risks of the human meanings” where “even if money is not an
issue, the personalities of the parties can get in the way.” But “if there are people who
are not going to work together to get a common outcome, you put in people who will.
You should not persevere. You got to be prepared to do that.” This comment suggests
that he is comfortable with using unilateral power to resolve a situation involving nonreconcilable disruptive elements. This is consistent with his earlier comment that the
“big bang” intervention approach may be appropriate under certain circumstances. He
further observes that in behaviourally complex situation “it really depends on the
maturity and the ability of both parties” to resolve differences toward a generative
outcome.
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In the research, organicists‟ risk sensemaking mode is labelled constructivist-organic
(see Table 4.1). These organicists‟ informing worldview is dialectical. For them, risk is
constructed, multi-faceted and constantly changing. They interpret accountability as
“the ethical and just thing to do” to achieve performance improvement. They are preoccupied with “rightness” in their management of diversity. They are concerned not
only about the effectiveness and the efficiency of their risk decisions, but also the
ethical and the equitable nature of the risk solution. They believe in the interdependency
of all elements within the dynamic human system and the importance of experiential
knowledge to deal creatively with the complexity in their risk environment. Although
they are mindful of the need to be democratic, they are comfortable with exercising
unilateral and transformative power to achieve improved performance outcomes if they
deem that to be “the right thing to do.”

By way of contrast, absolutists in the research tend to obsessively focus on compiling
risk profile as a definitive output of the risk decision-making process, while organicists
in the research seem to believe that it is not just about process and outputs, but
improved outcome. Also, comparing to contextualistic informants‟ goal-directed
adaptation, organicistic informants‟ improvisation is based on what is “right.” For
example, in the research, contextualists engage in communication and consultation to
achieve their self-defined goals while organicists engage in communication and
consultation in order to ensure inclusion and balancing of interests. The discursive
approaches appear similar, but the underlying rationale is different. Contextualistic
informants consult to make sure that they have all the bases covered to assure all
possible contingencies, whereas organicistic informants consult because it is fair and
ethical, so that others are empowered and included in determining probable courses of
action to balance all interests.
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A cross-case comparison of C17 (contextualist) and C19 (organicist) illuminates these
points. C17 and C19 are from two different organisations and as far as can be
established, are unaware of each other‟s participation in the research. Interestingly, they
both cite the same incident when asked to describe a particularly complex risk situation
that they are personally involved in. Analysis and comparison of their accounts later
reveal that they are talking about the same incident. The difference is the way they
describe how the risk situation is resolved.

C17‟s description of the event reflects his goal-directed achievement-orientation. For
C17, the resolution of the subject-matter is the ultimate aim and “there‟s no two way
about it.” He seems to have thought through the issues and profiled the people involved
before the meeting, illustrating that he is contextually aware. He uses and participates in
the discursive process where he notes that there is demonstration of general
management skills, practical abilities, a technical risk assessment process and the use of
contextual knowledge. C17 is adamant that the structure of the risk assessment process
and the presence of wise leaders (practical intelligence) are reasons underlying the good
outcome. He reports that “the structure of the process which forces people to focus on
the important issues ... at the end of it all, we got a good outcome ... I think we have
enough wise people there to be able to manage it ... if we did not have enough wise
people there, we would not have achieved the outcome that we did.”

In contrast, C19‟s account of the event reflects the use of experiential knowledge and
her concern about balancing interests regarding the issues, managing diversity
represented at the forum and how experiential knowledge is used. She attributes
resolution of the subject-matter to doing the right thing and facilitating others to do
likewise. The meeting is successful in the end because the facilitators attend to
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everybody‟s interests. She reports that “it‟s basically allowing them to talk through the
issues” to reveal a common theme as the focus for an accommodative outcome. She
adds that “the key is to make sure that everybody has adequate time to talk, about why
and how they came to be there ... bringing in the experience of the projects that have
been done before.” Re-emphasising the importance of experience, she comments that
“we got there in the end ... it‟s not so much using scenarios but using experiences from
before with similar projects.”

C19‟s account also highlights how she is aware of different skill sets within the forum
and is able to trust the relevant people to come through with what they are good at. She
recounts that the group of participants, of which C17 is a member, knows what the goal
for the forum is and these participants are experienced enough to drive the process to
achieve a definitive outcome. She is comfortable doing what she is good at and letting
C17 and his people do what they are good at. Conversely, C17 is obviously aware of
this other group of “wise” senior people, of which C19 is a member, who has made the
difference in the outcome of the forum.

How Integrativists Make Sense of Risk Decision-Making Contexts

C2, C9, C11, C12, C13, C18 and C20 are integrativists who self-report strong
dialectical and contextualistic scores. This section reports representative accounts and
quotes from these integrativists to illustrate their shared attributes in risk sensemaking.
This reporting approach is adopted for the integrativists because of the requisite variety
revealed by this group of informants in regard to the association between worldview
complexity and risk sensemaking proficiency.
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C18 describes the strategic emphasis of his role as “I am tasked with looking after the
full spectrum of strategic or enterprise risks.” C18 further describes himself as a
strategic thinker who can see the big picture and at the same time is able to work at a
more detailed level [“I am just a very lateral thinker ... I consider big picture and
objectives, but I can see that little bit there in the wheat”]. He indicates awareness of the
multi-faceted nature of risks and seems to view risks holistically. He believes that riskbased decision-making is “common sense” but laments that “common sense isn‟t very
common” in practice.

Integrativists in the research attend to performance improvement like organicistic
informants, although with a strategic emphasis and a focus on actionable outcome. In
describing how he advises someone about software risks, C18 exemplifies this
viewpoint. He remarks that “first of all you have to think about what you are trying to
achieve, so what the objectives are and secondly, what are the requirements, the
specifications ... what sort of decision-making or reports that you want it to achieve to
improve upon.” C18 sees his role as “very much a continuous improvement type of
role” and the key involves “getting the right people in the first place.” His achievement
orientation is integrative and strategically focused, with his strategic thinking and
leadership stance evident in his answers to many of the interview questions. He says
that leadership is about “draw[ing] together all the different experts” because these
people often “have their own solutions in their heads. It‟s just drawing them out” by
“asking the right questions, the leading questions” such as “what are you trying to
achieve,” “where are you heading in terms of consequences and likelihood.” He
intimates that “targets will be defined by the desirable levels of risks that the [executive]
committee sets.”
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C18 comments that everyone in the organisation should ask “what is our risk tolerance
[and] what is our strategic objective for our particular context.” He believes that people
skills are essential for achieving organisational objectives because “you can have the
best technical management in the world and have all the technical risk management
skills, but unless you got the soft skills, the communication, the negotiation and all
those sorts of stuffs, you will never achieve anything.”

Similar to C18, C13 believes that risk needs to be viewed holistically and considered
pragmatically. Explaining that he has been “doing risk management” for the past thirty
years using the strategic SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats)
approach, C13 expresses his concern that systematising ERM through the AS/NZS
4360:2004 risk management standard may cause people to lose sight of the
opportunities aspect of risk-taking toward “making things better” [“I am concerned to
ensure that we don‟t lose sight of the opportunities and we don‟t just focus only on the
negative ... we should be looking at making things better”]. C13 similarly laments that
“common sense is not common” and suggests the need to balance theoretical and
practical skills and knowledge that come through broader work and life experiences [“I
think that you then need life skills and those things, other things that hopefully over
time, give you experience, give you common sense and allows you to think somewhat
more pragmatically ... Experience is valuable but I think there is value in academic
education as well”]. C13 further views change management and ERM as interrelated to
promote growth.

Like organicistic informants, integrativists in the research are reflective, mindful, selfaware and pro-learning. They demonstrate anticipatory and resilient qualities that are
the hallmark of proficient ERM. C13 illustrates these qualities by saying that “we
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always learn from incidents [and] in addition to looking at issues as to what would
happen if they occur and what strategies to put in place, we also looked at what have we
already identified and put strategies in place of just in case that might happen [sic.].
Then I let myself free reign to trial all the possible scenarios, as to could this happen. Is
it physically, is it technically, is it humanly feasible for this to happen. And if it did,
what can I do and whether I have put in place strategies to either minimise the damage
or to maximise the opportunity.” He reflectively states that “there are a lot of things we
have not had incident on but we thought through and put things in place that this is a
risk that we want to address. And realise that there are opportunities. Don‟t lose sight of
the opportunity. So that‟s huge gain to be had. I spent a lot of time thinking and that‟s
what I am good at ... it‟s an intellectual process. What can happen? What‟s going on?
You always got an antenna going up there. What‟s happening here and in the wider
context?”

C13 believes that conceiving risks as issues improve understanding and promotes
actionable outcome because “the word „issues‟ is a legitimate term to use instead of
risk. Issues cover all situations ... many people see risks as these horrible things. But ask
them the question what are the issues you face ... suddenly they understand it.” C13
explains that issues are “easy to articulate” and they are “easy to document.” Risks can
then be couched in terms of “what are the issues that would cause your organisation to
fail,” “what are the issues that will cause you not meet your deadlines,” “what are the
issues that are going to help you save money ... and save resources.” An ERM
framework can then be “put around” to manage these issues. This account reveals C13‟s
pragmatism in engaging people to manage risks.
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Similar to C18 and C13, C2 also considers risks as issues to resolve and to exploit. She
explains that it is important to view risks holistically in terms of “what can go wrong
and what are the positives you can get out of that ... what are the issues that you need to
identify ... the combined best outcome is better than doing the two parts singly ... you
need to take into account the impact from both parts in working out the compromised
position.” C2 is likewise mindful, self-aware and self-defining. Unlike absolutistic and
contextualistic informants who prefer to be seen by others as rational and logical, C2
readily acknowledges her use of intuition to validate outcomes from formal analysis and
vice versa. She explains how her intuition “kicked in [sic.],” triggered by anomaly
between her expectation and what she notices.

C2 manifests recognition-primed-decision attributes (see section 1.3) and the use of
experiential and contextual knowledge as she elaborates how she senses something is
amiss because she “had an expectation set ... sort of images and patterns, what I thought
I would see ... my history and my knowledge of the business gave me what I thought I
would see ... probably intuitively and business knowledge-wise, I had a expectation set
about what I‟d see and I didn‟t see it so that‟s what caused me to question it.” She
reiterates that her intuition is recognition-primed in that “I just know ... I have no
framework, I have no formal process. I just know that there are signals, people,
environment for interest that has changed that I know that I need to put more time into
it.” C2 comments that she is more confident in using her experiential-intuition because
of her changing risk attitude over time, from being risk averse to be “much higher up on
the risk scale or wishing to take risks because I know how to manage them. I‟ve got
better gut feel to do things that go pear shaped or what to do to quickly fix it and who I
can call on to fix it ... better than I thought I could or had the capacity to a long time
ago.”
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C2‟s risk sensemaking also takes into account other people‟s interests. She explains “the
things that I put my time into are things that I know the environment around which the
product or outcome being produced has changed ... new people who are learning it,
therefore they won‟t always get it right the first time because they're not practiced at it.”
She further indicates her awareness of and response to a changing context in her risk
decision-making environment as follows: “So changed environment, changed personnel
involved with it who aren‟t as practised or experienced in it, or of its nature it‟s just new
and different and not what's been covered previously or my stakeholder set have a
particular interest in it. That‟s when I wade in and start to get involved in it more
forcefully.”

She expresses her commitment to and trust in her subordinates. She says that “I know
my people and if I've had a change in personnel, I spend time with either talking to or
getting product from people in the group to form a judgement ... If the first product I get
has lots of problems and errors with it, that‟s a problem ... I spend time trying to explain
to them why they missed the target, I give them feedback ... there are ... people in this
organisation that I would ... without a doubt trust ... there are people who can prove
their track record.” She would also occasionally check on “how are they travelling at the
moment, what are they working on, are they really busy, do I need to, just on this
occasion make sure I run my eye over that more thoroughly because they may not have
been as thorough as they usually would have been previously.”

C2 sees her accountability as achieving what is acceptable and efficacious so as to
optimise the outcome for her organisation and her stakeholders. Responding to the
hypothetical decision scenarios presented to her, she demonstrates pragmatic
achievement orientation that is others-focused. As under-achievement is not an option,
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she would creatively seek ways to assure the acceptability of her decision [“if it‟s
unacceptable you work up another plan to make it acceptable”]. Constrained by
practicality and her sense of strategic responsibility, C2 reports that she subscribes to
her CEO‟s (chief executive officer‟s) and stakeholders‟ risk appetite and risk tolerance
as her thinking and feeling are “reinforced by the CEO.”

C2 further explains that “I have a strong network and I spend a fair bit of my time
maintaining the network which is people as well as information [which] I gather up a
lot. I read a variety of things to see what's happening out there which [is] actually the
thing that I offer to this organisation ... So I spend a lot of time keeping those networks
up [as] they tell me about changes in the environment.” The aforementioned accounts
suggest that C2 is skilled in leveraging her network of contacts and members of her
organisation to keep pace with the changing environment and to add to her repertoire of
knowledge. She summarises how she leverages her people network by reiterating that
“so where do I spend my time? Not in a decision-making process, but in building the
knowledge base when to cut in and when not to cut in.”

Asked whether she would seek over-achievement at a greater risk level, C2 answers
reflectively that it “depends. If I can do B, higher risk than A, gets a better outcome than
A, but C is really on the edge, it would have to be something I really believed in and
wanted to do. So my motivation is what drives me to push way up on the risk scale. Is
this important? Is this important for me, the group or the organisation?” Given personal
prerogative, C2 would aim for maximum achievement beyond what is needed, but she is
mindful of the practicality of meeting the acceptability criteria of her stakeholders
because she has to “check my risk appetite in that area and I just can‟t go there, even if I
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wanted to ... I let the tolerance thing be my measure ... It is a means of guiding where I
can explore to its maximum the risk appetite more forcingly [sic.].”

C12, a “transitional” contextualist-integrativist with comparably strong dialectical and
contextualistic scores (%D=48%; %C=44%; %A=7%), prefers to take the more
guaranteed course toward an acceptable outcome because this is pragmatically
efficacious given that “quite likely that [acceptable outcome] might well be ultimately a
simpler and quicker process for one to go through.” In choosing between achieving and
over-achieving, C12 replies that he would ask himself a number of pragmatic questions
such as “what is the expectation?” and “what would be the gravity of increasing the
level of risk beyond what is acceptable?” C12 explains that he is inclined to take the
path that leads to achieving what is specified because if he is to achieve beyond a
threshold, this would trigger unnecessary contextual deliberation about the discrepancy.
Similar to C2, C12 concludes that his decision-making is guided by acceptability
because “one should aim to achieve what is acceptable ... I would personally take risk to
achieve what is necessary because one would be doomed to failure or could not explain
or learn from the failure if the person had not tried.”

Likewise, efficacious acceptability frames C11‟s risk decision-making. For decision
scenario one, C11 says “I would be more naturally attracted to A [acceptable outcome]
because I would achieve an acceptable level of outcome in terms of my decision criteria
at a certain level of risk. For decision scenario two, C11 answers that “if I can‟t get a
return that‟s acceptable, I wouldn‟t go near A [unacceptable outcome at
acceptability/comfortable level of risk].” Further, similar to C2, he would creatively
seek acceptable outcome that is efficacious as he “would concentrate effort on B
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[acceptable outcome in scenario two at higher risk] to work out how I could reduce the
risk if possible.”

The results indicate that integrativists are similar to organicists in their dialectical
attributes and similar to contextualists in their relativistic attributes. Integrativists in the
research value performance improvement like organicistic informants and they are also
achievement-oriented like contextualistic informants. They are not as preoccupied with
organicistic informants‟ idealistic emphasis on ethically balancing interests to attain
improved performance. Integrativists are more concerned with optimising performance
outcomes based on their strategic mandate and would do what is necessary and
efficacious to meet acceptable corporate objectives. So unlike contextualistic
informants, who are focused on their self-defined goals, integrativists in the research
attend to the strategies and the goals of their organisations. They are issue focused,
instead of purely outcome focused as discovered with organicists.

In the research, apart from C13 and C20, all other integrativists are strong in dialectic
and contextualistic scores and relatively low on their absolute scores. C13 and C20 selfreport comparatively higher absolute scores than other integrativists. Nevertheless, both
C13 (as reported earlier) and C20 demonstrate all key attributes of self-defined
dialecticists. C20 explains how she prefers to be risk prepared by seeking out as much
information as possible when making a risk decision (similar to absolutists). She adds
that she is equally comfortable taking a decision when necessary (similar to
integrativists). She attributes this confidence to how she has become more self-aware
and risk aware in recent times. C20 believes that understanding people and her
stakeholders, through in-person consultation and communication, is important to
achieving her accountability (as reported by contextualists). She stresses that
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“understanding the person, the stakeholder, is critical ... being prepared about the
subject-matter that I am going to talk to them about. Talking to them in a concise
manner so that you are not wasting time ... it is about preparation.”

Consistent with other integrativists, C20 also believes in an issue-based approach to
addressing risk situation and considers helping people to learn and achieve outcomes to
be important. The notion of “being prepared” resurfaces as she explains “If you have an
issue that you want to discuss, you need to be prepared. It is about trying to provide
options to people so that they feel that they can have a choice ... with the people that I
work with, I can see people who are narrow thinkers. They are not experienced. I have
to give them the opportunity to learn and to find out. I have to think about ways to help
them learn. For stakeholders that are above me, I am always well prepared. I am very
good at developing relationship. In saying that, I try to make sure that any decision
involving people who are above me that I am prepared and know the outcome that I
want to achieve.” C20 reiterates her role as helping people to do things better because
“there are [sic.] a lot of information on risk out there. There is a lack of skills, lack of
resource and research and perceived lack of time to get the benefit from the risk
management framework. I got to think along these lines and help them see the benefit ...
my role is to try to help [them] thinking outside the box.”

Similar to other integrativists, C20 sees risk and change as interrelated, whereby risk is
constantly changing and needs to be viewed holistically and opportunistically. She
explains that “when I think of risk, I think of opportunity. I don‟t often think of the
negative side of risk. ... I like to think that in change, there is an opportunity rather than
the negative side of things go wrong and that is the reason why I do risk management.”
She further believes that “risk management can be used to assist in effective change
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management. It helps to clarify the issues and provides a wide variety of options to
change. For effective change management to occur, we need options. There will be no
change if there is no option. You‟ve got different types of change. You‟ve got
organisational change, people change and systems change. You can‟t just do change in
one way. Risk management helps to identify a variety of your change options.” She also
suggests that “[organisations] which are mature in risk management and people who are
confident in risk management actually use risk as an opportunity and not think of risk in
terms of the negative impact.”

C20 articulates her belief in a practical, balanced approach to risk decision-making and
says that she is “cautious but not risk averse ... I think the decisions that I make are
considered and careful ... I think it is about how aware you are, like how much you can
actually take on and how much you can tolerate and how much you can add to that, then
you can be quite comfortable with that type of thinking. ... I think it is a confidence
thing. If your appetite for risk is low, you will have so many controls and systems
around you, you actually can‟t make decisions easily.”

C20 intimates that ERM capability maturity comes from risk sensemaking proficiency
and such maturity is manifested by a capacity to adapt, to innovate and to integrate, so
as to align ERM with strategic business objectives. She emphasises that a risk
management standard has to be tailored as “people got to see how it works for them
well and not works for them as well ... Making the process fit the organisation and I
think that‟s a sign of maturity. If you understand the process, you can create a living
system as such. Then you can have things like integration with business plan and
influencing the different stakeholders, risk assessment, identifying training, those sorts
of thing.”
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In the research, integrativists‟ risk sensemaking mode is labelled constructivistintegrative (see Table 4.1). The informing worldview is self-defining dialectic which
characterises risk as constructed, multi-faceted and constantly changing and needing to
be viewed holistically. Integrativists believe in an integrated and balanced approach to
addressing risks as issues. They are mindful of change and diversity in their risk
decision-making environment and seek to attain what is efficacious and acceptable for
their organisations and their stakeholders. They leverage their people networks to
develop a repertoire of knowledge to address risks; they believe in self-development and
seek to foster the improvement of others through collective learning.

Summary of How Informing Worldviews Mediate Risk Sensemaking

The research results suggest that informants‟ informing worldview (i.e., their
“worldview developmental staging” as measured by the Social Paradigm Belief
Inventory; see sections 2.5 and 3.5) is predictive of their dominant or preferred risk
sensemaking mode. Each informing worldview reflects an associated level of risk
sensemaking proficiency (absolute, enhanced absolute, contextual, dialectic and
enhanced dialectic; see Table 4.1). In combination, risk sensemaking proficiency and
risk sensemaking mode indicate the individual‟s ERM capability maturity regarding
how the individual would make sense of and respond to risks.

C7, an absolutist, seeks “black-and-white” compliance while C5, an enhanced
absolutist, expresses commitment to “reasonable analysis” as justification. Organicists
such as C10 state that risk-based decision-making “would seldom be black-and-white”
and it is more important to aim for “improvement in performance.” Integrativists (C2,
C9, C11, C12, C13, C18 and C20) are more concerned about “acceptability,” the
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efficacious thing to do given risk decision constraints. Contextualists such as C15 prefer
engaging risk decisions based on contextual dependencies such as “risk/reward ratio,”
“cost-and-benefit” and “if-then” scenarios.

Organicists in the research are inclined to improvise and compromise in order to
consider other people‟s interests. This tendency seems more self-preserving of
organicists‟ beliefs rather than optimising. The research reveals that organicists need
complementary pragmatics of contextualists to drive genuinely negotiated outcomes, as
reported in the cross-case comparison involving C17 and C19. Integrativists in the
research report more balanced use of the various risk sensemaking modes to achieve
tangible efficacious outcomes, citing that they are motivated by strategic imperatives
which promote practical actions.

4.3

How Informants Make Sense of Risk Decision-Making Contexts:
Senseframing Effects of Organisational Culture

Section 4.3 records informants‟ characterisation of the senseframing effects of
organisational culture on their individual level risk sensemaking. It also includes
informants‟ descriptions about how individual level risk sensemaking constitutes
organisational culture and subcultures. Informants‟ accounts further unveil dynamic
interpersonal sensegiving and senseframing.

How Informants Interlink Risk Sensemaking and Risk Culture through Cognitive
Risk Concepts (Risk Attitude, Risk Perception, Risk Appetite, Risk Tolerance)

The link between risk sensemaking and risk culture surfaces early in the foundational
phase when E1 comments that “risk perception is part of developing qualitative views
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on risk ... [it is] by necessity subjective ... the same risk is perceived differently by
different people” and “risk perception is part of risk culture.” She introduces the
concepts of “risk appetite” and “risk tolerance” as attributes of risk culture regarding
“how much risk we can tolerate or accept.”

E4/C4 makes similar connections as well as adding the notion of “risk attitude.” He says
that “different individuals will have different attitude to risk. This influences the
perception of risk. Risk tolerance sits within the culture of the organisation” and is
defined by the “relevant criteria” whereby the maximum level signifies “risk appetite”
and the minimum level is “risk tolerance.” He adds that these measures “depend on
organisational or operational objectives.”

Other informants‟ accounts congruously infer that: risk sensemaking shapes risk
attitude, risk perception, risk appetite and risk tolerance; and these dimensions
constitutively define risk culture. Specifically, informants relate differences in risk
perception as arising from differences in risk attitude due to qualitative differences in
risk interpretation (i.e., risk sensemaking). They explain that risk perception produces a
risk preference that is mediated by risk propensity. They describe risk propensity as
bounded by risk appetite and risk tolerance to frame the ultimate risk action. These
perspectives imply that risk culture and risk sensemaking have a circular
interrelationship. On the one hand, risk culture represents the collective enactment of
organisational members‟ individual level risk sensemaking. On the other hand, risk
culture contributes to the organisational context within which individual level risk
sensemaking takes place.
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The Senseframing Power of Senior Management and Board of Directors

Informants‟ accounts suggest that senior management and board of directors possess
senseframing power to define the risk culture of the organisation. This senseframing
power operates through intrapersonal sensemaking and interpersonal sensegiving.
Informants report that risk attitude and propensity are formally and informally defined
by senior management of the organisation.

When commenting that “risk tolerance sits within the culture of the organisation,”
E4/C4 elaborates that risk culture is “driven by senior executives and board depending
on the structure.” E1 concurs with the observation that “leadership makes a difference.
That‟s what drives culture.” C2 similarly explains that she refers specifically to her
chief executive officer (CEO) for benchmarks to set her own risk appetite and risk
tolerance because “there‟s an expectation set that drives from CEO, board, parliament
[and] minister.” C5 also suggests that risk management context is defined by “what‟s
the risk appetite of the board, what‟s the risk appetite of the major shareholders, what‟s
the risk appetite allowed to you by legislations.”

The results further highlight the senseframing role of risk advisers. For example, C5
explains that risk advisers need to take the outcomes of their analysis to senior
managers and board members so that “you give the board then the option [sic.]” to set
the risk criteria and decide on the risk action. For C2, senseframing through countersensegiving signifies “the value that I bring is definitely that to the CEO [sic.].”
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How Informants Interpret Risk Culture and Risk Management Culture

Informants distinguish risk culture and risk management culture as two different
constructs. For example, C5 says that risk culture is “about people being accountable for
making decisions based on reasonable analysis.” C7 sees risk culture as “about risktaking. How risk averse are you; how brave are you; what decisions are you willing to
take.” C3 interprets risk culture as “to do with having an appetite for risk and perceived
risks and tolerability of risk and risk based communication.” C9 comments that “risk
culture is about how people are aware of risk ... risk culture is risk awareness.” C12 also
sees risk culture as risk awareness particularly that of senior managers because “higher
awareness comes about through senior management who is risk aware.”

C5 explains that risk management culture supports risk culture by ensuring that “all
decision-makers at whatever level have a process ... that they have all the facts to
actually make the decisions.” C7 similarly thinks that risk management culture is “about
all the things you need to do [sic.]” and he proceeds to describe the process steps of the
AS/NZS 4360:2004 risk management standard. C3 likewise sees risk management
culture as “people adopt a systematic process of making decisions that is based on risk
information.”

C10‟s articulation of risk culture is the most concise of all informants. He explains that
risk culture underpins, is subsumed within and reflected by, risk management culture of
the organisation. He suggests that it is more helpful to think about risk culture and risk
management culture as two interrelated dimensions of an organisation‟s risk
governance culture. C10 says that risk governance culture is critically linked to
organisational improvement and that it includes sound ERM practice principles, such as
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risk mindfulness, risk preparedness and anticipatory risk management. For C10, risk
governance culture promotes one‟s accountability to stakeholders. He delineates risk
management culture as a dynamic dimension of risk governance culture. He considers
risk awareness and anticipatory thinking as key attributes of sound risk management
culture. C10 stresses that management plays a crucial role in fostering the right risk
governance culture and an important aspect of that role is to embed ERM into business
performance and the management of the organisation, so that ERM becomes a part of
people‟s mindset.

C10‟s articulation of risk culture and risk management culture as dimensions of an
organisation‟s risk governance culture provides four critical insights. First, through
sensegiving, senior management critically shapes risk culture. Second, risk culture is
about fostering the appropriate mindset about risk, which is to be risk aware and risk
prepared with anticipatory thinking and resilience building. Third, risk culture is by
nature dynamic and should be embedded into business performance and organisational
management systems which in turn manifest the risk management culture of the
organisation. Fourth, ERM is about performance improvement in service of
organisational stakeholders.

Summary of How Organisational Culture Circularly Mediates Risk Sensemaking

Informants differentiate “risk culture” and “risk management culture” as two distinct
but interrelated concepts. They associate risk culture with cognitive concepts such as
risk perception, risk appetite, risk tolerance and risk awareness which are sensemakingbased variables. They express risk management culture in terms of the presence of risk
management artifacts established based on their interpretations about risks.
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The results thus suggest that risk culture and risk sensemaking are circularly interrelated
as risk culture is described by informants as arising from collective risk sensemaking,
sensegiving and senseframing. Informants also explain that risk culture influences, and
is reflected in, their ERM behaviour in relation to risk management artifacts. The results
show that risk culture is a cross-level concept that underlies and interlinks individual
and organisational ERM capability maturity through sensemaking, sensegiving and
senseframing.

4.4

How Informants Make Sense of Risk Decision-Making Contexts:
Senseframing

Effects

of

Perceived

Risk

Management

Accountability

Section 4.4 reports the results for the senseframing influence of risk management roles
from the perspective of identity construction. The section presents how informants‟
perceived accountability contributes to the way they make sense to apply the standardsbased ERM approach. The results unmask two operational aspects to informants‟
perceived accountability. One aspect operates at the substantive level through
informants‟ interpretation of their formal positions or job descriptions. This aspect
bounds the interpreted scope of their ERM responsibilities and activities. This aspect is
reflected in the way informants differentiate between risk advisers and risk owners. The
other aspect surfaces as informants‟ assumptive belief in terms of the moral stance or
accountability emphasis to adopt in regard to their risk decision-making (see Table 4.1).

The distinction between risk advisers (i.e., risk coordinators) and risk owners is salient
from the foundational phase of the research. E1 defines risk adviser‟s role as “advisory
rather than line function” whose primary responsibility is “to implement the risk
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management framework.” In contrast, risk owners are seen as line managers and “risk
management is what line managers do.” E2 similarly says that “line managers have to
manage risks” and risk advisers “guide that process.” According to E4/C4, this is
because “risk owners are better placed to make decisions about upside risk ... therefore
it is important to fish [sic.] risk management out to these subject matter experts ... this is
a line function.” He adds that risk advisers are “responsible for development and
ongoing maintenance of risk management systems. This is a support function.”

E3/C5 comments that “there are risk managers who are agents, champions,
coordinators, facilitators, educators, framework implementers. There are risk managers
who are risk owners. These include CEOs and senior managers.” Further, the
management of risks requires that it is the risk-makers and the risk-takers who must be
the risk managers ... CEO is the risk manager of the organisation.” C3 also characterises
his risk management role as a change agent whose primary mandate is “to change the
culture of risk management.” He remarks that his “major role is to introduce a way of
thinking into the organisation about risk and to do that in a way so that everybody
thinks the same way across the whole of [the organisation].” C3 elaborates that his job
is to encourage ownership for the management of risks by risk owners because he is not
the risk manager. He adds that “our policy is about ownership and we provide risk
assessment facilitation training and we occasionally facilitate when it suits us to do so
but most of the time we push it back to businesses and say we can train your people and
suggest contractors for you to use, we can provide systems and software, but we ain‟t
[sic.] going to do it for you.”

C7 makes an additional distinction between owning and managing risks in that
“ownership is saying that you're ultimately responsible for this risk and the management
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role will be someone who will actually implement a control or a treatment.” His
characterisation differentiates between owners of risks who are not necessarily the same
people as ERM implementers with responsibility, authority and means to manage risk
treatment measures.

C10 bemoans it as unfortunate that “the approach many organisations have taken is that
they set up risk management organisations or include risk management as part of
evaluation or audit or part of insurance or corporate. So people think that this risk
management function is supposed to manage risks.” He observes that “risk managers
[i.e., risk advisers] are not there to do risk management. They are there to provide
advice, oversight and reporting, except for their own areas.” His account signals that in
addition to risk advisers and risk owners, there is a third group of risk managers who
have these concurrent roles (e.g., C2, C4, C10 and C15). His description also supports
the notion that all decision-makers are risk managers and vice versa.

In all cases, delegation, accountability and authority distinguish risk owners from risk
advisers, implicitly or explicitly. Informants stress that performance and accountability
measures for these two roles are different. C4 explains ERM accountability in terms of
its link to standardised ERM programmes and performance measures and C5 believes
that commitment is the main ERM driver and highlights that those responsible for
carrying out ERM activities do not necessarily have the authority to make decisions. He
also comments that risk advisory and coordination function often becomes more visible
when things go wrong, but when things are going well, the risk adviser is the first to be
targeted for downsizing attrition by senior management. He therefore stresses that it is
important for people, especially senior managers, to understand that authority and
accountability go hand-in-hand with ERM ownership. He elaborates that the problem is
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not just about the recommender‟s lack of appropriate delegation, but it is also about the
people with the appropriate delegation not assuming accountability.

The results indicate that the use of “risk manager” as a positional title for risk adviser is
still the conventional practice of many organisations. Informants highlight the practical
significance of being referred to as a “manager” or a “chief risk officer” and not as a
“coordinator,” because positional title conveys the risk adviser‟s pecking order within
the organisational hierarchy as the recognised specialist authority to influence and to
advise the senior management of the organisations. C5 explains that “if they are seen as
somebody who is a specialist advisory resource to the CEO, to the senior executives and
to the board in a private organisation, then they are able to make some use … the
concept of the „chief risk officer,‟ that‟s probably one of the real advantages now is that
we‟re finally getting somebody identified at a very senior level who seems to be part of
the team. Whereas if I‟m only called the risk management coordinator, well I‟m not
getting paid very much money anyway, that‟s why we have people called risk
managers, because you can pay managers more money. That‟s the pecking order thing
and that causes all sorts of problems.” C5‟s view seems to be reflected experientially by
C9 who reports that “the title of risk manager gives me power to do things ... allows me
to do things at the corporate level that I would not be if I am called a coordinator.”
These accounts highlight the sensegiving power of risk advisers.

Informants interviewed regard risk advisers and risk owners as having different
organisational mandates. According to them, risk advisers are more concerned with
developing and implementing integrated ERM frameworks and promulgating a risk
management culture to encourage consistent risk-based decision-making throughout the
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organisation. They view risk owners as primarily concerned with managing critical risks
that may impact the achievement of outcomes toward business sustainability.

As a group, informants who are risk advisers demonstrate that they are more conscious
of and definitive in their thinking about key ERM concepts and principles. They explain
that their performance is assessed based on their success in communicating these ERM
concepts and in implementing these ERM principles. As they are directly responsible
for designing their organisations‟ ERM framework, risk advisers interviewed convey
that they are highly aware of the benefits of leveraging the use of ERM standards to that
end. Due to their hands-on involvement with their organisations‟ adoption of ERM
standards, risk advisers in the research are better able to articulate how ERM standards
are customised and deployed within their organisations.

Risk owners interviewed report a high-level understanding for how ERM standards may
be embedded within the management and planning processes at the strategic,
operational and project levels, but they generally do not have a detailed view of the
ERM standards themselves. Risk owners in the research do not associate the use of an
ERM standard in their day-to-day risk decision-making, although citing their awareness
that they may be using the principles underlying a best-practice standard, a practice they
refer to as “common sense” or experiential general management know-how.

The Rational-Experiential Inventory results (see Appendix 5) and the interview data
(see section 4.2 and Table 4.1) suggest that informants‟ application of the standardsbased ERM approach is influenced by how they interpret the accountability emphasis of
their risk management roles and not by their self-reported preference and ability for
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rational-analysis per se. Informants also disclose that they vary their response strategies
according to their perceived control of a risk situation.

Summary of How Risk Management Accountability Mediates Risk Sensemaking

Informants view the position title of “risk manager” as a misnomer, in that some
managers with this position title do not and should not manage risks, but support the
efforts to manage risks. Informants distinguish between “risk managers as decisionmakers” and “risk managers as risk advisers.” The former is a line function and the
latter a supportive function that is responsible for the development and the maintenance
of ERM systems.

Informants believe that risk advisers are responsible for promulgating a risk
management culture throughout their organisations whereas senior managers shape the
risk culture that underpins their ERM behaviours as previously discussed (see section
4.3). They further believe that risk advisers should encourage risk ownership and
management by their rightful business risk owners who are the line managers, senior
managers and chief executive officers. In fact, some informants (e.g., C5, C7, C8, C10,
C11, C14 and C20) consider the ultimate risk manager as the chief executive officer.

Informants who are designated as risk advisers additionally recognise and acknowledge
that they are “risk owners” in regard to their own areas of responsibilities (e.g., C3, C8
and C18). However, this does not seem to detract them from seeing their substantive
accountability as that of a risk adviser. While positional titles confer informants‟
substantive accountability to influence the scope of their authority and delegation,
informants‟ thinking and responses regarding risks and ERM seem to be mediated more
by perceived accountability emphasis previously presented in section 4.2 and Table 4.1.
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4.5

How Informants Make Sense of Risk Decision-Making Contexts:
Senseframing Effects of Risk Complexities

Section 4.5 documents how informants characterise and deal with different risk
complexities. Informants‟ accounts illustrate that risk complexities are both the triggers
for and the products from risk sensemaking.

How Informants Characterise Different Risk Complexities

C2 regards a simple decision as one “that is happening repeatedly” to give her
“generally a predictable outcome.” This type of decision takes place in “the
environment around which whatever is being produced hasn‟t changed very much” as
well as “the expectation set of the person who is going to receive it hasn‟t changed.”
Hence, the risk involved is “so routine” because its predictability is established and
known through “past occurrences,” “past trends” and “repeat behaviour.” She knows the
procedures for dealing with this type of routine risk because she has “had good
outcomes for a long time.” E2 shares similar views, but from the opposite angle, citing
that “most of the difficult decisions are the little ones … when you have not got a basis
to make the decision … no historical basis … no precedence.”

C7 explains how a complex decision can be simplified through routinisation as frequent
practice increases familiarity of decision steps in that “you could be working with
complex decisions but it won‟t be difficult if you work with them day in day out.” He
suggests that decision-making should be proceduralised because “this would make a
complex decision easy to process and implement because it had been proceduralised.
Hence, complex decisions are not necessarily difficult to make, while simple decision
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might be quite difficult to arrive at. When a decision becomes difficult, you then need to
go through a detailed process.”

C10 also explains that “easy decisions tended to be routine decisions” and through
proper resourcing and hard work, difficult and complicated decision can be simplified.
He says that “when private sector is making decisions, they set aside resources to do
that. We don‟t do that as well in the public sector.” He defines complicated risk decision
as one that involves “layers of complexity.”

Consistent with the issues raised by C10, C4 communicates how the unavailability of
resources, particularly relevant skill sets, can give rise to risk decision complexity. He
relays the account of how a “lack of succession planning” results in a skills-void when
he “had someone in a position for about twelve years who unexpectedly decided to
leave.” Although “a lot of the procedures that are followed had become routine,” the
lack of documentation means that there is no continuity. The situation creates
complicated risks which he resolves by “put[ting] lot of resources into understanding
processes; process improvements, documenting those processes to make sure that they
are understood and while doing that trying to recruit someone suitable for that position.”
He dissects that “it is a risk element ... the probability of occurrence is largely underrated because the person had been there for such a long time it felt like they would
never leave [but] then they left with a short notice.”

C12, C17 and C20 similarly refer to people issues as adding layers of complexity. C12
reports that “simple decision can be difficult because the outcome is difficult,”
particularly when it impacts someone.” So although “the decision process is simple ... it
becomes difficult.” C20 cites “impacts of the outcomes, who are involved, which
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important stakeholders are going to be influenced ... impacts on people, impacts on
achieving results” as contributing to complexity. Asked to give an example of a
complex risk decision, C17 likewise recalls that “there‟s one that come to mind, not
because it is technically complicated, but because it is personnel complicated.”

C2 states that “complicated decisions have lots of whiskers and hooks [sic.]. With
complicated decisions, we tend to brainstorm everything first and say „have we covered
all the bases‟ and regroup and say „where did that take us.‟ Implicit in the discussion,
we brought out several drivers, things that would drive the decision-making … they are
the common things that everyone circled around.” In contrast, for less complex
decisions, she recommends the use of predefined decision criteria in that “simple
decisions tended to have predefined decision criteria which are clearly articulated and
documented, allowing routine application of decision rules and organisational policies.”
C10 also believes that for complicated risk decisions, it is important to “try to build the
decisions within the systems themselves.” However, he notes that “this demands
understanding of business rules and good business case. Good business case informs
good systems.”

Apart from adding layers of complication, people issues can also generate ambiguous
risks through behavioural and political uncertainties. C2 explains that “the things that I
put my time into are things that I know the environment around which the product or
outcome being produced has changed ... so changed environment, changed personnel
involved with it who aren‟t as practised or experienced in it, or of its nature it‟s just new
and different and not what‟s been covered previously or my stakeholder set have a
particular interest in it. That‟s when I wade in and start to get involved more forcefully.”
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C2 recounts a commercial decision that she considers as particularly complex because it
involves the interplay of content, political and contextual difficulties. Further, a key
stakeholder, her CEO, has taken a hands-on interest in the matter. Consequently “there
is a political overlay on to it, there is a budget overlay and a timing overlay that is
important and if you didn‟t get it right and didn‟t get the synchronising of deciding this,
framing that, getting a decision there, getting the right people there and get it all
synchronised properly, you wouldn‟t get the outcome we are aiming for.” She
summates that “it is complex because it had the combination of a number of services, it
had a political overlay and a timing overlay that is important to get right” and she
addresses the situation by “my group got together to map that out to work out the
options, to work out the best path forward before going ahead to implement the
decisions that we had to put in place.”

In the case of C10, people, political and timing issues are also salient. He uses the
example of a housing construction project that he knows of to illustrate his viewpoints.
He describes how the lack of appropriate skills and knowledge in different groups of
project people overlays with timing pressure to result in “a costly bungle of an
otherwise simple project.” He concludes that “the decision is difficult because it
involved multiple stakeholders ... political overtone, external expertise, no internal
expertise, time constraint ... It is a simple decision but turned out to be a difficult
decision process.”

To reinforce his views, C10 reiterates that within his decision context, “70% of the
problems are about people ... It‟s more about people. It‟s more about expertise, the lack
of it [and] the lack of subject knowledge.” He elaborates that “people and systems are
the two biggest issues, getting the right people and the right system. Third one is dealing
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with external stakeholders, ensuring that they are on board and that their expectations
are managed, also the internal stakeholders who are often concerned about the timetable
of program implementation and that they do not run into political problems. So,
decision difficulty is about handling all these interactions, political risks, reputational
risks and people risks.”

Some informants readily equate complexity with difficulty although on further probing,
they reveal that “complex” decision is not always “difficult” to make and the “simple”
decision can be “difficult” and not necessarily “easy” to make. The distinction is in how
informants associate the decision process with the decision outcome. For example, C10
relays how political and procedural complexity renders an easy decision difficult to
make. C20‟s concern with how her decision outcome may impact on people causes her
to perceive the decision as complex and difficult. C12 similarly describes how a simple
decision can become difficult because the outcome may have repercussion on someone
even though the decision process is simple.

How Informants Deal with Different Risk Complexities

Informants talk about simple decisions as something they do routinely and are familiar
with. According to them, complex decisions can be simplified by making them routine
and familiar through predefined procedures, decision rules and selection criteria, agreed
approaches and frequent practice. Informants report that they make simple and complex
decisions in a similar fashion although more complex decisions would involve more
deliberate analysis of more extensive information and options, often in consultation
with others across a more extended timeframe. Their preferences appear to be mediated
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more by their dominant risk sensemaking modes regardless of the types of risk
complexity.

C2 explains how organisational planning, whereby stakeholders discuss, negotiate,
concur and commit to an “agreed game plan,” can be used to make a complex decision
manageable and easy. This is because “you have common understanding ... you have
put all the issues on the table and you know what all the things that might happen are
and you‟ve talked about the game plan ... so, we've mapped out the higher probability
path and we‟ve mapped out the lower probability but higher risk and how you're going
to manage it.” She elaborates how difficulty may evolve if the parameters change, in
which case, the game plan should be renegotiated and stakeholders‟ agreement and
commitment to the revised plan should be sought. C2 suggests that planning should be
used generatively to continually engage contextual, political and content complexities.

Using the theatre of war as an analogy, C5 outlines how he resolves a high impact risk
situation using “reasonable analysis” “to prevent a catastrophe.” C7 similarly subscribes
to more analysis, more information, more capabilities and more knowledge to resolve
complex risk decision. He says that “I need lots of different pieces of information to
make that decision” because regardless of the types of risk complexity “it comes back to
the level of information you need before you make your decision.”

C8 also acknowledges the merit of formal analytical processes, particularly for difficult
and complex decisions where contextual knowledge and “if-then” reasoning are
important. He explains that “a complex decision can be guided by certain factors where
you may already have knowledge. You may already know the solution and the process
is if it‟s a complex decision, you write it down and says if we do this, this is going to be
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the outcome, they are complex decisions but they are clear cut if you formalise it you
can actually see what the benefits are.”

Consistent with expert performance, informants tend to decompose a larger complex
problem into smaller parts. For example, C8 says that “what you had to do is break it
[the complex decision] apart because each of the options had different risks. So what
you had to do is look at the common risks across all of the options and then [examine]
what are the unique risks with each of the options. So you have to work around different
ways of doing things ... different mitigation strategies, different options because even
though you have the one risk, the options treated it in a slightly different way.”

C5 considers lack of ownership and accountability as a key source of problem in
operating environments plagued with complex political and social issues, where
ongoing political negotiation and stakeholder bargaining are used as coping strategies.
C11 and C9 similarly suggest negotiation as a key to resolving politically diverse and
sensitive risk situations. C9 describes the process as “we talk through issues ... to try
and get a feel for what would be a reasonable thing to do ... It is a constant round of
negotiation ... trying to temper the expectations ... so it‟s kind of a total round robin.”

Informants also raise the issues of time and resource constraints. C4 comments that
“there is never the perfect situation where there is no time implications, no resource
implications. There are always time and resource implications on every decision.” C9
also says that “we‟ve never got time” but he adds that “we always get things done and
part of it is having expertise in risk, having philosophies on risk [because] you never
really answer questions in a vacuum. You‟ve always got some precedence. You‟ve
always got some strategies behind it. So you respond more informally than formally.”
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C12 similarly reports that “we did not always have the time to gather all the information
required. Every now and then, decisions have to be made in a hurry.”

C7 explains how experience makes a difference in risk decision-making to determine
whether a formal analytic process should be used. Using procurement process as an
example, he articulates that he “think[s] there would be a lot of previous experience ...
what they call gut feel, a bit of intuition, all that would actually come into play, where
you don‟t have to go through the full process. It becomes so natural that you don‟t have
to go through a very detailed process to make a decision. For me it would take a lot
longer in the decision-making process because I‟m not fully up to date with what the
procurement process is ... whereas someone who may be doing it say once a week, that
person could go through that process in their mind.” C7‟s remark suggests that
experience can engender a sense of control, certainty and confidence.

C4 also reports that he is more confident taking a risk decision if he perceives it to be
within his control. C8 associates control-certainty where he sees that “there is only one
path I can take.” He attributes this certainty to the senseframing boundary established by
corporate policy and operating standards. He further suggests that contextual knowledge
would accentuate solution-certainty in that “where you may already have the
knowledge, you may already know the solution.” Consequently, he can be confident
that “if we do this, this is going to be the outcome.”

Simple decisions seem to be perceived as such not because of their intrinsic simplicity
but because they are interpreted as familiar, predictable and known to informants. For
decisions that informants deem to be simple, they tend to approach such decisions
intuitively and heuristically based on their knowledge base and acquired competency
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within the domain. Informants recognise key decision levers from past experience and
past trends and instinctively know the appropriate response and a decision is made
accordingly.

Where the decision situation is perceived to be more complex and informants cannot
easily classify the problems that they are confronted with, they would engage in a more
pronounced diagnosis of the situation, seeking more information, engaging in
consultation and negotiation and undertake more comprehensive and deliberate
computational effort. When they are unsure of the response options, informants would
mentally simulate or verbally go through the decision, looking out for probable
downsides. If problematic, they would modify and revalidate the response option,
monitoring and assessing their decision context until a plausible decision is established.
Informants use intuitive judgement and formal analysis interchangeably and
concurrently based on their situational assessment, teasing apart the issues to simplify
complexity and framing and reframing the risk situation to arrive at manageable
representations to make a risk judgement.

Noting informants‟ proclivity in associating predictability with certainty to simplify risk
complexity, informants are asked to indicate to what extent they confront unpredictable
risks in their environment and to describe how they address such risks. Two types of
unknown risks become apparent. C18 delineates these as latent (emergent) risks that are
unknown but knowable and novel (emerging) risks that are unknown and genuinely
unpredictable. He explains that he experiences both types of unknown risks “all the
time.” He elaborates that latent risks “may take twenty years to surface,” and novel risks
would always arise “because of the nature of our [his] organisation and the political
environment around the world.” Accordingly, if and when they are revealed, emergent
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risks would manifest properties of complicated or ambiguous risks and could thus be
converted into and managed as routine risks.

C19 similarly says that most risks she works with are unpredictable and explains that
she seeks multiple perspectives especially advice from people who are experienced with
risks that are unfamiliar to her, so as to “predict the unpredictable” and to anticipate
with precautionary measures. C19 reiterates that dealing with emergent risks involves
putting in place the infrastructure to address the risks should they arise and for emerging
risks, “that‟s where governance best-practice comes in. For example, with pandemic
business continuity planning itself, you know what is going to happen but you have not
been able to predict it with certainty, so you have to put together a top level governance
structure and they will have to make a decision as to whether this will happen and so,
with business continuity planning, it is doing the work before hand so that you can
make decisions quickly.” C20 also suggests that the way to address unpredictable risks
is to “predict what is predictable” and to put in place precautionary strategies to deal
with emergence and change.

C19 further comments that many of the unpredictable risks are dealt with at a higher
organisational level, where a similar consultative approach is used by senior people to
engage such risks because senior managers “rely a lot on their experience of having
dealt with other issues. They certainly rely on advice on what the issue is from a few
different perspectives.” She also observes that “part of it is using intuition and
experience and it is probably historical knowledge but also certainly up-to-date facts. A
lot of these things you don‟t really know all the facts ... It‟s just a consultation process.”
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By way of contrast, C7 views unpredictable risks as unlikely risks which are managed
alongside organisation‟s business continuity management. He says he “tend[s] to use
the word „unlikely‟ rather than „unpredictable‟ [because] if you think long and hard
enough, you are likely to think of all sorts of things but it‟s just that they are very
unlikely to occur.” As such, his organisation would “cover them [unlikely risks] in our
business continuity management.” For C7, an absolutist, it seems that all risks can be
objectively known regardless of their probability of occurrence. C5, another absolutist,
similarly thinks that unpredictable risks can be rendered predictable if “you got a good
knowledge and understanding of your business then there is a greater chance that you
will identify potential risks and come up with solutions.” Maintaining and updating
“corporate memory and collective organisational learning” from past occurrences are
ways for achieving this.

Consistent with the point made by C5, C15 reports that “most of the times, risks are
predictable” because his organisation has “been around for a long time.” His
organisation and its people have “gone through a lot of the risks beforehand [and]
although the risks are still there but they are managed and controlled.” C15 thus
proposes that the way to predict and anticipate risks is to use past historical trend, to ask
“whether has this happened before, or to use our own judgement, to look at previous
report to see whether there have been deficiencies and to use audit testing to confirm the
occurrence of this sort of thing.” C15 elaborates that if an incident occurs, his response
would be contextually determined because it “depends on what sort of thing that goes
wrong and the seriousness of it.” Consistent with other informants‟ comments about
learning from corporate memory, C15 emphasises the importance of post-risk-incident
investigation and review to facilitate collective learning so as to “identify what do we
need if the event does happen again.”
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C8 similarly cites the importance of post-implementation review to improve knowledge
about risks because “if you don‟t know what the risk is and you cannot identify it ... part
of risk management is to look at why things occur, post-implementation review, why do
risks occur to find out what lessons to learn and you apply those lessons to the next
thing you do. There is an active learning loop involved. You got to do that. You got to
stop and do that post-implementation review and make the lessons learned. Learn as
risks emerge.”

C8 gives an extensive account of how his organisation has a range of contingency
processes to cope with different types of emergent risks. He stresses the importance of
establishing different processes to deal with different types of risks and highlights that
ERM forms part of an emergency response protocol which is invoked if an incident
happens. C18 further considers it important to make risks explicit to people in the
organisation to heighten their risk awareness, notwithstanding unpredictability.

C10 believes that having experienced people who know the business is a key to dealing
with unpredictable risks. He states that “this is why it is important to have people who
are experienced and who know the business. Predictability is always a problem.
Predicting the known is bad enough, predicting the unknown is even more difficult. The
more you understand the business you are in, the better you will become in predicting.
There are people who are very good at seeing and identifying what tools to bring to
bear. Predicting and probability tools apply probability in a constructive manner.
Everyone knows that nothing is going to be absolute at the end of the day. But by
applying probability theory in a proper manner to the risks that you have, at least what
you are saying is, „what is the probability of this happening?‟ ... People who know their
business and their industry are invaluable people.”
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Summary of How Risk Complexities Circularly Mediate Risk Sensemaking

The results show that absolutistic informants see all risks as predictable, by way of
gathering as much information as possible, even though these risks may first appear to
be complex and unknown. Contextualistic informants consider most risks as predictable
and they think that it is possible to make unknown risks predictable or knowable by
installing contingencies. Organicists and integrativists in the research interpret risks as
multi-faceted and changing dynamically. They attribute these features as largely caused
by people and systems interdependencies. In the interviews, organicists and
integrativists also emphasise the need to differentiate amongst the types of risks in
regard to risk decision-making and risk responses.

Notwithstanding this observation, the results unexpectedly indicate that informants are
in unison when it comes to the characterisation of risk complexities. Informants identify
risk complexities as routine, complicated, ambiguous and unknown. They further
delineate unknown risks as consisting of emergent and emerging risks, whereby the
former subtype is latent and the latter subtype is “genuinely unknown.”

Informants‟ accounts reveal people issues as the key determinants of these different
types of risk complexity through interpersonal sensegiving and extrapersonal
senseframing. The results further illustrate that the strategies used by informants to
address these risk complexities are moderated and curtailed by their risk sensemaking
proficiency operating through their preferred risk sensemaking modes.
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4.6

How Informants Harness the Standards-Based Enterprise Risk
Management Approach

Section 4.6 documents how informants interpret and use the AS/NZS 4360:2004
standard to reveal different standards-based ERM approaches which are qualitatively
distinctive. The significance of risk sensemaking upon ERM approaches emerges early
in the research with E1‟s foundational phase remark that the AS/NZS 4360:2004
reference standard “needs to be interpreted [because] it describes a process for the
management of risk” that needs to be tailored.

E3 also comments that the standard‟s ERM “model looks prescriptive and deterministic
[but] it is intended to be more reflective of real-life human decision-making [and] you
are supposed to adapt it [and] apply it with every decision and decision within decision
[because] risk management is not quality management. It is a decision-making process.”
E2 and E4 similarly stress that the standard “needs to be adapted” if the users are to
realise the standard‟s intended benefits.

The following results describe how informants apply the standards-based ERM
approach prescriptively, analytically, adaptively, generatively and integratively. The key
attributes of these ERM approaches are summarised in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 Standards-Based Enterprise Risk Management Approaches
Defining
Dimensions

Managerial Enterprise Risk Management Approaches
Prescriptive

Analytic

Adaptive

Generative

Integrative

Dominant
approach
manifested by
(I-ERM-CM)

Absolutist
C7

Enhanced
Absolutist
C5

Contextualists
C3, C8, C15,
C16, C17

Organicists
C4, C14, C10,
C19

Integrativists
C2, C9, C11, C12,
C13, C18, C20

ERM
orientation

Rules oriented

Analysis oriented

Achievement
oriented

Values and
principles
oriented

Mission or results
oriented

ERM focus

Standard or
template
driven

Process driven

Situationally
driven

Morally driven

Strategy driven

ERM
emphasis

Efficiency
(how)

Efficiency (how)

Effectiveness
(what)

Ethical
rightness (why)

Strategic
rightness (why,
what, when and
how)

Most suited
for addressing

Routine risks

Complicated risks

Complex risks

Novel risks

All types of risks

Domains of

Best-practice

Good practice

Pragmatic
practice

Creative
practice

Strategic practice

ERM strategy

Science-based

Science-based

Discourse-based

Precautionbased

Mindfulnessbased

How Absolutists Harness the Standards-Based ERM Approach

C7 (absolutist) explains that the AS/NZS 4360:2004 standard does not have to be
adapted in his application of the ERM framework for his organisation because it is
“built into my [his] risk management framework and into the software package that we
use to facilitate the risk workshops.” He sees the ERM process as a “pretty simple flow
of information from the risk identification ... capturing controls and discussing
treatment plans to better manage the risk.”

On probing, C7 reports that his organisational people will only deviate from the steps
within the AS/NZS 4360:2004 standard if they do not have the time to convene a risk
workshop to conduct a formal risk assessment as prescribed by the standard. Further,
instead of embedding the standard‟s principles into decision-making, senior managers
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will use “past experience, past knowledge” and “other decision-making processes” to
make “on the spot decision.” “So where quick decision-making is required, they [senior
managers] wouldn‟t obviously go through the standard formal seven step process.”

C7 also depicts the standards-based ERM process as operating alongside other decision
support frameworks in discrete, distinctive ways rather than being integrated. He says
that different frameworks are for different, isolated purposes. According to him, these
frameworks generate different information and “when you come to decision-making,
while you might have financial information, you might have production information,
marketing information, but you also need risk information. It is that risk information
that we derive from the 4360 standard and our risk framework.” C7 reiterates this
viewpoint by describing how his organisation deploys the ERM framework in a
disjointed and non-integrated fashion. He explains that the ERM process and the
strategic planning process are two separate, distinct processes. The ERM process is not
embedded as part of the strategic planning process. Rather, the risk information
generated by the ERM process feeds into the strategic planning process.

Although C7 espouses the importance of engendering risk management culture and sees
his role as raising risk awareness, he falls short of articulating how this might be
attained in practice. His approach to the use of the AS/NZS 4360:2004 standard seems
deterministic and strictly prescriptive. He reports that he would “certainly” follow the
process within the AS/NZS 4360:2004 standard “pretty much closely.” C7 adheres to
the standard‟s rules and method steps. He does not see the need for adapting the
standards-based ERM process to the risk decision-making context. He uses the ERM
process template independently alongside, rather than integrated within, other
organisational processes. He explains that ERM is about making the ERM process more
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efficient by generating more information to predict risks so that a risk profile can be
developed. Once the “correct” risk profile is established, risk management is about
treating the risks predicted. C7‟s preferred ERM approach is prescriptive and it favours
strict procedural compliance.

C5‟s preferred ERM approach is comparable to C7‟s deterministic framework because
C5 also believes that one should “keep the basic framework.” However, C5 would use
reasonable analysis instead of strict compliance. C5‟s positivist ERM approach is thus
more analytic in its orientation and justification. Both prescriptive and analytic ERM
approaches are positivist in nature and they share five common attributes.

First, the ERM standard is used formally and deterministically, in a sequential manner,
dominated by a methodologically driven step-by-step process, with minimal deviation
to the prescriptive process as a methodological guide to structure decision-making.
Second, this methodological guide is supposed to produce more and better quality
information to tangibly determine, define and quantify objective risk which is perceived
mostly as a threat rather than as an opportunity for performance improvement. Third,
the ERM standard is usually applied reactively in response to formal directives or
external imperative and is oriented towards compliance and justification, with the focus
being on achieving the goals as defined by other people in authority. Given that it is an
externally imposed intervention, it is often viewed as an overhead by the risk owners.

Fourth, the emphasis is on technical competence with risk advisers viewed as
methodological and method experts given the methodological guide is rule-based and
procedurally governed and privileges scientific evidence. The emphasis on learning is
thus about improving the efficiency of the process toward generating a rational, tangible
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and science-based output (e.g., a risk profile). Fifth, the approach involves primarily
factual and formal knowledge of the ERM standard and the experiential knowledge used
can be facilitating and constraining depending on how mature the experiential base is.
The last attribute could conceivably underlie why absolutistic informants are able to
articulate the different types of risk complexities in a formal way while still
preferentially exhibiting deterministic risk behaviour.

A positivist-formistic or prescriptive ERM approach involves minimal or no
customisation, taking on the form of the ERM standard as prescribed, using the bestpractice methodological guide as the actual method steps, as demonstrated by C7.
Positivist-analytic or analytic ERM approach is similarly deterministic. It additionally
favours computational rigour based on what is reasonable and good, as reported by C5.

Although both the prescriptive and analytic standards-based ERM approaches are the
dominant ERM modes exhibited by absolutistic informants, they also surface in the
other informants‟ accounts, especially for addressing uncomplicated, routine and known
risk problems, or in situations where there is the need to address structurally or
computationally difficult risk problems, that is, when the risks are knowable but
requires the use of technically-based experiential knowledge or procedural know-how to
segregate the issues. Therefore informants report and associate positivist ERM
approaches as being more efficacious for application with planned change or in a
planning process.

How Contextualists Harness the Standards-Based ERM Approach

C15 (contextualist) states that his organisation uses the risk matrix within the ERM
framework to guide risk decision-making. He highlights the importance of integrating
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the ERM framework into organisational processes and explains how he enforces the
ERM discipline into organisational decision-making by embedding risk consideration
into certain operational processes that are within his jurisdiction. He says that he would
use practical means to achieve his ERM goals. For example, he uses a risk template to
prompt people to constantly think about how they can learn and improve from
experience. He says that “you won half the battle when they fill in this template. The
last part is the risk matrix to help them identify high, medium and low risks. I have
embedded this into a lot of the organisation‟s functions so that when you get to the top
level, the risk assessment is already done. Risk assessment needs to be done right at the
beginning.”

C15 elaborates that the AS/NZS 4360:2004 standard is contextually adapted because
“you can certainly use AS4360 before something has happened. You can use it while
something is happening and after something has happened although not the best case.”
He emphasises the importance of documentation in that “we document the likelihood
and the consequences and the scale of what is a high risk versus a low risk. We also
assess and document all the controls.” He further stresses the importance of
documenting and learning from a risk incident and one way of doing that is “when an
incident has occurred, part of the investigation is to do a root-cause analysis and find
out why the risks are not foreseeable or predictable and how can they be catered for the
next time round ... You use AS4360 to pre-empt risks and have controls in place ... You
can use AS4360 to be prepared, to look ahead.” He would simultaneously consider the
people issues and ask “if someone needs to move quickly, what do they need.” His
account illustrates that efficiency and effectiveness improvement are equally important
to him.
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C15‟s pragmatism resurfaces when he describes how he personally uses the AS/NZS
4360:2004 standard, where formal analysis culminates as experiential-intuition over
time. He says that “it is not practical [to] slip back into a risk assessment every time
[because] decisions are made in nanoseconds.” For such decisions, the approach would
be “intuitive. It comes with experience.” He adds that “I have AS4360 locked into my
brain in how I do things. I certainly look at the significance of what I am dealing with
and whether or not someone else needs to be involved.”

C15‟s account manifests his capacity to harness contextual opportunities, pragmatically
customising and embedding ERM principles and practices into organisational processes
and routines, to leverage upon what is the effective thing to do, so as to help people
learn and improve. C15‟s ERM approach is adaptive. The adaptive ERM approach is
definable based on the presence of four key attributes.

First, the ERM standard is embedded in everyday decision-making and used iteratively
and interactively in risk-based root-cause analysis, cause-effect analysis and means-ends
analysis (if “this,” then “that”). Second, ERM is an internalised and integrated model
with operational imperative, invoked by what needs to be done in decision-making,
using the ERM standard adaptively as a thinking resource to help with decision
analysis, both proactively and reactively, depending on the contexts of the risk situation.
The approach acknowledges that multiple contexts are possible and that they are
important and specific. Hence the focus is on catering for all possible contingencies as
there are many solution paths. The approach thus encourages the development and
collection of contextual knowledge to cater for contingencies that are mutually
exclusive. The approach uses practical (procedural) and experiential knowledge as
mediated by the emergent context.
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Third, the goal for decision analysis is based on what is the practical thing to do given
the context. Hence the learning emphasis is about pragmatic effectiveness which
privileges general management competence that knows how to leverage technical
expertise and input. The approach is driven by mental-models, implying that it is not
about changing one‟s worldview per se but varying one‟s view of the circumstance to
reframe how the situation is perceived given a particular context. Pre-existing
worldview or mindset remains unchanged.

Fourth, local relevance is important because risk is subjectively constructed. This
requires a focus on interaction (means-ends; cause-effects) and integration from within
oneself (i.e., operational structure driven by self-defined, self-centered achievement
goals). Risk owners thus have practical command of the relevant methodologies and
principles (which may not be related to a standard such as the AS/NZS 4360:2004)
because risk is regarded as an opportunity to achieve what is acceptable (such as
approval and recognition) from the viewpoint of self. This reinforces a failure-aversion
tendency because failures threaten goal achievement. Failure-aversion thus accentuates
an adaptive disposition.

The adaptive ERM approach is the dominant approach used by contextualistic
informants who recognise the importance of collaborative engagement especially for
dealing with behavioural and political complexities. Contextualists interviewed would
consult as long as this will help to achieve their own goals so as to attenuate the risks.
Contextualistic informants would take into consideration diversity and differences and
consider the issues of values, equity and social justice from the perspective of self, that
is, in terms of what is needed to achieve the self-defined goals. So, the emphasis is on
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self-orientation rather than balancing interests from the other stakeholders‟ perspective
as organicistic informants would do.

Contextualists in the research would validate that their self-defined goals are achieved
and not compromised even if at increased risk bearing. They prefer evidence-based
management and use formal analysis as validation because evidence-based decisionmaking is defensible as a visible justification. If the context warrants it (e.g., for a
routine decision context), contextualistic informants being pragmatists would
economise and use minimal-effort strategies (prescriptive and analytic ERM
approaches) provided that their goal attainment is not compromised. For emergent or
emerging risk contexts where there are unknowable or unpredictable risks,
contextualistic informants tend to respond by putting in place more contingencies to
cover all possible contexts and scenarios.

Organicists and integrativists in the research also report using the adaptive standardsbased ERM approach for decision contexts that they interpret as behaviourally and
politically challenging. Such informants‟ accounts illustrate that the adaptive approach
is inferentially more suited for addressing ambiguous risks.

How Organicists Harness the Standards-Based ERM Approach

C19 (organicist) comments that people in her organisation manage risks more on an
informal experiential basis because there exists a high ERM and risk awareness that is
not based on the use of the systematic standards-based ERM framework. For C19, the
main benefit of standardised ERM is to give organisational members a common
reference framework in which to think and talk about risk. This is because “it formalises
risk at the same level but trying to ensure that people in the different areas are thinking
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of risks in the same dimension so that the risk level for one is the same for another. I
think that‟s the main thing with formalising risk management in that the levels of risks
are defined for different areas so that they can say that at this level, this is what we are
going to do.” She adds that the standards-based framework “gives people a common
language, a structure.” She considers the standards-based framework “a resource” rather
than “a common tool.”

C19 remarks that “the AS4360 is very flexible. So you can actually tailor it to your
organisation [and] have the standard implemented to force the benefit of the standard
within the organisation.” She adds that using the ERM standard “to enforce the steps is
not necessarily every time the best way to go” and that she is “concerned with what is
the context [given that] the ethics within each organisation is different.” She laments
that the risk decision-making context “often gets glossed over. It gets forgotten. Without
the right context, you don‟t know what you are doing.” She reiterates that context “is
the key part of any good decision-making. That‟s what good risk management really is.”
She says that good risk management is about “delivering good decision-making” and
that it should “integrate into the organisation ... dealing with different decisions” to
ensure all issues are covered such as considering “what are we trying to achieve,” “who
the stakeholders are,” “what can go wrong” and “why are we doing it for.”

C19 says she uses the AS/NZS 4360:2004 principles as a thinking and sensemaking
resource. Her self-reported ERM approach appears generative and creative in nature. It
is more precautionary and considerate of ethics, procedural fairness, stakeholders‟
interests and other conceivable justice-based issues. C19 manifests four key attributes in
her standards-based ERM approach. First, the approach is outcome oriented, with an
emphasis on performance improvement, whereby the prevailing goals are others-
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centered and not self-centered as reported by contextualistic informants. Hence the
solution tends to be value-driven, based on “what is probable,” “what is right,” “what is
just” and “what is the reasonable thing to do” for the particular situation. The approach
does not aim for comprehensive cover of all foreseeable scenarios with contingencies as
described by contextualistic informants. The primary purpose of the approach is to
balance interests to achieve justice and fairness, with acceptance and tolerance for
diversity to empower and build trust.

Second, there is no “absolute,” no “black-and-white” objective risk. Rather, risk is
socially constructed due to multiple interests and power relations. These dynamics give
rise to the different types of risk complexity. So, risk is abstract, multi-faceted,
ontologically real, socially relevant and intractable. Therefore, it is important to be
consultative and creative but cautious, using the precautionary principle.

Third, as the decision goal is dynamic, the risk decision-making needs to be proactive,
to utilise all types of knowledge and the interplay of knowledge to locate probable
solution. This is achieved through transformative discourse that focuses on the
governance and strategic imperative of the risk situation. It is important to leverage the
use of formal analysis (“scientific management”) to do what is right based on
precautionary principle because there is no simple cause-effect but interrelationships.
Further, given not all information is knowable by all, there is a need to incorporate both
expert and lay input into decision-making processes, and to help them “speak the same
language.” The emphasis is to take precaution rather than merely installing
contingencies as contextualistic informants would.
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Fourth, the approach acknowledges that the risk decision context is important but fluid,
temporal and momentarily fixed but changeable. Hence, it is important to remain
malleable to synthesise conflicts and opposites. This requires a dialectical mindset that
pays attention to the interplay of efficiency, effectiveness and efficacy. The goal is to
achieve what is perceived to be the right thing to do toward the management of change
by amalgamating and accommodating diversity.

In the research, the generative ERM approach is the dominant response of organicistic
informants. It is also manifested in integrativists‟ accounts. In its purest form where it is
used dogmatically and exclusively, the generative ERM approach can be counterproductive and constraining, leading to inaction, because of the preoccupation with a
balanced solution that might be untenable. In other words, when optimisation is not
realistically achievable, one should be prepared to be adaptive rather than generative, as
integrativists in the research have demonstrated. Given its anchor on precautionary
responses, informants‟ accounts suggest that the generative ERM approach is more
efficacious for addressing emergent (latent) and emerging (novel) risks.

How Integrativists Harness the Standards-Based ERM Approach

C2 (integrativist) describes that her organisation integrates the AS/NZS 4360:2004
standard as part of strategic business planning. She reports that “for each business unit
we start and identify all the risks within that unit, inherent risks, what controls we have
in place, implications of that and basically for each business unit level and up ... we roll
that into an organisation wide assessment of our risk management which complies with
the Standard [which] is embedded.” She adds that “every six months ... managers of
each of those operations and the CEO get together” and review whether “are there gaps,
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overlaps, commonality, what are the things we would add to it as a management group
that might have been missed doing the bottom up. So this is the top down bit.” Her
explanation indicates that the ERM process integrates both annual bottom-up and sixmonthly top-down review activities to provide continuous improvement guidance across
her organisation.

C2 elaborates that her organisation also embeds the ERM standard into all major
projects and other issue consideration, in that “if we start any major project ... we want a
risk assessment undertaken as part of undertaking that project [and] where there is some
specific issue where we see there is some value in putting a risk framework over the top
of it as part of the consideration of what do you do, what don‟t you do, we wind in our
methodology or be it that it might be tailored a little bit, into specific tasks or issues.”
She further remarks that her organisation finds this integrated approach “very
productive.”

C2 explains that personally “I use it [ERM standard] as a guidance framework that
informs my thinking.” She would ask “what's the framework and guidance, the
methodology and philosophy that sits behind it?” She appends that she would “often
marry a methodology and a framework that I understand and then put on an overlay.”
To validate, she would ask “how do I test that that‟s getting me the right results?” She
elaborates that “how I test that is to say „what is my gut telling me, what's my intuitive
response to this, would it be that? Is this methodology giving me the right answer or is it
counter intuitive?‟ I depart to test what I get as an outcome and if the outcome seems
stupid to me, I need to understand why we got to that and it might have been that people
have a particular set of conditions that drove them answering them in a certain way and
that sometimes gives you a different result to what you're going to use that [ERM
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standard] document.” She summates that “so I don‟t always follow it [ERM standard]
blindly. I use it as a methodology and then I test and check ... so probably two-fold: I
use my gut to second test my methodology and if it doesn‟t seem right I ask „why‟ then
I go back a step around that and [check whether] the purpose around which the exercise
is used for [is] the same purpose I'm using this information for.”

C2 reports that she is driven by strategic and tactical goals. As such, she integrates ERM
principles with other knowledge systems to mindfully engage her risk situational
context. C2 explains that she uses a repertoire of prescriptive, analytic, adaptive and
generative ERM strategies. C2‟s standards-based ERM approach appears integrative.

C2‟s description of her ERM approach reveals two key attributes. First, it is holistic and
systemic because it involves consciously and explicitly exploring all (technical, social,
cultural, political) dimensions of a risk problem. The approach critically evaluates
interventional alternatives to attain desirable and feasible change with implementable
action to improve the situation. That is, the approach aims for an acceptable solution
that is systematically desirable, culturally and socio-politically feasible and
economically implementable. Integrativists in the research similarly report using a mix
of science-based, discourse-based and precautionary-based risk management strategies.

Second, the integrative ERM approach is empirically more versatile than other singlyfocused ERM approaches because it involves using a repertoire of risk sensemaking
modes and risk knowledge. The research links the integrative ERM approach to an
enhanced level of risk sensemaking proficiency, risk sensemaking mode and ERM
capability maturity (see Table 4.3).
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Table 4.3 How Standards-Based Enterprise Risk Management Approaches
Are Interrelated with Risk Sensemaking Proficiency, Risk Sensemaking Modes and
Individual Enterprise Risk Management Capability Maturity
Dominant ERM
approaches

Prescriptive

Analytic

Adaptive

Generative

Integrative

Informing
worldviews
(RSPs)

Absolute

Absolute
(Enhanced)

Contextual

Dialectic

Dialectic
(Enhanced)

Risk
sensemaking
modes
(RSMs)

Mode 1
PositivistFormistic

Mode 2
PositivistAnalytic

Mode 3
ConstructivistPragmatic

Mode 4
ConstructivistOrganic

Mode 5
ConstructivistIntegrative

Informants’
ERM capability
maturity
(I-ERM-CM)

Absolutist
C7

Enhanced
Absolutist
C5

Contextualists
C3, C8, C15,
C16, C17

Organicists
C4, C14, C10,
C19

Integrativists
C2, C9, C11, C12,
C13, C18, C20

Summary of How Informants Harness the Standards-Based ERM Approach

ERM approaches describe how informants preferentially customise the ERM standard
toward the management of risks. The research shows that the different standards-based
ERM approaches (prescriptive, analytic, adaptive and generative) can be suitably
matched to integratively and productively address routine, complicated, ambiguous and
unknown risks.

Informants in the research report the use of certain standards-based ERM approaches as
more suited or efficacious for addressing the different types of risk complexity. For
example, contextualists, organicists and integrativists in the research report using
analytic approach to tease apart complicated risk problem and adaptive approach where
there is ambiguity. For emergent and emerging risks, they are inclined to be generative
and creative but with different emphases. For such risk situations, contextualistic
informants say that they consider all plausible contingencies while organicistic
informants explain that they are guided by ethical rightness. Integrativists in the
research report paying attention to strategic rightness.
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Informants‟ accounts also indicate that different individual ERM capability maturity
levels tend to invoke a primary or dominant ERM approach. Absolutistic informants
report their preference for more prescriptive and analytic ERM approaches.
Contextualistic informants report using prescriptive and analytic ERM approaches if
such approaches do not compromise self-defined goal achievement. Otherwise,
contextualistic informants‟ habitual approach is pragmatically contextual which is based
on “if-then” and “means-ends” reasoning.

Organicists and integrativists in the research are dialectical in their risk sensemaking.
Organicistic informants prefer generative ERM approach although they describe using
other approaches if these approaches deliver acceptable and equitable benefits without
being ethically compromising. Integrativists in the research explain that they deploy a
repertoire of science-based, discourse-based and precaution-based risk management
strategies based on the efficacy and acceptability of the outcomes.

The results interlink enhanced ERM capability maturity level with more sophisticated
application of the standards-based ERM approach. Conversely, the results indicate that
less developed ERM capability maturity tends to induce more rigid use of the standardsbased ERM approach. The research shows that prescriptive and analytic ERM
approaches on their own are not as efficacious for addressing risk situations that require
more adaptive and generative interventions. The results support the thesis‟s proposition
that the aspiration-realisation gap is a function of the application shortfall rather than
being reflective of the inherent efficacy of the standards-based ERM approach.
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4.7

How Informants Might Enhance the Use of the Standards-Based
Enterprise Risk Management Approach

Section 4.7 highlights salient aspects of the results that support how the application of
standards-based ERM might be improved. In particular, this section draws attention to
how integrativists in the research customise the reference risk management standard for
risk sensemaking and risk management as an exemplar.

Customising Standards-Based ERM

The research shows that standards-based ERM formalises ERM discipline and practice.
As a result, standards-based ERM engenders risk governance and accountability
through organisational structures, processes and systems. However, to be efficacious, all
informants (except for C7 – see section 4.6) espouse the need to customise standardsbased ERM to suit the broader organisational context as well as the specific risk
decision-making context. C7 reports using the ERM standard deterministically with
minimal deviation to structure decision-making and attain technically-based
justifications. C5, the enhanced absolutist, explains that he prefers a prescriptive ERM
approach for routine risks and an analytical variation to address more complex risks.

Contextualistic informants say they tailor standards-based ERM to take into account
contextual properties to attain self-defined and self-directed goals. They report using
issues-based approach to discursively focus, clarify and negotiate risk decision
boundaries. Unlike contextualistic informants who report preference for self-oriented
achievement goals, integrativists in the research cite that they are driven by the strategic
imperatives of the risk situation from the organisation‟s perspective.
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Organicists in the research emphasise the need to balance varying stakeholders‟
interests. Organicists interviewed express their preference in using the standards-based
ERM approach generatively so as to empower people to attain what is probable and fair.
Organicistic informants describe using precautionary ERM strategies which promote
diversity awareness and inclusiveness. Integrativists in the research also report
favouring the attainment of fairness and rightness. But they emphasise using strategic
mandate to frame their pursuit of fairness and rightness.

Integrativists interviewed explain using a mix of prescriptive, analytic, adaptive and
generative ERM approaches based on how these approaches optimise the acceptability
and efficacy of mission-oriented outcomes. The results highlight that informants
classified as integrativists customise standards-based ERM in a more balanced, holistic,
assimilative and strategic manner. The results also associate this robust customisation of
standards-based ERM with an enhanced level of ERM capability maturity.

Using the Standards-Based ERM Approach as a Sensemaking Resource

All informants support the reference risk management standard as a way for promoting
consistency, embeddedness and integration of best-practice ERM principles and
practices across their organisations. They also report leveraging software-based tools to
help them apply the reference standard. They describe using templates, worksheets,
matrices, spreadsheets, databases, logs, reports, policy papers and purpose-built risk
analysis software. They further explain taking advantage of workshop format for
conducting ERM educational and training sessions as well as brainstorming meetings to
identify and assess risks.
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In fact, C7 (absolutist) reports that he would only use the standards-based ERM process
in a workshop environment and that the standards-based ERM process is not used if
there is insufficient time to convene a risk assessment workshop (see section 4.6).
Contextualists, organicists and integrativists in the research report that the ERM
standard is embedded into strategic and project planning processes, as scheduled
activities that take place periodically (e.g., annually, six monthly, quarterly). Informants
provide accounts on how major risk incidents trigger risk sensemaking and invoke the
use of the standards-based ERM process. Informants also refer to using the ERM
standard to complement other standards and formalised procedures.

For day-to-day decision-making, with the exception of C7, informants report that they
do not strictly adhere to the ERM standard‟s method steps, but apply the underlying
principles which they regard as best-practice decision-making principles that are learned
through years of general management practice. All informants, including C7, regard the
ERM standard as a thinking or sensemaking resource to help structure their risk-based
decision-making. In particular, integrativists in the research report using a repertoire of
risk sensemaking modes and risk management strategies. The results link the applied
versatility of standards-based ERM as a sensemaking resource to enhanced level of risk
sensemaking proficiency and ERM capability maturity.

Using the Standards-Based ERM Approach as a Senseframing Resource

Informants attribute standards-based ERM as helping organisations promote, foster and
enforce systematic ERM. They describe the standards-based ERM approach operating
functionally and symbolically at the collective to frame the risk governance culture of
their organisations (see section 4.3). Overlaying informants‟ descriptions of their
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organisations ERM framework with textual review of their organisational ERM
documentations, the results unmask five organisational ERM capability maturity levels,
namely repeatable, defined, managed, improvement optimising and strategic optimising
(see Table 4.4).

The repeatable, defined and managed levels are comparable with Fox‟s (2003)
“Capability Maturity Model for Risk Management” (see section 1.2) in terms of their
attributes and are therefore assigned similar labels. Informants‟ accounts also reveal two
qualitatively different “optimising” levels which have not been differentiated in Fox‟s
model. The research names these improvement optimising and strategic optimising. In
the improvement optimising level, informants report an emphasis on continuous process
improvement that privileges diverse stakeholders‟ interests. In the strategic optimising
level, informants direct focus on the strategic sustainability of the organisation. At the
strategic optimising level, informants explain that ERM is used as a source of
competitive advantage.

The research registers alignment between individual and organisational ERM capability
maturity in twelve out of the eighteen cases investigated (see Table 4.4). Six informants
report misalignment. Four of these six informants who report misalignment have left
their employment post-interviews either by changing jobs or retiring. These results
allude to the senseframing effect of standards-based ERM operating through
consonance and dissonance between individual and organisational ERM capability
maturity.
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Table 4.4 Informants’ Individual and Organisational
Enterprise Risk Management Capability Maturity
Informants

Informants’ Individual
ERM Capability Maturity
(I-ERM-CM)

Informants’ Organisational
ERM Capability Maturity
(O-ERM-CM)

Theoretically Matched
O-ERM-CM

C2

Integrativist

Strategic Optimising

Strategic Optimising

C3

Contextualist

Managed

Managed

C4

Organicist

Defined

Improvement Optimising

C5

Absolutist

Defined

Defined

C7

Absolutist

Repeatable

Repeatable

C8

Contextualist

Managed

Managed

C9

Integrativist

Strategic Optimising

Strategic Optimising

C10

Organicist

Improvement Optimising

Improvement Optimising

C11

Integrativist

Strategic Optimising

Strategic Optimising

C12

Integrativist

Strategic Optimising

Strategic Optimising

C13

Integrativist

Defined

Strategic Optimising

C14

Organicist

Managed

Improvement Optimising

C15

Contextualist

Managed

Managed

C16

Contextualist

Defined

Managed

C17

Contextualist

Managed

Managed

C18

Integrativist

Managed

Strategic Optimising

C19

Organicist

Improvement Optimising

Improvement Optimising

C20

Integrativist

Managed

Strategic Optimising

Summary of How Informants Might Enhance the Use of the Standards-Based
ERM Approach

Informants‟ accounts suggest a corresponding link between individual ERM capability
and applied efficacy of standards-based ERM. At the organisational level, informants
associate the use of standards-based ERM to organisational ERM capability maturity
which manifests as risk culture and risk management culture of their organisations.
Informants‟ descriptions further indicate that

sensemaking, sensegiving and

senseframing mediate and interconnect individual ERM capability maturity and
organisational ERM capability maturity. These results reveal four particularly
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noteworthy aspects relevant to how informants might enhance the use of the standardsbased ERM approach.

First, the results indicate that informants‟ individual ERM capability maturity may or
may not align with that of their organisational ERM capability maturity. This aspect
partially explains the presence of ERM silos and the aspiration-realisation disparity that
prompts the research (see section 1.3).

Second, the results suggest varying levels of individual ERM capability maturity and
organisational ERM capability maturity. This aspect implies that both individual and
organisational ERM capability maturity can be enhanced.

Third, informants associate the prevailing risk culture as reflecting the senseframing
properties of authoritative and influential factions such as senior managers and key
stakeholders. This aspect supports the plausible presence of subcultures and dominant
cultures regarding risk governance and management.

Fourth, significant leverage is attainable by improving individual ERM capability
maturity of authoritative and influential factional members as this raises the overall
organisational ERM capability maturity. The thesis thus posits that if organisational
members, particularly senior managers, can learn to mindfully leverage the circular
interrelationships between sensemaking, sensegiving and senseframing, they might
attain greater success in improving and aligning the individual and the organisational
ERM capability maturity levels toward enhanced ERM performance. This proposition is
discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.8

Chapter 4 Summary

The research examines how informants make sense of risk decision-making contexts in
their standards-based ERM approaches. It investigates how informants harness the
intended benefits of standards-based ERM to explicate how the application of
standards-based ERM can be enhanced (see section 3.1). The results show that
worldviews operate as powerful meaning-making filters to determine informants‟ risk
sensemaking proficiency, risk sensemaking modes, ERM capability maturity and
preferred standards-based ERM approaches. The results indicate that informants‟
worldview developmental staging (i.e., informing worldview), as measured by the SPBI
instrument, is predictive of how they make sense of their risk decision-making contexts
using five qualitatively distinct risk sensemaking modes (see Table 4.1).

Informants‟ accounts reveal that their dominant risk sensemaking modes affect their
preferences for prescriptive, analytic, adaptive, generative and integrative customisation
of the standards-based ERM approach (see Table 4.2). These derivative standards-based
ERM approaches describe how informants habitually harness standards-based ERM
although these derivative approaches may or may not be efficacious for addressing the
different types of risk complexities. The results show that versatile application of
standards-based ERM is associated with enhanced ERM capability maturity (see Table
4.3). This is exemplified by integrativists in the research as they report using a richer
repertoire of risk sensemaking modes and derivative standards-based ERM approaches
to engage different risk complexities. The results thus suggest that enhancing the
standards-based ERM approach involves developing and leveraging risk sensemaking
proficiency as illustrated by the integrativists in the research.
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Chapter 5: Discussions and Conclusions

The thesis posits that the aspiration-realisation gap in standards-based enterprise risk
management (ERM) can be bridged by nurturing individual and organisational ERM
capability maturity through reflective learning. To substantiate this proposition, Chapter
5 presents a sensemaking-based integrative ERM framework. This framework emerges
from examining how experienced corporate risk managers make sense of risk decisionmaking contexts to harness the intended benefits of standards-based ERM. Using
integrativists‟ standards-based ERM approach as an exemplar, the Chapter explains how
standards-based ERM can be more efficaciously deployed to improve ERM
performance.

The Chapter spotlights worldviews as the pivotal factor underpinning the differences in
individual and organisational risk sensemaking and risk management behaviour. The
Chapter then contrasts inherent versus applied efficacy of the standards-based ERM
approach to illuminate the significance of cultivating risk sensemaking proficiency and
ERM capability maturity.

The Chapter also outlines how proficient ERM complements sound corporate
governance and strategic change management to deliver organisational sustainability
and growth. It urges senior management, ERM professionals and organisational human
resource developers to collaboratively foster and leverage worldview complexity and
diversity as corporate resources. The Chapter further considers how the thesis
contributes to ERM theory, practice and education to meet the research objectives (see
section 3.2) and recommends a future research agenda.
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5.1

Mediating

Effects

of

Worldviews

on

Individual

and

Organisational Risk Sensemaking and Risk Management
Behaviour

Worldviews intrinsically mould our thoughts and actions via sensemaking that
constructs and reconstructs our self-identity (see section 2.5 and Figure 2.3). Adult
development theories suggest that sensemaking diversity is

attributable to

developmental differences. Specifically, these theories deduce that progressively more
mature and complex worldviews underpin enhanced sensemaking proficiency to enrich
individual‟s assessment of and response to complexity. Empirically, risk sensemaking
proficiency (a cognitive capability) and risk sensemaking mode (the preferred way for
applying the cognitive capability) combine to depict individual‟s ERM capability
maturity (ERM proficiency or competency).

Figure 5.1 encapsulates the superordinate effects of worldviews on individual and
organisational risk sensemaking and risk management behaviour. There are three key
aspects to the interrelationships represented in the Figure. The first aspect concerns
intrapersonal attributes depicted by the “risk personality factor” in the center of the
Figure, spotlighting the individual as a sensemaker and a sensegiver. The research
identifies five qualitatively different risk sensemaking modes (see Table 4.1). Risk
sensemaking modes are manifested preferences for how informants habitually view,
interpret and explain their risk decision-making contexts. The research discovers that
these preferences relate to informants‟ individual level ERM capability maturity
predictable by their weighted-SPBI scores, the surrogate measures for informants‟
worldviews.
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Informants‟ levels of ERM capability maturity reflect as well as determine their risk
sensemaking proficiency and ERM expertise. Risk sensemaking proficiency informs
risk sensemaking modes and ERM expertise underlies applied efficacy of standardsbased ERM. In combination, they produce the range of standards-based ERM
approaches reported by informants (see Table 4.2). These cognitive and behavioural
dynamics are schematically represented in Figure 5.1 by the “I-ERM-CM” and “risk
response” boxes. Table 4.3 (see section 4.6) summarises these interrelationships
between standards-based ERM approaches, risk sensemaking modes, risk sensemaking
proficiency, individual level ERM capability maturity and worldviews.

Figure 5.1 Worldviews and Risk Sensemaking at the Individual and the Organisational Levels
senseframing

(extrapersonal/collective)

EXPERIENCE

BEHAVIOUR

Risk Organisational (Cultural/Political) Factor

sensegiving

Culture

Risk Management
Approaches

Risk Culture

senseframing

O-ERM-CM *

Process

sensemaking

Risk
Decision-Making

Risk Complexities
I-ERM-CM *
Risk Problem/Task Factor
(interpersonal)

Risk Perception
Risk Judgement

Risk Sensemaking
Modes

Risk Response

Risk Sensemaking
Proficiency

sensemaking

senseframing

Worldview
Developmental
Staging

sensegiving

Individual Level

Risk Personality Factor
(intrapersonal)
senseframing

Structure

SELF
Perceived
Risk Management
Role/Accountability

sensemaking

Organisational Level

Risk Organisational (Structural/Identity) Factor
Acronyms *:
O-ERM-CM = organisational ERM capability maturity
(extrapersonal/collective)
I-ERM-CM = individual ERM capability maturity

The second noteworthy aspect of Figure 5.1 relates to extrapersonal attributes at the
organisational level. This aspect has two elements to it, namely the “risk organisational
(cultural/political) factor” and the “risk organisational (structural/identity) factor.” This
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aspect

illuminates

organisational

(extrapersonal/collective)

and

interpersonal

sensegiving and senseframing dynamics that bear upon intrapersonal risk sensemaking
just described.

At the extrapersonal (collective) level, organisational risk governance culture consists of
artifacts, norms, values and basic assumptions operating at varying levels of
consciousness to shape individuals‟ sensemaking structures and processes through
acculturation (see Figure 2.3, and sections 2.5 and 2.7). Informants describe risk
governance culture as consisting of risk culture and risk management culture which are
intertwined (see section 4.3).

Informants characterise risk management culture as a dimension of risk governance
culture that specifically manifests the hard or tangible elements of the ERM framework.
According to informants‟ accounts, risk culture reflects organisational ERM capability
maturity because risk culture describes the extent of organisational risk awareness and
preparedness which reflect both the soft and the hard elements of the organisational
ERM framework. Therefore, establishing and fostering the appropriate risk culture is
crucial to how people make sense of risks within their organisations and how they
would apply the standards-based ERM approach to manifest the risk management
culture. This means culture strongly influences the structure of an ERM framework.

The thesis supports the conventional assertion (e.g., Crouchy et al., 2006; Lam, 2003)
that effective ERM is about permeating the organisation with a balance of both the soft
and the hard ERM elements so that informed risk-based decision-making is integrated
into the organisational way of doing things. In other words, to be efficacious, ERM
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needs to become part of an organisation‟s governance culture and be embedded into the
organisation‟s philosophy, practices and business processes.

Organisational ERM capability maturity reflects the collective worldviews of the
organisational members particularly the prevailing worldviews and ERM capability
maturity of senior organisational sensemakers and sensegivers (e.g., board, executives
and risk advisers). In the research, there is a preponderance of alignment detected
between informants‟ individual level ERM capability maturity and their organisational
level ERM capability maturity (see Table 4.4). It is conceivable that a particular
organisational ERM capability maturity tends to encourage a particular sensemaking
mode and ERM approach at the individual level through acculturation. This
phenomenon infers that individual ERM capability maturity and organisational ERM
capability maturity are circularly constitutive of each other to frame risk sensemaking at
the individual and the collective levels.

The other organisational factor found to mediate individual level risk sensemaking and
risk management behaviour is structural in nature. It relates to the organisational role
structure rather than the structure of the ERM framework as previously discussed (see
sections 4.2 and 4.4) although both elements are interrelated to affect the functioning of
the ERM framework. This structural factor moulds role identity construction which has
been linked to sensemaking and sensegiving (e.g., Maitlis, 2005; Weick, 2001). In the
research, absolutists, contextualists, organicists and integrativists are found to interpret
their role accountability differently. This interpretational variation influences the
outcome emphasis informants apply in their risk sensemaking. Outcome emphasis
frames reasoning in relation to risk acceptability criteria and solution options (see
Tables 4.1 and 4.2).
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Further, informants share the view that risk owners are responsible for managing the
business risks within their jurisdictions and risk advisers are responsible for
promulgating a risk management culture throughout their organisations and for
coordinating ERM activities. This role construction is problematic because if ERM‟s
ultimate goal is to embed risk-based decision-making into the everyday activity of the
organisation to foster risk awareness and preparedness, everybody within the corporate
needs to be accountable for risk-taking as individuals and as a collective.

Given that we engage in risk decision-making and risk management whether we are
conscious of or oblivious to these processes and the underlying dynamics, a conclusion
of the thesis is that we are all risk managers and risk decision-makers. All of us need to
manage the risks inherent within the decisions that we make. Additionally, we are all
risk owners because we are accountable for how we choose to make sense of our risk
situation and how we frame other people‟s sensemaking through sensegiving,
particularly if we are in leadership positions.

Although everyone should strive toward integrativist ERM capability maturity and risk
sensemaking proficiency, the key to optimising ERM benefits lies in leveraging the mix
of risk sensemaking modes and ERM approaches relevant for the task at hand. This is a
leadership role and a management function. Organisational leaders, senior managers and
significant stakeholders play a crucial sensegiving role based on informants‟ accounts.
Organisational leaders as risk managers need to pay attention to their own worldviews
and to cultivate and leverage worldview diversity in others because this would impact
their own proficiency as well as organisational performance. Culture and structure are
thus unmasked by the research as senseframing antecedents that affect the quality of the
risk response process.
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The third aspect covered in Figure 5.1 relates to the task factor. Specifically, this aspect
concerns risk complexities which are the contextual properties of the risk problem. The
results show that risk complexities are simultaneously the triggers for risk sensemaking
and the products of dynamic systems and human interdependencies through
senseframing, sensegiving and sensemaking.

Informants explain that many variables combine to determine risk complexities,
including stakeholder diversity, severity of consequences, nature and impact of the cost
of regret, as well as political overlay, lack of familiarity, timing issues and resourcing
issues. Informants describe risk complexities in terms of routine, complicated,
ambiguous and unknown risks.

Informants refer to routine risks as known risks. They associate routine risks with
attributes such as certainty, familiarity, predictability, control and confidence as to the
decision means and outcomes. Informants consider routine risk decisions as simple
decisions which are resolved in an easy and straightforward manner, usually
heuristically-based or rule-based. Routine risks are therefore “tamed risks.”

Informants explicate complicated risks as computationally or structurally complex risks.
The results suggest complicated risks have multiple paths and alternatives to desired
decision outcome or multiple outcomes. Complicated risk decisions involve multiple
decision criteria or have poorly defined decision procedures. Decision outcomes are
often uncertain due to systems interdependency even if they might be reasonably
defined or knowable. Informants resolve complicated risks iteratively with more
information, more knowledge, more analyses, more reflections and involvement of
more expertise, skills, technologies and resources. Brainstorming, sensitivity analysis,
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scenario analysis, contingency analysis and ERM standards-based decision analysis, are
some decision responses cited. Complicated risks are “messy risks” because they appear
untidy and difficult on initial encounter, but they may eventually be unravelled and
estimated, often with intensive resource investment.

Informants view ambiguous risks as involving multiple perspectives where there are
dynamically interdependent behavioural and political complexities. According to them,
ambiguous risk decisions have ill-defined decision goals and are usually associated with
the presence of high stakes, multiple stakeholders and historical difficulties. Ambiguous
risks are “wicked risks” as they are often confounded with objectionable people issues,
moral issues and social issues. Informants resolve such risks through political
negotiation, consensus discourses, trade-offs of values and equity-based solutions that
are deemed to be defensible and precautionary.

Informants differentiate unknown risks in terms of emergent risks and emerging risks.
Emergent risks are latent risks where there is incomplete, missing, unavailable or
inaccessible information. Such risks may be non-discussable due to their sensitivity.
They may be unknown due to their delayed effect or stakeholders‟ ignorance or apathy.
Emergent risks are dormant risks that are knowable if the reasons underlying their
unknowability are addressed. Emerging risks are novel risks which are unknown
because they are unpredictable, or new and unknown to extant human knowledge or
science. Unknown risks are “ignorant risks” because they come from deficient
knowledge about risks and are thus addressed by making the unpredictable predictable
through anticipation and resilient contingencies.
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Informants highlight the importance of learning from risk incidents to increase risk
knowledge and to maintain corporate memory to inform the future management of risks.
Experience and skills of the decision-makers make a difference as to how risks are
perceived, anticipated and managed. Individual and organisational learning thus play a
critical role in the development of risk sensemaking proficiency and ERM capability
maturity at both the individual and the organisational levels to deal efficaciously with
risk complexities.

Dominant risk sensemaking modes operating at the varying risk sensemaking
proficiency levels have a durable effect on informants‟ risk responses regardless of the
types of risk complexity encountered. Consequently, in spite of informants‟ ability to
delineate the different types of risk complexity, their approaches toward addressing
these risks remain relatively entrenched. As such, informants in the research tend to
resort to their correspondingly preferred risk sensemaking modes and risk management
behaviour (see Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). Given integrativists‟ dialectically enhanced risk
sensemaking proficiency, they are noted to deploy a greater repertoire of risk
sensemaking modes and a more integrated risk management strategy.

The results reveal the risk decision-making process as a dynamic web of reciprocal
senseframing, sensemaking, sensegiving and enacting. Informants describe the
interrelationships between risk sensemaking, risk attitude, risk perception (i.e.,
judgement), risk preference, risk propensity (risk intention bounded by risk appetite and
risk tolerance) and risk action as manifested aspects of risk culture, operating to
circularly moderate one another. These observations suggest that the capacity for risk
action is contingent on three factors. The first factor entails informants‟ awareness or
construction of their own risk appetite and risk tolerance as well as those of significant
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others. The second factor is informants‟ risk readiness which reflects their beliefs,
attitudes and intention about the risk. The third factor relates to the means, resources
and capabilities that they have, or perceive to have, for acting on the risk. This finding
affirms the pivotal mediating role of worldviews and the benefits of operating at a
higher level of consciousness or worldview complexity.

5.2

Harnessing Standards-Based Enterprise Risk Management
through a Sensemaking Focus

Seven conclusions are drawn from data in relation to a sensemaking perspective of
ERM. First, it is crucial for people to examine the filters they use to comprehend their
risk context and how these filters are used. This is because the practical utility of risk
information is not determined merely by its availability, quantity and quality. To be
usable and actionable, risk information needs to make sense or have meaning for the
decision-makers. Sensemaking converts risk information into applicable knowledge.
Sense is generated by words through intrapersonal, interpersonal and extrapersonal
dialogues, within self, between others and amongst the collective. Words approximate,
interpret, represent and give forms to mental images to convey meanings and intentions.
Understanding what different ERM labels mean to people and how people conceptualise
key interrelationships are important aspects of ERM practice and education.

Second, the results refute the conventional criticism of “intuitive ERM” as being
deficiently ad-hoc and the insistence on formalisation for assuring systematic ERM.
“Intuitive ERM” is not synonymous with an ad-hoc approach to ERM. The research
shows that “intuitive ERM” that is bolstered by mature thinking potentially conserve
cognitive resources for rational-analysis to add rigour and precision to the management
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of risks. Mature and balanced intuitive ERM is the hallmark of effective executives.
There is a maturing in requisite variety associated with intuitive ERM. The key lies in
nurturing this intuition and not dismissing outright the validity and utility of an intuitive
ERM approach. More importantly, the results empirically support the advantages for
mindfully integrating analytical with more adaptive and generative approaches. A
higher level of mental functioning is necessary for this to occur.

Third, the meaning-making processes of the collective create and curtail the
organisational structures that frame accountability and conative commitment.
Organisational structures are energised through organisational procedures because
know-how is transmitted through proceduralisation and institutionalisation to serve both
functional and symbolic purposes. It is therefore important to develop procedural ERM
knowledge, but ERM education and training that is solely based on procedural
knowledge is insufficient for maximising the efficacy of ERM. To generate actionable
knowledge, people need to understand and have command over how they develop and
regulate the use of their risk knowledge. That is, they need to enhance their selfknowledge and metacognitive capacity.

Fourth, informants in the research self-report different preferences in their ERM
approaches that are linked to their ERM capability maturity (see Table 4.2). ERM
approaches are applied expertise or dispositional preferences in the use of expertise and
not necessarily equivalent to the underlying expertise. This dichotomy explains the
disparity between organicists‟ and integrativists‟ ERM approaches even though both are
dialectical in their informing worldviews. The dichotomy also underlies the discrepancy
noted with C5 and C7 who espouse belief in the merits of constructivist ERM
approaches but report positivist behaviours.
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These observations suggest the presence of espoused versus applied worldviews.
Informants‟ habitual preferences for a particular ERM approach may therefore
conceivably compromise their underlying expertise. They may be capable of addressing
diverse risks but appear less efficacious in their ERM approaches due to metacognitive
deficiency or mindlessness. Extending the logic of applied expertise, an informant at a
lower maturity level would be less proficient when trying to deploy a more
sophisticated ERM approach requiring greater applied expertise.

Consequently, if risk managers and decision-makers are conscious or mindful of their
own risk sensemaking dynamics and understand how these interact with those of the
people with whom they work, they are more able to make informed decisions and take
deliberate actions. This is illustrated by C17 and C19 cross-case example reported in
section 4.2. Both C17 and C19‟s accounts of the same incident illuminate five
properties of transformative dialogue (Gergen, 1999), viz: discourse that shifts from
blame to relational responsibility; that affirms one another with invitation to
improvisation; that is self-reflexive and that encourages self-expression as the
participants are given time to air their views. These properties are noted to foster
productive negotiation outcomes.

Fifth, the significance of sensemaking or meaning-making underpins why deliberative
strategies seem popular amongst informants for engaging diversity and complexity.
Informants differentially use cognitive, reflective and participative forms of deliberation
(Klinke & Renn, 2002) in their risk assessment and risk management processes.
Cognitive deliberation involves clarifying knowledge and factually assessing proposed
criteria. Reflective deliberation encompasses cognitive deliberation and trade-offs
assessment. Participatory deliberation focuses on resolving ambiguities and differences
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about values. Productive transformative dialogue entails all these forms of deliberation
which integrativists report using in balance with science-based and precaution-based
strategies. Organicists, contextualists and absolutists respectively favour precautionbased, discourse-based and science-based strategies (see section 4.6 and Table 4.2).

Sixth, integrativists are exemplary cases for understanding how the intended benefits of
the standards-based ERM approach are harnessed because integrativists self-report the
most robust and versatile standards-based ERM approach distinguishable in the
research. Their accounts reflect comparatively the most developed ERM capability
maturity. Although all informants possess “knowing-what” and “knowing-how” to
deploy the standards-based ERM approach, the research finds that integrativists seem
better equipped in leveraging their “knowing-when” and “knowing-why.”

Integrativists describe paying attention to comprehending, determining, clarifying and
agreeing on the nature and the boundary of the risk problem. They are demonstrably
more able to consciously explore a holistic conception of a risk problem and critically
evaluate interventional alternatives to attain what is desirable and feasible. They explain
their aim as attaining an informed, efficacious and actionable solution that considers the
broader context of the risk problem. Consequently the resultant solution is
systematically desirable, culturally and socio-politically feasible and economically
implementable.

Seventh, an ERM standard‟s intrinsic efficacy and its applied efficacy (i.e., how it is
particularly applied) are surprisingly more dissimilar than similar although applied
efficacy may be a derivative of intrinsic efficacy. Independently or in combination, both
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give rise to the ERM aspiration-realisation gap depending on how appropriate and
productive each is able to address the different risk complexities.

Fundamentally, a best-practice ERM standard has the propensity to be used for
addressing risk complexities and promoting individual and organisational ERM
capability maturity. The efficacy of the approach in achieving the intended benefits is
dependent on how an organisation and its members exploit the standard‟s inherent
potential. The research shows that this is determined by the competency or the level of
ERM capability maturity of the organisation and its members.

To harness the intended benefits of the standards-based ERM approach thus involves
developing both individual and organisational ERM capability maturity through
transformative learning at the individual level and productive learning at the
organisational level. This is because productive learning at the organisational level is
contingent on transformative learning at the individual cognitive level (see section 2.6).
Transformative and productive types of learning are reflective in nature and they
necessitate paying attention to risk sensemaking.

5.3

Advancing Sensemaking-Based Integrative Enterprise Risk
Management Framework

As a management task “to make people capable of joint performance” (Drucker, 2001a,
p. 4), ERM requires discipline and practice and can benefit from guiding standards,
principles and frameworks that instil systematic practice. It is therefore unsurprising
that organisations and senior managers characteristically use an ERM standard with the
intention of enforcing the “right” behaviour.
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The thesis supports the notion that a systematic ERM approach is capable of
institutionalising sound ERM principles into functional practices. This is because such
an approach can help to justify and defend decision choices with due process and
procedural rationality. A systematic ERM approach is also a legitimate way for
managing the risks inherent within decision conflict and trade-offs. Further, by
formalising procedural consistency, transparency and credibility, a systematic ERM
approach can assist individuals and organisations fulfil their accountability and meet
business objectives, social expectations and regulatory mandates.

However, too much formalisation can induce intrusive control which attenuates viable
support for productive innovation. This is because formal systems tend to analyse and
aggregate, but humans instinctively need to interpret and synthesise. Risk decisionmaking involves risk judgement and central to risk judgement is risk sensemaking.
Sensemaking cannot be codified although the capacity and the capability for
sensemaking can be nurtured and enlarged through metacognitive development. Hence,
the thesis endorses the need for an adult development and learning approach to ERM.

According to adult learning theorists (e.g., Brock, 2010; Knowles, 1990; Merriam &
Caffarella, 1999; Mezirow, 1991, 1998), learners‟ self-concept, self-knowledge and
self-motivation determine how they productively embrace and leverage the learning
process. These attributes are informed and shaped by the learners‟ worldviews
(Johansen & McLean, 2006; McLean, 2006). Hence, it is insufficient to presume that
developmental shifts would emerge spontaneously. To enhance ERM performance, a
learning-based ERM framework must explicitly nurture worldview complexity as
depicted in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Researcher’s Integrative Enterprise Risk Management Framework
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A key conclusion of the thesis is that organisational ERM proficiency is improved
through enhancing individual and organisational ERM capability maturity. The latter is
evidenced by an organisation‟s capacity to balance anticipation and resilience, with
foresight for managing known risk and knowable risk while maintaining an adaptive
and generative stance toward emergent, unknowable and unknown risk. This maturity is
cultivated through a risk culture that promotes mindfulness, continuous learning,
informed decision-making and improvement by installing risk-aware values, strategies,
structure, systems and processes (see Figure 2.1 for theoretical framework and Figures
5.1 and 5.2 for empirically-based models).

Mindful risk culture can be developed by designing and executing the standards-based
ERM framework as an organisational learning mechanism (see sections 2.6 and 2.7).
This is because a learning mechanism brings together the structural, the cultural, the
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psychological, the leadership and the contextual facets essential for delivering
productive organisational learning. An organisational learning mechanism-based ERM
framework also facilitates individual‟s transformative learning because it encourages
reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action that produce new perspectives, goals and
behavioural strategies. Such a learning-based ERM framework thus encourages
developmental shifts in worldviews, meaning-making and behavioural repertoires,
resulting in enhanced risk sensemaking which is constructive and integrative (see Figure
5.2).

At the performance outcome level, the results show that elevated levels of individual
and organisational ERM capability maturity are associated with more integrative ERM
approaches. More sophisticated application of standards-based ERM approaches
produces increased proficiency in ERM as demonstrated by integrativists in the
research. Enhanced ERM in turn facilitates a more efficacious response to the ERM
challenge thereby narrowing the aspiration-realisation gap (see Figures 2.1 and 5.2).

An ERM standard‟s intrinsic efficacy is thus defined by its inherent robustness to be
applied as an organisational learning mechanism. In its application, it must cultivate the
risk culture needed to deliver proficient ERM via the development of individual and
organisational ERM capability maturity. Furthermore, applied efficacy of an ERM
standard is determined by the individual and the collective worldview complexities
derivable from the development of individual and organisation ERM capability
maturity. These circularly interdependent properties encapsulate the essence of the
integrative ERM framework schematically presented in Figure 5.2, the components of
which are articulated above, and summarised below.
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Synoptically, the integrative ERM framework proposes that:

(1)

individual level ERM proficiency is contingent on individual‟s ERM capability
maturity. Enhanced individual ERM capability maturity is characterised by
competent risk decision-making that involves efficacious risk sensemaking
utilising risk knowledge, as informed by a mature worldview;

(2)

organisational level ERM proficiency is defined by organisational ERM
capability maturity. Enhanced organisational capability maturity is characterised
by an organisation‟s capacity to promote a balance of anticipatory and resilient
ERM behaviour in its members. This is achieved by circularly developing
individual level ERM proficiency, designing and executing an integrative ERM
framework that nurtures individual level ERM proficiency, as well as fostering
leadership and cultural environment that is conducive to promoting cross-level
ERM proficiency. Worldview complexity is a factor underpinning, as well as a
product of, these processes; and

(3)

applying the standards-based ERM framework as an organisational learning
mechanism is a plausible way forward for developing this cross-level ERM
proficiency and the Soft Systems Methodology is a systemic intervention
methodology well suited for achieving this development in practice (see section
2.7).
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5.4

Enhancing Corporate Governance through Proficient Enterprise
Risk Management

In the research, C10 equates risk culture to organisational governance culture and C19
reports that “good governance structure” is essential for organisational response to
unpredictable risks (see section 4.3). Several authors echo the sentiment that ERM is
central to corporate governance because it is an integral part of an organisation's
management and control structures (e.g., ANAO, 2003; Barrett, 2005; COSO, 2010).
Likewise, management of material risks has also been promoted as an essential
principle of good corporate governance (e.g., ASX Corporate Governance Council,
2007; SAI Global Research, 2008; World Economic Forum, 2009). These observations
imply a close link between corporate governance and risk management but omit to
explicate how they are interrelated. The research offers a perspective on this
interrelationship.

The research substantiates that organisational leadership and senior management
acculturate organisational context with their embedded beliefs, values and assumptions.
Further, their metacognitive capacity and worldview maturity underpin their
sensemaking, sensegiving and senseframing to shape their own ERM capability
maturity. Easterby-Smith and his colleagues analogously argue that “management is
essentially about controlling, influencing and structuring the awareness of others”
(Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Lowe, 1991, p. 44). Weick (2001) additionally suggests
that management exerts this senseframing influence through their power and authority
over the resources needed to achieve business objectives. Organisational leadership
similarly has the capacity to inspire and build trust and commitment to create the
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momentum for change (Kotter, 1996; Lipshitz et al., 2007; Michaelis, Stegmaier, &
Sonntag, 2009; Senge, 2006).

Other researchers have concurrently associated corporate governance mishaps with risk
management failures as arising from impoverished conception of and response to risk
decision-making contexts (e.g., Casey & Goldman, 2010; Power, 2009; Stulz, 2009;
Taleb et al, 2009). In other words, these researchers‟ accounts attribute corporate
governance shortfall to deficient sensemaking. These accounts and the research
therefore converge to suggest that both sound corporate governance and enhanced ERM
are contingent on organisational leadership recognising the importance of and
developing their own and organisational members‟ sensemaking proficiency.

Organisational leadership needs to appreciate the organisation‟s potential as a “system
of learning resources” (Knowles, 1990). These learning resources are transformable into
competitive core competencies. Proficient ERM and sound corporate governance are
accordingly interrelated through sensemaking, sensegiving, senseframing and
transformative learning.

5.5

Juxtaposing Strategic Change Management with Enterprise Risk
Management

Strategically, change and risk are intertwined because risk is inherent within change and
managing risk implies managing variance or change. This knitted connection explains
why some informants (e.g., C2, C10) equate risk management to change management
and vice versa and why some informants (e.g., C13, C15) view risk analysis and
strategic SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis as synonymous.
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By (2005) highlights successful change management as crucial for organisational
survival and sustainability. He ascribes reactive, discontinuous and ad-hoc
organisational change management to a lack of efficacious frameworks. This parallels
the research findings that ad-hoc ERM and deficient ERM capability maturity are
attributable to inadequate or dysfunctional risk sensemaking frameworks.

Further, the historical development in ERM parallels the evolution in organisational
change management whereby how risks are viewed and interpreted over time alters the
risk intervention strategies and responses. Similarly, diverse images of organisational
forms (Morgan, 1997) and different images of change and associated theories of change
(sensemaking theory, chaos theory and organisational development theory), influence
organisational change interventions (Palmer & Dunford, 2008). The research likewise
demonstrates how mechanistic, contextualistic, organismic and integrative thinking
influence informants‟ risk sensemaking and ERM approaches.

When the future is unknowable, managers cannot install techniques, procedures,
structures and ideologies to control long term outcomes (Mintzberg, 1994; Stacey,
1992). Rather they manage boundary conditions that encourage spontaneous selforganisation, so that new strategic directions may emerge. This establishes constrained
instability to facilitate reflective learning. Strategic thinking and learning involve
building perceptual and symbolic complexities, and require factual knowledge,
procedural knowledge, conceptual knowledge and self-knowledge (Casey & Goldman,
2010). Anchored in cultural-historical activity theory, Hasan and Gould (2001) similarly
affirm that sensemaking plays a pivotal role in linking the processes of knowledge
management and strategic decision-making. The research findings and assertions
regarding ERM are congruous with these perspectives.
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Incorporating the principles of an organisational learning mechanism into an ERM
framework equips the framework with the propensity to enhance capability maturity for
improving ERM performance. Similarly, this conceptual framework is adaptable for
strategic change management to drive both planned and emergent change because the
framework encapsulates the activities essential for managing strategic issues under
dynamic conditions.

ERM adaptations for managing change also encompass activities for detecting and
selecting issues; gaining attention and building issue agendas; interpreting, reflecting
upon and handling the strategic issue agenda; clarifying preferences and objectives;
taking experimental action; gaining legitimacy and backing; incorporating outcomes
into organisational memory; developing a new understanding of control; designing
appropriate uses of power because strategic direction is the consequence of choices that
emerge from the political process involving the use of power; establishing selforganising learning teams; developing multiple cultures; taking risks; improving group
learning skills; and creating resource slack to deal with open-ended issues (Stacey,
1992, pp. 86-93).

The above discussion outlines how strategic change management and ERM are
comparably and complementarily linked. Both are about the management of strategic
risks toward organisational sustainability and vitality.
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5.6

Reconceptualising the Role of Enterprise Risk Management
Professionals

According to Tetlock (2002b), accountability has the power to mediate metacognitive
ideals to shape what and how people think. He contends that accountability amplifies
and attenuates biases and can be manipulated to the extent that the individuals are
aware, or have a sense, of what they are accountable for. This is because expectancy and
commitment jointly determine accountability. Expectancy is informed by belief-driven
sensemaking and commitment is produced by action-driven sensemaking. The research
indicates that accountability frames sensemaking as a key senseframing element (see
Table 4.1 and section 4.4). This finding is congruent with Tetlock‟s (2002a, p. 583)
assertion that “accountability is the natural bridging construct between individual and
institutional levels of analysis in the study of judgement and choice.”

“Risk manager” refers to any functional role that steers performance toward achieving
organisational objectives through risk management. The individual may not necessarily
have the risk manager‟s positional title but nevertheless carries out activities to appraise
and manage risks. The research distinguishes two groups of risk managers: those who
advise on risks (risk advisers) and those who own risks (risk owners).

As sensegivers, a key aspect of risk advisers‟ role is to “construct the basis on which
other people will interpret their own specific experiences” (Smircich & Stubbart, 1985,
p. 930). Risk advisers, akin to risk owners, equivalently influence and shape how others
in the organisation make meaning. So, contrary to conventional conception of seeing
risk advisers as implementers of ERM framework and risk owners as “real risk
managers,” the thesis stresses the need to view both risk advisers and risk owners as
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sensemakers, sensegivers and senseframers. This viewpoint shifts the emphasis of risk
advisers‟ role to that of creating meaning and of influencing the ERM framework for
risk owners‟ meaning-making. This characterisation also heightens consciousness
regarding the effects of risk owners‟ sensemaking, sensegiving and senseframing on the
ERM framework, particularly how these dynamics bound risk advisers‟ thinking and
behaviour. This view differs from informants‟ perspective that considers senior
managers as the only people with the propensity to frame risk sensemaking in their
organisations.

Risk advisers‟ risk sensemaking process is identical to that of risk owners, in that their
risk sensemaking is similarly informed by their risk sensemaking proficiency and
organisational risk culture, including how they perceive and enact their role
accountability. Risk advisers and risk owners however differ in their sensegiving
because of dissimilarity in their conferred authority and power within the organisation.
Hence, it is important for senior management and boards to provide sensegiving
leadership, but this does not absolve risk advisers of their sensegiving accountability.

Risk advisers‟ sensegiving role and its impact are constrained by their hierarchical
power and authority for exercising their applied expertise. Risk advisers‟ role
specification and placement within the organisation convey meaning about their
accountability to influence their thinking and behaviour. Given that labelling confers
sense and meaning, how organisations refer to ERM as a function and as a positional
title is critical. As long as an organisation has a substantive risk manager or an ERM
department, there would continue to be an assumption that the management of risks
resides where the positional or departmental labels are attached. Senior managers need
to be cognizant of this in designing, structuring and leading the organisation.
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As sensemakers, sensegivers and senseframers, ERM professionals need to equip
themselves with self-knowledge and ERM-related competencies to function as a
facilitator and a human resource developer to help nurture others‟ self-knowledge and
ERM-related competencies. For this to happen, ERM professionals require revelation
and comprehension about the superordinate mediating role of their worldviews and
those of the people they work with. Rather than concentrating solely on designing and
executing the ERM framework, risk advisers need to consider the worldviews that
constitute the backdrop for organisational decision-making. They should discerningly
challenge their own and risk owners‟ beliefs and assumptions so as to improve risk
sensemaking proficiency and ERM capability maturity of all concerned. The research
results reveal informants who are creative in this way of using the ERM framework.

The integrative ERM framework accentuates context construction activities and
highlights how these activities complement objective-setting. Context-creation elicits
the values framework within which activity becomes meaningful, because it examines
what is important to people. It promotes deliberations about the present, what-already-is
and not what is going-to-be. Context-creation engenders risk mindfulness to enrich
objective-setting which is about how to advance from the present to the future. Both
senior managers and risk advisers have obligations to facilitate and guide the contextcreation process.

Future ERM professionals will be business generalists with ERM specialisation (RIMS,
2004, 2008a, 2008b). They will occupy a centralised seat of ERM expertise, as
advocates and advisers, with a human resource development mandate, within a
federated ERM framework. This framework devolves ERM accountability by
subsuming ERM function in all organisational risk decision-making at all levels across
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all portfolios, while recognising the ERM hub as a resource toward ERM excellence.
The ERM hub will promulgate, monitor and benchmark ERM performance across the
organisation. As an ERM resource, it will instrumentally contribute to individual and
organisational ERM capability maturity. ERM professionals who presently view
themselves as ERM technocrats need to broaden their mindset going into the future
because ERM professionals will play an increasingly strategic role as developers of
competitive competencies.

5.7

Considering the Centrality of Human Resource Development

The resource-based view of sustainable organisational performance esteems capabilities
and competencies as strategic resources. The research attests proficient ERM as a
competency that is attained by developing individual and organisational ERM capability
maturity. Aguinis defines competencies as “measurable clusters of knowledge, skills
and abilities that are essential to produce results in a job” (as cited in Schmidt-Wilk,
2009, p. 524). To impact organisational performance, ERM capability needs to be
absorptive, that is, “the ability to locate new ideas and to incorporate them into an
organisation‟s processes ... as a major contributor to organisational performance”
(Easterby-Smith, Graca, Antonacopoulou, & Ferdinand, 2008, p. 483). Learning
underpins both the growth of absorptive capacity and the acquisition and development
of competence. Hence, nurturing learning capability is crucial for maintaining and
enhancing organisational wellbeing (McKenzie & Van Winkelen, 2004).
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Linger, Hasan and Burstein (2007) argue that learning capability is related to
organisational values, priorities and objectives because learning capability can foster or
hamper social learning. These authors make particular reference to the importance of
effective human resource management and workforce planning. They further suggest
that “satisfactory” workforce policies affect productive social learning because these
policies support capabilities and competencies development within the context of a
knowledge management environment. Their explanation underscores the centrality of
human resource development which, according to the principles of adult learning and
development, “exists to help the organisation to achieve its strategic business objectives
while simultaneously helping people to achieve their needs for fulfilment” (Sofo, 1999,
p. 2).

The thesis portrays ERM professionals, organisational leaders and senior managers as
developers of people resources, akin to Sofo‟s belief that “all organisational managers
must become human resource development practitioners because it is their prime
responsibility to develop staff” (ibid., p. 2). Sofo also stresses that human resource
development practitioners need to “assist senior management in implementing strategic
organisational change” (ibid., p. 103). Congruently, Knowles (1990) views human
resource development as crucial for an organisation‟s ongoing viability.

Presently, human resource development does not appear to receive the attention that it
needfully deserves in the ERM domain. Given risk sensemaking proficiency is
applicable across all forms of organisational decision-making and ERM is everyone‟s
responsibility, organisational human resource professionals need to take a more active
role in advancing ERM competency. The collaboration between ERM and human
resource professionals can be a fruitful alliance.
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5.8

Extending Enterprise Risk Management Theory, Practice,
Education and Research

By interlinking key ERM constructs to posit the integrative ERM framework, the thesis
extends our knowledge of ERM beyond positivistic management science, normative and
behavioural decision research and post-normal risk theories. Against a rich tapestry of
extant theories and studies, the thesis sheds light on how the integrative ERM
framework enhances ERM practice and education, thus meeting the distinctive need of
management research in genuinely integrating theory and practice.

Although worldviews are often implicated as an underlying cause of individual
differences, they are usually dismissed as mere beliefs and assumptions. Their
mediating effect within the ERM context has not been empirically examined previously.
The research addresses this void by associating ERM performance with the
superordinate role of worldviews operating through individual and collective risk
sensemaking. The research shows that worldviews moderate risk culture, risk
complexities and perceived risk management role accountability to frame risk
sensemaking and ERM behaviour. Through reflective learning, mindful risk culture
promotes the development of worldview complexity and diversity to enrich individual
and organisational ERM capability maturity. Enhanced ERM capability maturity results
in more efficacious execution of the standards-based ERM framework toward
organisational success and sustainability. The thesis contributes to ERM practice by
explaining how the integrative ERM framework can be operationalised by infusing the
structural and the cultural aspects of an organisational learning mechanism into the
design and the application of standards-based ERM.
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Explicating the reasons underlying the aspiration-realisation gap in the standards-based
ERM approach, the thesis explains how enhanced metacognitive capacity engenders
anticipatory and resilient ERM behaviours. Metacognitive capacity fundamentally
regulates the generation and utilisation of relevant and valid risk knowledge to achieve
efficacious outcome. Metacognitive education and training in ERM thus helps to bridge
the gap between knowledge and practice, so as to address the problems with knowledge
production and knowledge transfer, as well as the problem of trying to integrate and link
distinct kinds of knowledge (Van de Ven & Johnson, 2006).

ERM educational programs can therefore benefit from the inclusion of metacognitive
development that broadens the conventional focus of ERM education on only the
tangible aspects of ERM. The research findings provide the basis for a more holistic
approach to the design of ERM training and educational programs that incorporate both
the technical and the human dimensions of ERM.

Numerous researchers believe that fruitful practice and research are best attained
through multilevel theory building (Drazin, Glynn, & Kazanjian, 1999; Klein, Tosi, &
Cannella, 1999; Morgeson & Hofmann, 1999) that enfolds multidisciplinary knowledge
(Lewis & Grimes, 1999; Mir & Watson, 2000; Shah & Corley, 2006; Suddaby, 2006).
This is mirrored in the ERM domain. Practitioners‟ dissatisfaction with the
dysfunctional “risk archipelago” mentality (Green, 2000) encourages cross-level,
interdisciplinary and multi-paradigmatic research interest in ERM. In this regard, the
research stretches the mono-disciplinary methodological boundary traditionally found in
this domain (Rasmussen, 1997) by superimposing the SenseMaking Methodology to
direct a Grounded Theory study. This intentional incorporation of methodologies
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acknowledges the sensemaking dynamics that underlie all research projects, thereby
increasing mindfulness to minimise the researcher‟s bias.

Some proponents of the mixed-methods research approach have lamented the lack of
empirical exemplars (Bryman, 2007; Tashakkori & Creswell, 2007). Likewise, the
academic research community is concerned by the epistemological confusion regarding
the use of Grounded Theory (Jones & Noble, 2007; Suddaby, 2006). The research
serves as an example of mixed-methods grounded theory study for building multilevel,
interdisciplinary framework using the sensemaking paradigm.

5.9

Refining

the

Integrative

Enterprise

Risk

Management

Framework

The integrative ERM framework is underpinned by the substantive theory ratified as
ecologically valid within the research context. The thesis provides a novel contribution
to knowledge consistent with the essence of scientific revolutions (Kuhn, 1962).
Nevertheless, as there are other possible predictors and explanations that have not been
considered or investigated comprehensively or both, the substantive theory and the
associated integrative ERM framework can benefit from a number of potentially fruitful
lines of inquiry to refine its precision and extend its generalisability.

Implicit within the formulation of the integrative ERM framework is the assumption
that action learning (Marquardt, 2002, 2004) produces improved performance. An
action research or participative inquiry project can help to authenticate this in the
naturalistic ERM setting. The verification process might further elucidate how
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deliberate practice of the framework measurably associates with key performance
indicators to demonstrate its utility.

The research proffers a theoretical link between individual and organisational ERM
capability maturity through sensemaking, sensegiving and senseframing. Employment
departure is observed as a common thread in the way four informants cope with a
misalignment. This cross-level interrelationship, particularly the circular senseframing
effect, can benefit from more in-depth examination. A longitudinal follow-up study of a
sample of informants from the research might be advantageous given the established
baseline.

One way of improving the generalisability of the integrative ERM framework is to
purpose-build a survey instrument to enable broader statistical sampling and analysis to
test key dimensions of the framework. This survey instrument can be designed based on
the thesis‟s assertion that ERM capability maturity is a competency comprising
quantitatively computable measures (e.g., worldview complexity levels) and
qualitatively identifiable attributes (e.g., risk sensemaking modes). The manifestations
and interrelationships of these measures and attributes can then be coded, analysed and
studied. Generalisability of the integrative ERM framework can also be broadened by
extending the inquiry boundary beyond the corporate context, to include the national
and the international contexts to test the collaborative character of the framework.

The thesis outlines a conceptual connection between proficient ERM with corporate
governance and strategic change management. Empirical investigation of the integrative
ERM framework from a board level perspective might provide valuable insight into this
association. Likewise, case studies of major strategic change initiatives can be
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undertaken to compare and contrast successful and unsuccessful projects using the
integrative ERM framework to examine the utility of specific framework dimensions
and properties.

5.10 Concluding Remarks

The thesis addresses three previously unresolved issues related to the management of
enterprise risks. The first issue concerns the paucity of empirically-based insight into
how risk sensemaking impacts ERM performance notwithstanding implied significance
of meaning-making in managerial risk decision-making. The research unmasks
worldviews as a key antecedent for proficient risk sensemaking and efficacious ERM
behaviour, and articulates how worldview complexity determines ERM capability
maturity to improve ERM performance.

The second issue relates to the elusiveness of risk culture in conventional ERM
literature. The research illuminates risk culture as arising from collective risk
sensemaking at the organisational level. Risk culture manifests itself in qualitatively
identifiable attributes that assimilate to describe organisational ERM capability
maturity. Risk culture is therefore “measurable” because it consists of both the soft and
the hard elements of the organisational ERM framework and these elements are
definable. Risk culture is also a senseframing factor because it mediates the structure
and the process of an ERM framework. Conversely, how the ERM framework is
designed and deployed affects the nature of risk culture. The thesis argues that mindful
risk culture promotes reflective learning which leads to continuous improvement in the
ERM framework. In other words, risk culture circularly underpins the structure and the
process of an ERM framework.
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The third issue pertains to the limitation of a positivist conception of ERM from a
mono-disciplinary perspective. Drawing on theories in sensemaking, mindfulness,
worldviews, adult development, organisational culture and organisational learning, the
thesis presents a constructivist sensemaking-based conception of ERM to extend the
theory and enrich the practice of ERM (see Figures 2.1, 5.1 and 5.2).

In addressing the abovementioned issues regarding managerial risk decision-making,
the thesis responds to the three questions posed (see section 3.1). The research inquires
into how risk managers make sense of their risk decision-making contexts, how they
harness the intended benefits of standards-based ERM and how they enhance their use
of standards-based ERM. The results indicate that risk managers make sense in a
manner that is fashioned by their informing worldviews, organisational culture,
perceived risk management accountability and risk complexities (see sections 4.2, 4.3,
4.4 and 4.5). Risk managers‟ propensity to harness and enhance their application of
standards-based ERM is found to be a function of their risk sensemaking proficiency
and ERM capability maturity (see sections 4.6 and 4.7).

The thesis presents two core conclusions in relation to how the aspiration-realisation
gap in standards-based ERM can be bridged. First, risk managers‟ informing worldview
is central to how proficiently they implement and use a standards-based ERM approach.
The salience of worldviews cannot be dismissed. The thesis empirically demonstrates
that progressively sophisticated worldviews produce increasingly versatile risk
sensemaking modes, leading to five distinguishable ERM approaches to holistically
address risk complexities in the enterprise. These are the prescriptive, analytic, adaptive,
generative and integrative ERM approaches (see Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). The thesis
further identifies how four kinds of risk knowledge – factual, procedural, contextual and
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experiential – are associated with and utilised in each of the five sensemaking modes.
The thesis describes how these types of risk knowledge are generated and developed
through single-loop, double-loop, triple-loop and quadruple-loop learning processes to
inform proficient risk decision-making (see Table 4.1 and section 4.2).

Second, an ERM standard‟s intrinsic efficacy is influenced by its inherent capacity to be
used in a way that helps to cultivate individual and organisational ERM capability
maturity (i.e., applied efficacy). This implies that the specific ERM standard needs to be
utilised as a sensemaking resource and be implemented as an organisational learning
mechanism. The research affirms that bridging the aspiration-realisation gap in
standards-based ERM is fundamentally about aligning applied efficacy (realised
performance) with intrinsic efficacy (espoused benefits). The proposed integrative ERM
framework provides a way for attaining this (see Figure 5.2).

Risk sensemaking occurs at both the individual and the collective levels. It is
inextricably dynamic because decision-makers interact with one another as a
community of sensemakers, sensegivers and senseframers. Paradoxically, this web of
meaning-making interrelationships gives rise to the corporate incertitude that confronts
decision-makers. It is therefore crucial that risk decision-makers understand how their
thinking and actions circularly moderate the risk reality that they construct. Ultimately,
an organisation‟s risk profile is driven by its members‟ decisions and actions. Thus,
having the right people in the right roles, establishing the right senseframing
environment to ensure members are motivated by the right risk culture, and balancing
the hard and the soft sides of the ERM framework are ingredients for successful ERM.
Improving ERM to bridge the aspiration-realisation gap is primarily about
understanding people as sensemakers, sensegivers and senseframers.
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Appendix 1: Glossary of Key Terms

Accountability

“The expectation that one will be called on to justify one‟s opinions or conduct to others”
(Tetlock, 2002b, p. 583). Perceived accountability changes and influences how we think
because it affects our sense of purpose and our identity, the focus of our meaning-making
process. The accountability emphases that influence informants‟ risk sensemaking are: (1)
what is the compliant thing to do (compliance)? (2) what is the defensible thing to do
(justification)? (3) what is the practical thing to do (achievement)? (4) what is the ethical
thing to do (improvement)? (5) what is the efficacious thing to do (optimisation)?

Acculturation
buffer

Internalised culture of the individual (Koltko-Rivera, 2004).

AS/NZS
4360:2004

Australian/New Zealand Standard: Risk Management (3rd Edition). This standard specifies
the process or steps for managing risks and forms a key building block of the AS/NZS
ISO 31000:2009 (and ISO 31000:2009 – refer the description below on “AS/NZS ISO
31000:2009”). AS/NZS 4360:2004 and the Risk Management Process of ISO 31000:2009
are identical (see section 1.2 and Figure 1.1).

AS/NZS ISO
31000:2009

Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand‟s version of ISO 31000:2009, Risk
Management – Principles and Guidelines. It is identical to ISO 31000:2009 except for the
Preface and the Introduction which discuss the transition from AS/NZS 4360:2004 to
AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 (cross-refer “ISO 31000:2009”). AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 and
ISO 31000:2009 are used interchangeably in the research as they materially refer to the
same framework, which consists of three building blocks: principles for managing risk;
the framework for managing risk; and the process for managing risk (see section 1.2 and
Figure 1.1).

Capability
emphasis

Drawing on Sternberg‟s theory of intelligence (Sternberg, 1998, 2001, 2003), balanced
(successful) intelligence consists of analytical intelligence, practical intelligence and
creative intelligence. The Oxford Dictionary defines “intelligence” as “the
ability/capability to gain and apply knowledge and skills;” “skill” as “the ability/capability
to do something well;” and “capability/ability” as “the capacity to do something,”
including skills, talents and know-how. Capability thus refers to proficiency in the
acquisition, creation and application of knowledge and skills and in using (natural) talents.
Capability emphasis or requirement is categorised in the research as: (1) analytical
intelligence is required for relatively familiar, decontextualised and abstract situations; (2)
practical intelligence is required for highly contextualised situations; (3) creative
intelligence is required for relatively unfamiliar, novel kinds of situations; and (4)
balanced intelligence consists of the efficacious application of relevant mix of analytical,
practical and creative intelligence.

Coding

“The analytic processes through which data are fractured, conceptualised and integrated to
form theory” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 3). Applying the Grounded Theory methodology
involves 3 kinds of coding, as follows: (1) open coding, “the analytic process through
which concepts are identified and their properties and dimensions are discovered in data”
(ibid., p. 101); (2) axial coding, “the process of relating categories to their subcategories,
termed „axial‟ because coding occurs around the axis of a category, linking categories at
the level of properties and dimensions” (ibid., p. 123); and (3) selective coding, “the
process of integrating and refining the theory” (ibid., p. 143) through a central category or
a central explanatory concept. Open codes are equivalent to free nodes in NVivo, the
analytical software used in the research and axial codes are tree nodes; properties,
dimensions and concepts are associated through hierarchical levels of tree nodes in a
grandfather-father-son interrelationship. In-vivo codes are “codes derived from the terms
and the language used by the social actors in the field” (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996, p. 32);
in the research, they are the labels used by informants and are laden with meanings based
on informants‟ interpretation and understanding of the labels within the enterprise risk
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management (ERM) domain.
Conation

Conation is the key link between intention and action, provided there is also (actual and
perceived) access to the means to bring action to pass; and conation only has energising
effect if the individual perceives the value in acting or in not acting because conation is
mobilised by meaningfulness (Bagozzi, 1992).
Conative self-regulation is underpinned by the individual‟s self-identity and self-efficacy,
through risk sensemaking, to link risk attitude, to risk perception, risk preference and risk
propensity and ultimately, risk behaviour, given perceived resource availability, simplified
as follows: Risk Senseframing  Risk Sensemaking  Risk Attitude  Risk Perception
(Judgement)  Risk Preference (Desire)  Risk Propensity (Intention bounded by Risk
Appetite and Risk Tolerance)  Risk Action.
Conation is conceptually different from motivation because conation is the intentional,
planful, deliberate, goal-oriented, proactive aspect of behaviour, critical for self-direction
and self-regulation (Huitt, 1999), toward intention and action. Motivation is the static
“why,” the reason for whether to perform a behaviour; motivation thus cannot lead to
intention and action without conation.

Ecological
validity

A validity measure; “the extent to which conclusions might be generalised to social
contexts than those in which data have been collected” (Gill & Johnson, 1997); “true to
life” (Neuendorf, 2002); to be ecologically valid, a research needs to use a method and
collect data that approximate the real-life situation under study, consistent with the
naturalistic decision-making paradigm used in the research. Ecological validity is related
to but distinct from “external validity” or the generalisability of the research data
independent of satisfying the criterion of ecological validity. While external validity (and
internal validity) is essential for a research study, ecological validity is not a mandatory
measure, although meeting ecological validity enhances external validity. Similarly,
within the context of risk decision-making, for a solution outcome to be judged as
“ecologically valid,” it needs to approximate as best what the stakeholders collectively (or
preponderantly) consider as a “true” representation of the contextual reality.

Enterprise risk
management
(ERM)

ERM “is a process, effected by an entity‟s board of directors, management and other
personnel, applied in strategy setting and across the enterprise, designed to identify
potential events that may affect the entity and manage risk to be within its appetite, to
provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of entity objectives” (COSO,
2004, p. 2).
ERM is “a rigorous and coordinated approach to assessing and responding to all risks that
affect the achievement of an organisation‟s strategic and financial objectives” (Miccolis,
Hively, & Merkley, 2001, p. xxii).
ERM is “a comprehensive and integrated framework for managing credit risk, market risk,
operational risk, economic capital and risk transfer in order to maximise firm value”
(Lam, 2003, p. 45).
“An ERM system is a deliberate attempt to break through the tendency of firms to operate
in risk management silos and to ignore enterprise risks and an attempt to take risk into
consideration in business decisions much more explicitly than has been done in the past”
(Crouchy, Galai, & Mark, 2006, p. 15).

Enterprise risk
management
capability
maturity
(ERM-CM)

At the individual level, ERM-CM reflects the individual‟s ERM proficiency or efficacy (IERM-CM). Organisational level ERM capability maturity (O-ERM-CM) is indicated
using the “Capability Maturity Model for Risk Management” (Fox, 2003) (see section
1.2). Organisational ERM excellence is indicated by attaining a high level of O-ERM-CM,
that is, toward “optimising” ERM processes whereby risks are measured, managed and
aggregated enterprise-wide; where there is continuous feedback and where ERM is
harnessed as a source of competitive advantage; where organisation is attaining a high
value proposition from its ERM, having the strategy, the structure, the systems and the
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processes to assess (identify, source, measure), manage (control, transfer) and monitor the
integrated pools of risk across the enterprise.
Enterprise risk
management
framework
(ERM
framework)

Enterprise risk
management
strategies
(ERM strategies)

Analogous to the generic risk management framework; set of components that provide the
foundations and organisational arrangements for designing, implementing, monitoring,
reviewing and continually improving ERM processes throughout the organisation; the
foundations include the policy, objectives, mandate and commitment to manage risk;
organisational arrangements include plans, relationships, accountabilities, resources,
processes and activities; a risk management framework is embedded within the
organisation‟s overall strategic and operational policies and practices (ISO Guide 73).
Drawing on Klinke and Renn‟s (2001, 2002) and Weick and Sutcliffe‟s (2001) work, the
research uses “ERM strategy” to distinguish different ERM approaches identified from the
research, to describe the preferred way informants and their organisations use to address
risks, outlined as follows: (1) science-based ERM involves quantitative assessment,
numerical thresholds such as quantitative safety goals, exposure limits and standards (2)
precaution-based ERM involves reduction activities derived from the application of the
precautionary principle (e.g., ALARA as low as reasonably achievable; BACT best
available control technology; containment in time and space; constant monitoring of
potential side effects); (3) discourse-based ERM involves standards derived from
discursive processes (e.g., roundtables, deliberative rule making, mediation, or citizen
panels); and (4) mindfulness-based ERM involves mitigating the adverse effects from the
eventuality of risk occurring and exploiting the upside that a risk opportunity presents; to
manage mindfully involves awareness and anticipation of the unexpected, as well as
resilience to contain the unexpected events that occur (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001, p. 159);
“the combination of ongoing scrutiny of existing expectations, continuous refinement and
differentiation of expectations based on newer experiences, willingness and capability to
invent new expectations that make sense of unprecedented events, a more nuanced
appreciation of context and ways to deal with it and identification of new dimensions of
context that improve foresight and current functioning” (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001, p. 42,
adapted from Langer, 1989); the balance between anticipation and resilience; use of a
combination of science-based, precaution-based and discourse-based ERM strategies as
appropriate.

“Hard” aspect,
dimension, or
element

The physical, tangible aspect, dimension, or element of the ERM framework, including
policies, procedures, systems, reports, structures, limits, templates and other relevant
artifacts.

Informing (1)
worldviews

Informing worldviews are informants‟ worldview developmental staging (a temporal,
permeable and transformable form or state of being, as distinct from a permanent,
categorical and unchangeable character or a stage frozen in-time), the surrogate measure
for their risk sensemaking proficiency (RSP) and is determined using the Social Paradigm
Belief Inventory (SPBI) subscales (Kramer, Kahlbaugh, & Goldston, 1992), based on
Pepper‟s (1942) world hypotheses classification.

ISO 31000:2009
(1)

International Standards Organisation‟s Standard for Risk Management – Principles and
Guidelines. ISO 31000:2009 was developed based upon the AS/NZS 4360:2004
framework and incorporates guidelines from HB 436:2004, the companion guidebook to
the AS/NZS 4360:2004. ISO 31000 was launched on 13 November 2009 and on 15
November 2009, SAI Global Limited released its equivalent version, AS/NZS ISO
31000:2009, to replace AS/NZS 4360:2004 for application in the Australian and New
Zealand context.

Learning
emphasis

Learning has various outcome emphases: (1) single-loop learning (are we doing things
right, i.e., focus on efficiency); (2) double-loop learning (are we doing things right and are
we doing the right things, i.e., focus on efficiency and effectiveness); (3) triple-loop
learning (are we doing things right; are we doing the right things; and is rightness
buttressed by mightiness and mightiness buttressed by rightness) (Flood & Romm, 1996)
(i.e., focus on efficiency, effectiveness and ethical rightness); and (4) quadruple-loop
learning (are we doing what is efficacious, productive and transformative) (Lipshitz,
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Friedman, & Popper, 2007; Mezirow 1991, 1994, 1998; Sofo, 1999; Thomas, Sussman, &
Henderson, 2001) (i.e., focus on efficiency, effectiveness, ethical rightness and efficacy).
Learning is a cyclical process involving evaluation of past behaviour, discovery of error or
opportunity, invention of new behaviours and their implementation; productive and
transformative form of learning is conscious and reflective, producing new perspectives,
goals and behavioural strategies; learning results in intended organisational outcomes
although it is often difficult to establish clear causal connection and to clearly determine
the impact of new organisational knowledge; the practical criterion is to show that
learning results in organisational action based on valid knowledge, valid to the extent that
it withstands critical evaluation and is not based on wilfully distorted information or
unquestioned interpretations; acquiring information or new knowledge is not enough;
knowledge must inform the behaviour of organisational actors, even if such a link to
intended outcomes cannot be clearly established; in order to learn, organisations must
possess structures analogous to the central nervous system that enables their members
(who can learn) to collect, analyse, disseminate and apply information and knowledge;
these structures are organisational learning mechanisms (OLMs) (Lipshitz et al., 2007).
Meaning-making

Meaning-making = sensemaking. Cross-refer “make sense” and “risk sensemaking.”

Make sense
(sensemaking)

To “make sense” of a situational context involves putting into frameworks “small” cues
selected “and enlarged” from the environment (or decision space) into patterns or
formations that are capable of understanding and comprehending, interpreting and
attributing of meaning, through a process of continually redressing surprises and
dissonance, discovering, constructing, authoring, interpreting and describing (Klein,
Phillips, Rall, & Peluso, 2007; Weick, 1995, 2001). To make sense of something = to
render meaning to understand something in order to form a judgement. Cross-refer “risk
sensemaking.”

Mindfulness

Langer (1989) proposes the construct of mindfulness as the process of being open to novel
distinction (welcoming new information and creating new categories); being sensitive to
more than one view (openness to different points of view and different perspectives that
facilitate more choices and make change more possible); being sensitive to and in control
of differing contexts; and being attentive to process rather than outcome with a focus on
the present. Cross-refer “enterprise risk management strategies” for “mindfulness-based
ERM.”

Organisational
learning
mechanism
(OLM)

OLM is linked to productive and transformative organisational learning that is conscious
and reflective; that produces new perspectives, goals and behavioural strategies; and that
involves the implementation of five essential components: (1) structural facet (the OLM);
(2) cultural facet; (3) psychological facet; (4) leadership and policy facet (managerial
channels of influence and commitment to the workforce and learning); and (5) contextual
facet consisting of opportunities and constraints (Lipshitz et al., 2007).

Reliability

Consistency of judgement that protects against or lessens the contamination of projection,
consisting of consistency of observation, labelling, or interpretation (not verification);
affects potential utility of codes and research findings resulting from the use of codes,
including the potential for replication, extension and generalisability of the research
(Boyatzis, 1998). Consistency of judgement with qualitative information appears in two
basic forms, both of which are used in the research (see section 3.7), as follows: (1)
consistency of judgement among various viewers (inter-rater reliability); and (2)
consistency of judgement over time, events and settings (test-retest reliability).

(research
reliability)

Resilience

Capacity to resist being affected by an event (ISO Guide 73).

Risk

Effect of uncertainty on objectives (ISO Guide 73; ISO 31000:2009). The possibility that
an event will occur and adversely affect the achievement of objectives (COSO ERM
2004). Risk is different from uncertainty in that risk refers to the unpredictability in the
outcome, whereas uncertainty refers to the unpredictability (that leads to risk) in the

(risk criticality)
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environmental and organisational context.
The chance of something happening that will have an impact on objectives (AS/NZS
4360:2004), whereby an effect may be positive, negative, or a deviation from the
unexpected; risk is often described by an event, a change in circumstances, a consequence,
or a combination of these and how they may affect achievement of objectives; risk is
measured in terms of consequences of an event and their likelihood. Consequence is the
outcome or the impact of an event or change in circumstances affecting achievement of
objectives; expressed quantitatively or qualitatively, e.g., inconsequential, bearable,
critical and catastrophic. Likelihood is the chance of something happening; used as a
general description of probability or frequency; expressed quantitatively or qualitatively,
e.g., almost impossible, unlikely, occasionally, moderately, near certainty.
Risk acceptance

Informed decision to take a particular risk; can occur without risk treatment or during the
process of risk treatment; can also refer to a process; risks accepted are subject to
monitoring and review (ISO Guide 73). “Acceptable risk” is the risk associated with the
most acceptable option (Fischhoff, Lichtenstein, Slovic, Derby, & Keeney, 1981).

Risk adviser
(RA)

The person who supports, helps and advises risk owner and makes decision within this
context to influence how risk is managed by risk owner; other labels conventionally used
include “risk manager,” “risk management coordinator,” “change agent,” “chief risk
officer,” “risk management consultant.” Cross-refer “risk management role,” “risk
manager” and “risk owner.”

Risk analysis

Systematic process to understand the nature of and to deduce the level of risk; provides
the basis for risk evaluation and decisions about risk treatment (AS/NZS 4360:2004; ISO
Guide 73).

Risk appetite

Amount and type of risk an organisation is prepared to pursue or take (ISO Guide 73).

Risk assessment

Overall process of risk identification, risk analysis and risk evaluation (ISO Guide 73).

Risk attitude

ISO Guide 73 defines “risk attitude” as “organisation‟s approach to assess and eventually
pursue, take, or refuse risk” (p. 7). This definition reductively combine “attitude,”
“intention,” and “action,” which are conceptually different, as being equivalent to the
construct of “attitude.” Risk attitude is one‟s positive or negative evaluation of performing
a risk-related behaviour; a disposition, an orientation, a frame of mind regarding the risk
situation; is influenced by outcome history, personal characteristics, beliefs, values, goals
and social conditioning (Bagozzi, 1992; Weber, Blais, & Betz, 2002; Weber & Milliman,
1997).

Risk
characterisation

There are three perspectives concerning how risk is characterised in the organisational
environment (Smirchich & Stubbart, 1985): (1) objective; (2) perceptive or subjective;
and (3) enacted or produced (i.e., constructed). Both objective and subjective (perceived)
views assume the existence of a material world as both see organisation as concrete and
separate from concrete material environment in a cause-and-effect relationship. The
research takes the view that risk is both “real” and enacted (Renn, 1998a, 1998b) in that
risk is both a social construction and a representation of reality since risk implies a
potential for real consequence. The research hypothesises that risk sensemaking can lead
people to know their world and risk situation as being objective, subjective and enactive
simultaneously; and that from the ERM perspective, the issue is not a debate about “real”
versus “unreal” world, but an understanding that there is a distinction and a connection
between “material” and “symbolic” worlds when it comes to risk sensemaking and risk
decision-making; the issue is about appreciating how decision-makers come to process or
view physical “real” world, as material and concrete, or created, symbolic and
constructed; and how the product of that enactment impacts on decision-maker‟s
behaviour in response.

Risk complexities

The research classifies risk complexities as: (1) routine risks = tamed risks; certainty;
known; (2) complicated risks = messy risks; complicated computationally or structurally;
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uncertain but knowable; (3) ambiguous/complex risks = wicked risks; ambiguous due to
multiple perspectives; behavioural and political dynamics; unknown but knowable; (4)
unknown/ignorant risks = risks caused by ignorance-based uncertainty; neither outcome
nor probability is known; incomplete, missing, unavailable, or inaccessible information
involving unknown or unknowable aspects giving rise to two subgroups of risks, viz: (4a)
novel risks which are unpredictable, emerging, unknowable risks (e.g., risks unknown to
science, with delayed effect, or not “observable”); and (4b) latent risks which are
emergent risks that may be unknown but knowable (e.g., non-discussable, sensitive,
undocumented); emergent risks can be routine, complicated, or complex if and when they
become explicit.
Risk control

Refers to measures to modify risk; the result of risk treatment; include any process, policy,
device, practice, or other actions designed to modify risk (ISO Guide 73); may also be
applied to a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement
of objectives (AS/NZS 4360:2004).

Risk criteria

Terms of reference against which the significance of a risk is evaluated; based on internal
and external context of the organisation seeking to achieve its objectives and are regularly
reviewed to ensure continued relevance; can be derived from standards, laws and policies
(ISO Guide 73); can include associated costs and benefits, legal and statutory
requirements, socioeconomic and environmental aspects, the concerns of stakeholders,
priorities and other inputs to the assessment (AS/NZS 4360:2004); risk decision criteria.

Risk culture

Culture consists of the following elements at different levels of awareness (Waddell,
Cummings, & Worley, 2004, p. 426-427): (1) basic assumptions: taken-for-granted
assumptions about how to relate to the environment, about human nature, human activity
and human relationships; tell members how to perceive, think and feel about things; (2)
values: standards of behaviours ("what we ought to do"); (3) norms: accepted, unwritten
rules of behaviours ("what we should do"); and (4) artifacts: observable behaviours,
structures, systems, procedures, rules and physical aspects of the organisation.
In the research, individual level sensemaking, when institutionalised at the organisational
level, gives rise to risk senseframing context which bounds risk decision-making. This
risk senseframing context, the research surmises, constitutes organisational risk culture
which in turn bounds and influences individual level sensemaking. Further, senseframing
also occurs at interpersonal level through sensegiving amongst people interacting with one
another. Risk culture thus reflects representative attitude, values, beliefs, principles and
practices of an organisation that influence conception, perception, assessment and
management of risk and is indicated by the extent and the nature of risk awareness and
preparedness of the collective, to describe both the “soft” (human dimensions) and the
“hard” (physical dimensions) elements of the ERM framework.
The research regards risk culture as related to, but not synonymous with “risk
management culture” which, the research suggests, refers to a specific kind of “risk
culture” that focuses on promoting the importance of the systematic approach to risk
management that privileges the importance of putting in place only the "hard" aspect of
the ERM framework (policies, procedures, systems, reports, structures, limits, templates
and other relevant tangible elements) according to best-practice principles and standards.

Risk evaluation

Process of comparing the results of risk analysis against risk criteria to determine whether
the level of risk is acceptable or tolerable (ISO Guide 73).

Risk
identification

Process of finding, recognising and describing risks; involves the identification of risk
sources, events and their causes and their potential consequences; can involve historical
data, theoretical analysis, informed and expert opinions and stakeholder‟s needs (ISO
Guide 73). Process of determining what, where, when, why and how something could
happen (AS/NZS 4360:2004).

Risk intention

Risk propensity; indicated by risk appetite and risk tolerance.
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Risk knowledge
(1)
types

Adapted based on Herron‟s research (as cited in Reason, 1994; p. 326), there are four
types of risk knowledge: (1) factual knowledge = explicit, formal knowledge; knowledge
“about” something and is expressed in statements and theories; (2) procedural knowledge
= practical knowledge concerning “how to” do something; knowledge demonstrated in a
skill or competence; (3) experiential knowledge = intuitive knowledge gained through
direct face-to-face encounter with persons, places, or things; tacit knowledge; and (4)
contextual knowledge = empirical knowledge of behavioural consequences; knowledge by
which we first order experiential knowledge into patterns and that is expressed in images,
dream, story, creative imagination; important bridge between experiential knowledge and
factual knowledge.

Risk management
(RM)

Coordinated activities to direct and control an organisation with regard to risk (ISO Guide
73). The culture, processes and structures that are directed towards realising potential
opportunities whilst managing adverse effects (AS/NZS 4360:2004).

Risk management
culture

Describes a particular kind of “risk culture” which focuses on promoting the importance
of the systematic approach to risk management that privileges the importance of putting in
place only the "hard" aspect of the ERM framework (policies, procedures, systems,
reports, structures, limits, templates and other relevant tangible elements) according to
best-practice principles and standards.

(RM culture)

Risk management
framework
(RM framework)

Same as ERM framework. Set of components that provide the foundations and
organisational arrangements for designing, implementing, monitoring, reviewing and
continually improving risk management processes throughout the organisation; the
foundations include the policy, objectives, mandate and commitment to manage risk;
organisational arrangements include plans, relationships, accountabilities, resources,
processes and activities; a risk management framework is embedded within the
organisation‟s overall strategic and operational policies and practices (ISO Guide 73).

Risk management
role (RM role)

Same as ERM role. An individual‟s functional risk management responsibility and
accountability (dissimilar to position title and more akin to job description). Cross-refer
“risk adviser,” “risk manager” and “risk owner.”

Risk management
process

Systematic application of management policies, procedures and practices to the tasks of
communicating, consulting, establishing the context, identifying, analysing, evaluating,
treating, monitoring and reviewing risk (ISO Guide 73; AS/NZS 4360:2004) (see Figure
1.1).

(RM process)
Risk manager

Conventionally, “risk manager” refers to “risk adviser” or “risk coordinator,” but it now
also refers to “risk owner,” that is, the person or entity with the accountability and
authority for managing the risk and any associated risk treatments (ISO Guide 73).
Informants use “risk adviser” (RA) and “risk owner” (RO) to distinguish between two
functionally different but related ERM roles. See entries for “risk adviser” and “risk
owner.”

Risk owner (RO)

The person or entity with the accountability and authority for managing the risk and any
associated risk treatments (ISO Guide 73).

Risk perception

Subjective judgement of risk; stakeholder‟s view on a risk; reflects stakeholder‟s needs,
issues and knowledge; can differ from objective data (ISO Guide 73). Assessment of risk
inherent in the situation (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992); dependent on perceived benefits and
losses against some value based goals (Weber et al., 2002); affected by perceived risk
bearing, that is, perceived risk to the decision-maker's personal wealth or well-being
(Wiseman & Gomez-Mejia, 1998); joint product of properties of the environment,
processes, structures of organisations and dispositions of the individuals (Weick, 1995).

Risk preference

General desire to pursue or avoid risk; denotes preferential choice; “a desire is a conative
state directed toward approaching or avoiding something” (Bagozzi, 1992, p. 187); e.g.,
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risk seeking, risk averse, risk neutral.
Risk propensity

Risk intention; indicated by risk appetite and risk tolerance.

Risk taking

"Any consciously or non-consciously controlled behaviour with a perceived uncertainty
about its outcome and/or about its possible benefits or costs for the physical, economic, or
psychological well-being of oneself or others" (Trimpop, 1994, p. 9).

Risk
senseframing

Context and content setting that bounds the risk sensemaking process. A frame is a
schema that defines and that is defined by the constituents that comprise it (Beach, 1990);
a frame is an explanatory structure that defines entities by describing their relationship to
other entities (e.g., story, map, script, plan); a frame is a structure for accounting for the
data and guiding the search for more data; it reflects a person's combined experiences
(Klein et al., 2007); the data identify the relevant frame and the frame determines which
data are noticed; neither of these come first (the active exploration proceeds in both
directions); data elicit and help to construct the frame; the frame defines, connects and
filters the data; Beach says that “the frame may be in error, but until feedback or some
other form of information makes the error evident, the frame is the foundation for
understanding the situation and for deciding what to do about it” (as cited in Klein et al.,
2007, p. 118). Risk senseframing elements are situational variables (personal,
organisational, decisional) that facilitate or constrain the risk sensemaking process and
include (Ritchie & Marshall, 1993): (1) decision-maker variables (individual, group or
unit levels; their knowledge, skills, experience, biases, information seeking, incentives
involved, beliefs); (2) framework variables (environmental, industrial, organisational); and
(3) problem and solution specific variables (problem identification and structure,
alternatives and implications, objectives and constraints, decision complexity). The
research examines individual worldview [developmental staging], [organisational] risk
culture, risk [decision] complexities and perceived ERM role as key risk senseframing
elements that influence informants‟ risk sensemaking to affect how they use the standardsbased ERM approach.

Risk sensegiving

Attempts to influence others' understanding of an issue (Maitlis, 2005).

Risk sensemaking

Risk sensemaking is the deliberate process of meaning-making in our attempt to
understand reality. Risk sensemaking involves constructing and interpreting our mental
representation of what we attribute as risks in our physical world. We derive our
perception and judgement of a risk situation context through this risk sensemaking
process. Risk sensemaking thus affects our decision-making and shapes our behavioural
response to our symbolic representation of risks.

Risk sensemaking
modes (RSMs)

Risk sensemaking approaches (behavioural attributes) that reflect the underlying risk
sensemaking proficiency (RSP) (cognitive capability) levels. Risk sensemaking modes
(RSMs) are developmental in that they become more complex and sophisticated in line
with progression in RSP levels whereby a “higher” mode incorporates the properties of a
“lower” mode; and risk sensemaking modes (RSMs) are also stylistic because they
indicate informants‟ preferred way for using their cognitive capability and resources to
make meaning.

Risk sensemaking
proficiency (RSP)

Developmental progression in risk sensemaking (i.e., “risk sensemaking capability
maturity” or “risk sensemaking maturity”); a cognitive capability or competency. The
research uses worldview developmental staging as the surrogate measure for informants‟
RSP level and proposes that associated with each RSP level is a particular risk
sensemaking mode (RSM).

Risk source

Anything which alone or in combination has the intrinsic potential to give rise to risk (ISO
Guide 73).

Risk tolerance

Organisation‟s readiness to bear the risk after risk treatments in order to achieve its
objectives; it can be limited by legal or regulatory requirements (ISO Guide 73).
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Risk treatment

Process of developing, selecting and implementing controls (“risk controls”) to modify
risk and can involve: (1) risk avoidance - avoiding the risk by deciding not to start or
continue with the activity that gives rise to the risk; (2) risk taking - seeking an
opportunity by deciding to start or continue with an activity likely to create or enhance the
risk; (3) risk elimination - removing the source of the risk; (4) risk modification to change
the nature and magnitude of likelihood; (5) risk modification to change the consequences;
(6) risk sharing - sharing the risk with another party or parties; and (7) risk retention retaining the risk by choice. Risk treatments that deal with negative consequences are
sometimes referred to risk mitigation, risk elimination, risk prevention, risk reduction, risk
repression and risk correction (ISO Guide 73; AS/NZS 4360:2004).

Self-regulatory
processes

Monitoring, appraisal and coping activities that translate: (1) attitudes into intentions; (2)
subjective norms (perceived social pressures to perform or not to perform a behaviour)
into intentions; and (3) intentions into actions leading to goal attainment (Bagozzi, 1992).
People are motivated to self-regulate in order to achieve perceived control over chance
events and to avoid the negative consequences that accompany the perception of having
no control (Langer, 1983). The achievement of control depends on the achievement of
regulation (Ashby, 1961).

“Soft” aspect,
dimension, or
element

The human or people aspect, dimension, or element of the ERM framework, including
“culture,” people, skills and incentives (Lam, 2003) [Lam‟s conception of “culture”
excludes physical, tangible artifacts which he categorises as the “hard” aspect of the ERM
framework].

Substantive
theory

A theory that is developed from the research of one small area of investigation and from
one specific population; the real merit of a substantive theory lies in its ability to speak
specifically for the populations from which it was derived and to apply back to them
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 267).

Theoretical
sampling

Sampling on the basis of emerging concepts, with the aim being to explore the
dimensional range or varied conditions along which the properties of concepts vary
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 73); data gathering driven by concepts derived from the
evolving theory and based on the concept of "making comparisons” whose purpose is to
go to places, people, or events that will maximise opportunities to discover variations
among concepts and to densify categories in terms of their properties and dimensions
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 201); theoretical sampling cannot be planned before
embarking on a study; the specific sampling decisions evolve during the research process
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 215); “purposive sampling” (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998).

Uncertainty
(incertitude)

Unpredictability of environmental or organisational variables that have an impact on
outcome or corporate performance (contrast this with “risk” which refers to
unpredictability in the outcome variables) (Miller, 1992).

Worldview (2)

"A worldview is a way of describing the universe and life within it, both in terms of what
is and what ought to be. A given worldview is a set of beliefs that includes limiting
statements and assumptions regarding what exists and what does not (either in actuality,
or in principle), what objects or experiences are good or bad and what objectives,
behaviours and relationships are desirable or undesirable. A worldview defines what can
be known or done in the world and how it can be known or done. In addition to defining
what goals can be sought in life, a worldview defines what goals should be pursued.
Worldviews include assumptions that may be unproven and even unprovable, but these
assumptions are superordinate, in that they provide the epistemic and ontological
foundations for other beliefs within a belief system” (Koltko-Rivera, 2004, p. 4).
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Appendix 2: Rational-Experiential Inventory (REI)

Please rank each statement, by circling the appropriate number, according to the degree of how true the
statement is in describing you in the first person:
Definitely
not true of me

Definitely
true of me

1.

I try to avoid situations that require thinking in depth about
something.

1

2

3

4

5

2.

I am not that good at figuring out complicated problems.

1

2

3

4

5

3.

I enjoy intellectual challenges.

1

2

3

4

5

4.

I am not very good at solving problems that require careful
logical analysis.

1

2

3

4

5

5.

I don‟t like to have to do a lot of thinking.

1

2

3

4

5

6.

I enjoy solving problems that require hard thinking.

1

2

3

4

5

7.

Thinking is not my idea of an enjoyable activity.

1

2

3

4

5

8.

I am not a very analytical thinker.

1

2

3

4

5

9.

Reasoning things out carefully is not one of my strong
points.

1

2

3

4

5

10. I prefer complex problems to simple problems.

1

2

3

4

5

11. Thinking hard and for a long time about something gives me
little satisfaction.

1

2

3

4

5

12. I don‟t reason well under pressure.

1

2

3

4

5

13. I am much better at figuring things out logically than most
people.

1

2

3

4

5

14. I have a logical mind.

1

2

3

4

5

15. I enjoy thinking in abstract terms.

1

2

3

4

5

16. I have no problem thinking things through carefully.

1

2

3

4

5

17. Using logic usually works well for me in figuring out
problems in my life.

1

2

3

4

5

18. Knowing the answer without having to understand the
reasoning behind it is good enough for me.

1

2

3

4

5

19. I usually have clear, explainable reasons for my decisions.

1

2

3

4

5

20. Learning new ways to think would be very appealing to me.

1

2

3

4

5
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Definitely
not true of me

Definitely
true of me

21. I like to rely on my intuitive impressions.

1

2

3

4

5

22. I don‟t have a very good sense of intuition.

1

2

3

4

5

23. Using my gut feelings usually works well for me in figuring
out problems in my life.

1

2

3

4

5

24. I believe in trusting my hunches.

1

2

3

4

5

25. Intuition can be a very useful way to solve problems.

1

2

3

4

5

26. I often go by my instincts when deciding on a course of
action.

1

2

3

4

5

27. I trust my initial feelings about people.

1

2

3

4

5

28. When it comes to trusting people, I can usually rely on my
gut feelings.

1

2

3

4

5

29. If I were to rely on my gut feelings, I would often make
mistakes.

1

2

3

4

5

30. I don‟t like situations in which I have to rely on intuition.

1

2

3

4

5

31. I think there are times when one should rely on one‟s
intuition.

1

2

3

4

5

32. I think it is foolish to make important decisions based on
feelings.

1

2

3

4

5

33. I don‟t think it is a good idea to rely on one‟s intuition for
important decisions.

1

2

3

4

5

34. I generally don‟t depend on my feelings to help me make
decisions.

1

2

3

4

5

35. I hardly ever go wrong when I listen to my deepest gut
feelings to find an answer.

1

2

3

4

5

36. I would not want to depend on anyone who described
himself or herself as intuitive.

1

2

3

4

5

37. My snap judgements are probably not as good as most
people‟s.

1

2

3

4

5

38. I tend to use my heart as a guide for my actions.

1

2

3

4

5

39. I can usually feel when a person is right or wrong, even if I
can‟t explain how I know.

1

2

3

4

5

40. I suspect my hunches are inaccurate as often as they are
accurate.

1

2

3

4

5
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Appendix 3: Social Paradigm Belief Inventory (SPBI)
Read each item and choose the statement (that is „a‟, „b‟, or „c‟) that best represents your view on the
topic by circling the letter corresponding to that statement. If none of the statements is exactly like your
own thoughts, choose the one that comes closest. Only circle one answer. If you agree with one part of
the statement, but not the other part, base your answer on the second part (the part that states “this is
because …”).
Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Item 4

Item 5

Item 6

(a)

You cannot know a person completely. This is because getting to know a person in
a particular way means not getting to know him or her in some other way.

(b)

You cannot know a person completely. This is because a person seems different all
the time depending on what part of him or her you look at.

(c)

You can know a person completely. This is because after a long enough time a
person‟s real self emerges, allowing you to see what makes him or her tick.

(a)

There are absolute moral principles. This is because some behaviours are
universally wrong (i.e., wrong everywhere) and there is no justification for going
against them.

(b)

There are non-absolute moral principles. This is because we each form a set of
consistent rules to guide our lives, which make the most sense in terms of our
overall life goals.

(c)

There are no absolute moral principles. This is because morality is personal and
people have different ideas about what morality is.

(a)

Our country generally does what‟s right. This is because we have moral imperatives
on our side when we make political and economic decisions.

(b)

Our country sometimes does not do what‟s right. This is because questionable
actions are sometimes necessary to bring about needed results.

(c)

Our country can try to do what‟s right. This is because when principles and reality
conflict, we can redefine them in exploring solutions which take both into account,
but are not perfect.

(a)

Dissension is not necessarily dangerous. This is because you can never say for sure
that giving in to dissenters will cause problems later because life is unpredictable.

(b)

Dissension is a dangerous thing. This is because surrendering to dissenters places
you at the mercy of anyone who wants to impose his or her ideas on society.

(c)

Dissension is a healthy sign. This is because if you oppress others unnecessarily
you might destroy yourself in the process and become inhuman.

(a)

Frame of mind sets the stage for whether you can work with someone. This is
because if you like someone and expect to work well with him or her you probably
will, but if you have a bad attitude you may not.

(b)

It‟s difficult to tell what influences whether you can work with someone. This is
because feeling uncomfortable with a new person can generate a vicious cycle of
feelings between you, with neither knowing how these came about.

(c)

Personality determines whether you can work with someone. This is because there
are certain types of personalities which are innately compatible and you know
immediately whether you can work with such a person.

(a)

Change is unnatural. This is because people need traditional values in order to
correct society‟s problems and deviating from such values would be destructive.

(b)

Change is natural. This is because nothing lasts forever and each new generation
brings its own changes.
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Item 7

Item 8

Item 9

Item 10

Item 11

Item 12

(c)

Change is natural. This is because there will always be problems, whose solutions
may dramatically change old ways of thinking.

(a)

You can‟t know immediately whether you‟ll end up liking someone. This is
because feelings constantly change, evolve and take different forms as you get to
know the person.

(b)

You can know immediately whether you‟ll end up liking someone. This is because
there are certain types of people you don‟t like, who are not compatible with you
and you can sense this upon first meeting.

(c)

You can‟t know immediately whether you‟ll end up liking someone. This is
because you may like or not like a person depending on characteristics of the
person you see at any given moment, which influences your view of him or her.

(a)

In a war, both sides have valid point of view. This is because each side sees
different aspects of the problem and thus reaches different conclusions.

(b)

In a war, there is usually a right side and a wrong side. This is because if both sides
disagree, logically they couldn‟t both be right.

(c)

In a war, both sides contribute to the problem. This is because they belong to the
same world and are part of the problems that exist in that world.

(a)

There can never be a perfect society. This is because everyone has a different
conception of what such a society would be like and there can never be enough
consensus on what to work toward.

(b)

There may someday be a perfect society. This is because with the development of
technology and the social sciences we should be able to rid the world of its medical,
psychological and economic problems.

(c)

There can never be a perfect society. This is because every feature of a society
carries with it advantages and disadvantages, so that no society has only good
points.

(a)

There is a right person for everyone. This is because some people just belong
together since they have the same type of personality and as a result are perfectly
compatible.

(b)

There is no right person for anyone. This is because relationships form on the basis
of who‟s there at the time, whether these people want a relationship and can make it
work.

(c)

There is no right person for anyone. This is because characteristics you find
attractive will also seem unattractive in some ways.

(a)

Beauty is something objective. This is because some features of a person‟s look are
considered aesthetically pleasing, with people agreeing on what these features are
and who possesses them.

(b)

Beauty is something subjective. This is because how you look at someone, such as
through the eyes of love, influences whether you find him or her beautiful.

(c)

Beauty is not something objective. It is not a thing, but a process which grows,
evolves and becomes deeper as a relationship unfolds.

(a)

Men and women periodically change. This is because people seek change and
growth and express more parts of themselves as they get older.

(b)

Men and women are not likely to change. This is because it is in the nature of
things that people are content with the way things are, so men will continue to
perform some roles and women others.

(c)

Men and women constantly change. This is because people are always changing
and trying out whatever new roles happen to be facing them at the time and there is
no real order to the process.
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Item 13

Item 14

Item 15

Item 16

Item 17

Item 18

(a)

People are essentially contradictory. This is because people are simply full of
contradictions in how they act and we cannot hope to understand these
contradictions, no matter how hard we try.

(b)

People are not essentially contradictory. This is because you see contradictions in
another‟s actions only if you are thinking in a faulty manner, or in other words, if
you are making an error.

(c)

People are essentially contradictory. This is because people are always changing
and becoming someone new, which contradicts the old self.

(a)

Personality may or may not be moulded in childhood. This is because it is
continually influenced by the environment, but also influences it, so we can‟t say
for sure where personality comes from.

(b)

Personality is moulded in childhood. This is because it‟s influenced by one‟s
parents, peers, teachers, etc. and once it‟s formed in this way, it‟s set.

(c)

Personality is not moulded in childhood. This is because it continually changes to
fit the immediate environment, in order to adapt and obtain what‟s needed to get
along in life.

(a)

It is difficult to predict whether a marriage will last. This is because marriage
depends on the active commitment of the partners and if the commitment is there,
existing differences can be appreciated and worked out.

(b)

It is possible to predict whether a marriage will last. This is because marriage
involves finding the right person and when two people who are right for each other
get married, it should be a success.

(c)

It is not possible to predict whether a marriage will last. This is because the
selection of a spouse and the success of a marriage have a lot to do with factors
beyond your control.

(a)

A problem in the family or an organisation can usually be traced to one person.
This is because that person, for whatever reason, has problems which lead to
problems with the other people, causing contention in the group.

(b)

A problem in the family or an organisation cannot usually be traced to one person.
This is because when problems arise in the functioning of the group, this changes
how persons act and interact.

(c)

A problem in the family or an organisation is usually a question of point of view.
This is because looking at the same group, some people will see a problem and
others will not, depending on how they look at the situation.

(a)

There should be tough, mandatory sentences for certain crimes. This is because
society is obligated to discourage such actions in order to make life safe for its
citizens.

(b)

There should be no mandatory sentences for any crimes. This is because every case
is different and each has to be evaluated on its own.

(c)

There can be mandatory sentences for crimes but this will create still new problems.
This is because in order to have a crime-free society, something else, such as
personal liberty, is sacrificed.

(a)

People should never be allowed to act deviantly. This is because norms of
behaviour are good for society and must be respected if we are to have order.

(b)

People should be allowed to act deviantly under some circumstances. This is
because rules are useful guides, but only when used flexibly; you have to consider
the specifics of the situation and try to fit the rule to it.

(c)

People should be allowed to act deviantly under some circumstances. This is
because you can‟t judge another‟s actions unless you know about his or her home
life, education, philosophy, etc. and how he or she saw the situation at the time.
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Item 19

Item 20

Item 21

Item 22

Item 23

Item 24

(a)

You cannot predict how a child will turn out. This is because each person copes
differently with many life experiences and how he or she moulds his or her
personality and life will reflect this creative process.

(b)

You can predict how a child will turn out. This is because parents who follow a
certain set of rules in raising their children can be certain that they will grow up to
be well-adjusted adults.

(c)

You cannot predict how a child will turn out. This is because life is unpredictable
and thus there is no way for a parent to be sure of the consequences of his or her
decisions.

(a)

When somebody is not doing a good job, he or she can change. This is because all
that‟s needed to do a good job is to put your heart into it and then you can do just
about anything.

(b)

When someone is not doing a good job, this can be changed. This is because he or
she probably has a related strength which is not being utilised.

(c)

When someone is not doing a good job it‟s unlikely that he or she will change. This
is because people stay essentially the same and either have the ability to do the job
or lack it.

(a)

Solving problems requires realising that there is no right solution. This is because
there are many different sides of a problem and depending on what side you look at,
a good decision maker needs to recognise that there are different solutions.

(b)

Problem solving is a question of developing new perspectives. This is because a
good decision maker is able to see many sides of a problem and encourage a
dialogue in which everyone will be heard and contribute to each other‟s thinking.

(c)

Solving problems requires quickly coming up with the best solution. This is
because there is a correct way of doing things and a good decision maker,
recognising this, decisively wastes no time putting it into action.

(a)

The most powerful countries do not have the right to use their power. This is
because what one country views as right and just, another may see as unfair and
unjust.

(b)

The most powerful countries have the right to use their power. This is because the
world operates by survival of the fittest and if the strong do not maintain their
power their existence is threatened.

(c)

The most powerful countries do not have the right to use their power. This is
because we‟re all interrelated and will sink or swim together, so countries have got
to be understanding and cooperate.

(a)

Criminals fit into one category. This is because certain kinds of people are born
with the personality for criminal behaviour and are not likely to change.

(b)

Criminals don‟t fit into a particular category. This is because no two people are
exactly alike or act in the same way for exactly the same reason.

(c)

Criminals are essentially like other people. This is because they, like others, go
through different phases in their lives, taking on new roles and developing new
priorities.

(a)

Change comes neither from the inside nor the outside. It comes from an interaction
of natural changes the person goes through with changes in the environment and
how these changes are seen by the person.

(b)

Change comes from the inside. It comes from a change of outlook on things; no
matter what happens on the outside you can always alter your view of things and
you will be different.

(c)

Change comes from the outside. It is for the most part forced on us by job changes,
financial circumstances, a spouse and the like.
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Item 25

Item 26

Item 27

(a)

There is no right or wrong in a disagreement. This is because everybody will have a
different opinion on the matter and there is no way to say that one is right and the
other wrong.

(b)

There is usually a right side to a disagreement. This is because it is impossible for
two sides to be right if people disagree – this would be illogical.

(c)

There is no one side to a disagreement. This is because imposing your opinion on
another affects everyone involved, including yourself.

(a)

Some countries are very much alike. This is because a shared ideology transcends
the existing differences among countries, even though the differences are important
too.

(b)

No two countries are alike. This is because every country operates under differing
circumstances, even those sharing the same political system.

(c)

Some countries are indistinguishable. This is because the essence of a given
political system is the same no matter where it is.

(a)

A person‟s behaviour is generally consistent. This is because each person works to
make sense of him or herself and act in a manner consistent with this image;
inconsistencies that arise are used to develop this sense of self further.

(b)

A person‟s behaviour is basically inconsistent. This is because each person is a
unique, random mix of behaviours, so that he or she can be generous one moment
and stingy the next.

(c)

A person‟s behaviour is basically consistent. This is because certain types of
behaviours are always together, so that a person wouldn‟t be generous one moment
and stingy the next.
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Appendix 4: Interview Questions

Interview questions are guided by provisional questions and tentative propositions that are shaped by
emerging themes within the confine of three focal research questions. This approach is consistent with
Grounded Theory methodology (see section 3.3). The three focal research questions are (see sections 1.4
and 3.1):
Research Questions
Q1

How do experienced corporate risk managers make sense of risk decision-making contexts in
their ERM approach?

Q2

How do experienced corporate risk managers harness the intended benefits of the standardsbased ERM approach to address the different risk complexities?

Q3

How might experienced corporate risk managers enhance their use of the standards-based ERM
approach?

Table A4.1 presents the provisional questions, the tentative propositions and the concepts investigated as
guided by these questions and propositions:
Table A4.1 Provisional Questions, Tentative Propositions and Concepts Investigated
Provisional Questions

Tentative Propositions

Concepts Investigated

PQ1: Why, how and
when do informants
adhere to and depart
from using a formal
standards-based ERM
approach?

Risk Management Role:
TP(1a): Informants who see their role as “Risk
Advisers” are likely to follow a formal standards-based
ERM approach; those who are “Risk Owners” are likely
to depart from a formal standards-based ERM approach
and make use of intuitive judgements.
TP(1b): Informants’ roles influence how they
conceptualise risk, risk criteria and other risk-related
constructs, with “Risk Advisers” preferring clear-cut
and rigid definitions and a formal standards-based ERM
approach.
TP(1c): Informants who self-report a higher preference
and greater capability for intuition are more likely to
depart from a formal standards-based ERM approach
by using intuitive judgement.

Perceived enterprise
risk management
role/accountability
(ERM role/
accountability); ERM
approaches

PQ2: Why, how and
when do informants
(1a)
use experientialintuitive and rationalanalytic thinking styles
in their risk decisionmaking?

Task Complexity:
TP(2a): For computationally complex ERM situations
(presence of multiple paths or alternatives to a desired
end-state, multiple desire end-states, multiple criteria,
poorly defined procedures), informants are likely to use
rational-analysis and hence a formal standards-based
ERM approach and they will use intuition to confirm the
analytical result generated by a formal standards-based
ERM approach, consistent with the Recognition-PrimedDecision (RPD) model.
TP(2b): For politically complex ERM situations (high
stakes, multiple stakeholders, historical difficulties
amongst stakeholders, presence of conflicting
interdependence, ill-defined goals, objections,
community expectation, public perception, social and
moral issues, people issues) informants are likely to use
their intuitive judgement and make use of rationalanalysis to confirm their intuitive judgement, consistent
with the RPD model.
TP(2c): For contextually complex ERM situations

Risk complexity; Risk
Sensemaking
Proficiency (RSP);
Risk Sensemaking
Mode (RSM);
Individual ERM
Capability Maturity
(I-ERM-CM); ERM
approaches

(1b)

(1c)
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(1d)

(2a)

PQ3: What other
personal, task and(4)
contextual factors
influence the risk
decision-making of
informants?

(5)

PQ4: To what extent
and how, does
standards-based ERM
approach helps
informants address
wicked and messy risks

(presence of uncertainty or probabilistic linkages, time
constraint or pressure, resource and infrastructural
constraints), informants are likely to use their intuitive
judgement and mental simulation to confirm their
intuitive judgement, consistent with the RPD model.
TP(2d): When informants are confronted with a familiar
decision situation, they are more likely to use their
intuitive judgement, consistent with the RPD model.
Level of Expertise:
TP(2e): Informants use both formal analysis and
intuitive judgement and their flexibility in following or
departing from a formal standards-based ERM
approach is based on their expertise level, whereby a
higher expertise level leads to a greater degree of
situational awareness, self-monitoring and flexibility.
TP(2f): Expertise will interact with the level of
uncertainty in the information quality such that under
conditions of high information uncertainty (missing
information; unreliable information; conflicting
information; noisy information; confusing information,
Proposition (2a) will be accentuated.

RSP; RSM; I-ERMCM; Risk complexity

Decision Framing:
TP(3a): Risk aversion resulting from a gain context will
lead to informants preferring the status quo and
following the familiar rules and procedures of a formal
standards-based ERM approach that have been
successful in the past; risk seeking resulting from a loss
context will lead to informants preferring to depart from
rules and procedures of a formal standards-based ERM
approach and use intuitive judgement.

RSP; RSM; I-ERMCM; ERM approaches

Outcome History:
TP(3b): Successful outcome history of past ERM
incidents will raise informants’ risk attitude and failure
in the outcome history of past ERM incidents will lower
informants’ risk attitude, with a raised risk attitude
leading to a reduction in the risk perceived and an
increase in informants’ propensity to take risk and a
lowered risk attitude leading to a heightened risk
perception which will decrease informants’ propensity to
take risk.

RSP; RSM; I-ERMCM; ERM approaches

Organisational Risk Culture:
TP(3c): Risk culture of the organisation shapes
informants’ risk attitude to influence their risk
propensity and risk taking behaviour, leading them to
either follow or depart from a formal standards-based
ERM approach.
TP(3d): The traditional impetus for ERM is that of loss
prevention, which encourages loss aversion, leading to a
natural tendency for risk aversive behaviour in
organisations; the contemporary view of ERM, however,
is that of wealth and value creation, that is, the
maximisation of opportunities through risk taking; and
organisations with contemporary risk mindset are more
likely to encourage risk seeking behaviour.

Risk culture;
Organisational ERM
Capability Maturity
(O-ERM-CM)

TP(4a): To address wicked and messy risks, informants
will self-report the use of reflective thinking and their
awareness of the complex responsive process of
interrelating in their organisational context.
TP(4b): A focus on boundary setting and problem
structuring will enhance the capacity of the standards-

Risk complexity;
RSM; ERM
approaches
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(i.e., behaviourally and
structurally complex
risks), using AS/NZS
4360:2004 as
benchmark?

based ERM approach to deal with wicked and messy
risks, demonstrated through a more adaptive,
consultative and discursive application of AS/NZS
4360:2004’s “establishing/setting the context” step to
help clarify risk issues.

PQ5: To what extent
and how, does
standards-based ERM
approach helps
informants address
ignorant risks, using
AS/NZS 4360:2004 as
benchmark?

TP(5a): To address ignorant risks (unknown/emergent;
unknowable/emerging), informants will self-report
attributes of risk mindfulness (risk alertness and
awareness); and
TP(5b): A focus on collaboration with other stakeholders
to incorporate diverse interests and perspectives will
enhance the capacity of the standards-based ERM
approach to deal with ignorant risks, demonstrated
through more generative, precautionary inclusion of
multiple stakeholders’ interests and perspectives,
particularly through AS/NZS 4360:2004’s
“communication and consult” and “review and monitor”
steps.

Risk complexity;
RSM; ERM
approaches

PQ6: As the explicit
management of risks
becomes increasingly
embedded within
mainstream general
management, how will
the role of risk
managers change in an
enterprise?

TP(6): As the management of risks becomes both
formally and informally integrated in organisational
decision-making processes, the role of risk coordination
will become subsumed within the business and the
operational processes of the organisation, the
accountability of which will increasingly reside with
business process owners (risk owners); the role of risk
coordination will shift toward a growing emphasis on
advisory and educational capacities and specialist change
facilitation.

Perceived ERM
role/accountability; OERM-CM

PQ7: How do
informants surface and
engage different
worldviews and
manage their own
worldviews to
efficaciously address
different risk
situations?

TP(7a): Maturing levels of RSP, RSM and ERM-CM are
associated with increasingly sophisticated worldviews.
TP(7b): Organisational ERM proficiency is defined by
organisational ERM-CM (O-ERM-CM) which consists
of a balance of hard and soft ERM elements, manifested
by the organisation’s ERM framework and risk culture
and underpinned by RSP at the individual level,
particularly of the organisation’s leadership.
TP(7c): Developing and harnessing ERM proficiency at
the organisational and the individual levels involve
deliberate practice and the efficacious application of a
combination of science-based, discourse-based and
precaution-based ERM strategies to address different
risk complexities.

RSP; RSM; I-ERMCM; O-ERM-CM;
integrative ERM
strategies

Foundational Interview Questions
FQ1

Canvass informants‟ views on AS/NZS 4360:2004 Risk Management Standard: to what extent
informants think AS/NZS 4360:2004 has achieved what it sets out to do? How AS/NZS
4360:2004 is implemented and used by organisations? What are the revision emphases for past
and future versions of AS/NZS 4360:2004 and the reasons behind the revisions? Focus on the
explanations informants use to substantiate opinions.

FQ2

Canvass informants‟ interpretation for key risk-related and risk management terms such as risk
attitude, risk perception, risk appetite, risk tolerance, risk culture, risk complexities, risk criteria,
risk management competence; including how risk management performance is measured; and
what are the key contingency factors that influence risk decision-making and risk taking
behaviour.

FQ3

Canvass informants‟ views on risk management as a profession: how informants define and
differentiate between different risk management roles? How informants see the future of the risk
management profession changing?
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FQ4

Canvass informants for a suggested list of domain experts to be included in the research
interviews; and clarify reasons for suggestions including how informants define “experienced
risk manager,” and how informants differentiate between experience and expertise; and between
experts and novices.

Exploratory Interview Questions
Provisional Questions
PQ1

Why, how and when do informants adhere to and depart from using the standards-based
approach to risk management?

PQ2

Why, how and when do informants use the experiential-intuitive and the rational-analytic
thinking styles in their risk decision-making?

PQ3

What other personal, task and contextual factors influence informants‟ risk decision-making?

Probing Questions – For All Informants
EQ1

Can you please explain what you do as the risk manager of your organisation? Explore the scope
of the risk management role and responsibility, accountability, authority, delegation and
reporting structure.

EQ2

AS/NZS 4360:2004 defines risk as the chance of something happening that will have an impact
on objectives. Based on this definition, what sort of risks do your personally have to manage in
your job/role? Explore decision-making scope and types; and perceived key challenges of the
RM role.

EQ3

What decision attributes would cause you to classify a decision as being simple and
straightforward? How would you process this type of decision? What decision attributes would
cause you to classify a decision as being complex? How would you process this type of
decision? Do you equate complexity with difficulty? Please explain and give examples.

EQ4

Please think of a recent critical risk management incident that you had to personally deal with
that you think was particular challenging and difficult and take me through how you went about
resolving the situation. Please describe the incident in terms of the defining characteristics that
made it challenging and difficult for you, then explain in terms of key steps and tasks you
undertook to manage and control the risk to resolve the situation. Given a similar scenario, what
would you do differently and why? Under ideal circumstances where there are no resource
constraints, no time pressure and no limitation to information processing capacity, what would
you do differently? Would a new recruit to the risk management profession know what to do
when faced with a similarly challenging and difficult scenario?

EQ5

I am going to describe two hypothetical Decision Scenarios One and Two, each with two
decision options Decision A and Decision B. Can you please indicate for each decision scenario,
which decision option you would choose and explain why. For Decision Scenario One: Decision
A will deliver acceptable level of benefits/returns at a certain acceptable risk level and Decision
B will deliver benefits/returns in excess of what is acceptable but at a higher risk, which decision
option would you choose and why? For Decision Scenario Two: Decision A will deliver below
acceptable level of benefits/returns at a certain acceptable level of risk and Decision B will
deliver acceptable benefits/returns but at a higher risk, which decision option would you choose
and why?

EQ6

Does your organisation use AS/NZS 4360:2004 Standard for Risk Management? If so, how is
that used in your organisation? How do you personally use AS/NZS 4360:2004? What do you
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think of AS/NZS 4360:2004 as a risk management standard? [Reserve question; if details not
discussed earlier by informants].
EQ7

How are your risk management outcomes and performance measured? How do you know you
have done a good job? Explore success measures; how informants compare and contrast efficacy
and innovativeness; how informants define risk management competence or proficiency.

EQ8

How would you describe the risk culture of your organisation? How does the risk culture of your
organisation influence the way you approach your risk decision-making?

EQ9

How would you define “risk criteria”? What specific elements do your risk criteria entail and
why? How do the outcomes of your risk decision-making in the past influence your current
approach to risk decision-making? [Reserve question; if details not discussed earlier by
informants].

EQ10

How would you describe your attitude to risks in the corporate setting? How about in the
personal setting? How would you define “risk perception”? “risk appetite”? “risk tolerance”?
[Reserve question; if details not discussed earlier by informants].

EQ11

With reference to informant‟s REI responses, comment on overall patterns, then explore specific
items to elicit - when and under what conditions informant would use intuition instead of formal
analysis in risk management and vice versa? (e.g., REI Item 31 “there are times when one should
rely on one‟s intuition” - what might be such a time for risk management?)

Extension Interview Questions
Provisional Questions
PQ4

To what extent and how, does the standards-based risk management approach helps informants
address the “wicked and messy” risks (i.e., structurally and behaviourally complex risks), using
the AS/NZS 4360:2004 as the benchmark?

PQ5

To what extent and how, does the standards-based risk management approach helps informants
address the unknowable emergent risks, using the AS/NZS 4360:2004 as the benchmark?

PQ6

As the explicit management of risks becomes increasingly embedded within mainstream general
management, how will the role of the risk management coordinators change in an enterprise?

Probing Questions – For New Informants
EQ1

Can you please explain what you do as the risk manager of your organisation? Explore the scope
of the RM role and responsibility, accountability, authority, delegation and reporting structure.

EQ2

AS/NZS 4360:2004 defines risk as the chance of something happening that will have an impact
on objectives. Based on this definition, what sort of risks do your personally have to manage in
your job/role? Explore decision-making scope and types; and perceived key challenges of the
RM role.

EQ3

What decision attributes would cause you to classify a decision as being simple and
straightforward? How would you process this type of decision? What decision attributes would
cause you to classify a decision as being complex? How would you process this type of
decision? Do you equate complexity with difficulty? Please explain and give examples.

EQ4

Please think of a recent critical risk management incident that you had to personally deal with
that you think was particular challenging and difficult and take me through how you went about
resolving the situation. Please describe the incident in terms of the defining characteristics that
made it challenging and difficult for you, then explain in terms of key steps and tasks you
undertook to manage and control the risk to resolve the situation. Given a similar scenario, what
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would you do differently and why? Under ideal circumstances where there are no resource
constraints, no time pressure and no limitation to information processing capacity, what would
you do differently? Would a new recruit to the risk management profession know what to do
when faced with a similarly challenging and difficult scenario?
EQ5

I am going to describe two hypothetical Decision Scenarios One and Two, each with two
decision options Decision A and Decision B. Can you please indicate for each decision scenario,
which decision option you would choose and explain why. For Decision Scenario One: Decision
A will deliver acceptable level of benefits/returns at a certain acceptable risk level and Decision
B will deliver benefits/returns in excess of what is acceptable but at a higher risk, which decision
option would you choose and why? For Decision Scenario Two: Decision A will deliver below
acceptable level of benefits/returns at a certain acceptable level of risk and Decision B will
deliver acceptable benefits/returns but at a higher risk, which decision option would you choose
and why?

EQ6

Does your organisation use AS/NZS 4360:2004 Standard for Risk Management? If so, how is
that used in your organisation? How do you personally use AS/NZS 4360:2004? What do you
think of AS/NZS 4360:2004 as a risk management standard? [Reserve question; if details not
discussed earlier by informants].

EQ7

How are your risk management outcomes and performance measured? How do you know you
have done a good job? Explore success measures; how informants compare and contrast efficacy
and innovativeness; how informants define risk management competence or proficiency.

EQ8

How would you describe the risk culture of your organisation? How does the risk culture of your
organisation influence the way you approach your risk decision-making?

EQ9

How would you define “risk criteria”? What specific elements do your risk criteria entail and
why? How do the outcomes of your risk decision-making in the past influence your current
approach to risk decision-making? [Reserve question; if details not discussed earlier by
informants].

EQ10

How would you describe your attitude to risks in the corporate setting? How about in the
personal setting? How would you define “risk perception”? “risk appetite”? “risk tolerance”?
[Reserve question; if details not discussed earlier by informants].

EQ11

With reference to informant‟s REI responses, comment on overall patterns, then explore specific
items to elicit - when and under what conditions informant would use intuition instead of formal
analysis in risk management and vice versa? (e.g., REI Item 31 “there are times when one should
rely on one‟s intuition” - what might be such a time for risk management?)

Validation Interview Questions
Provisional Question
PQ7

How do informants surface and engage different worldviews and manage their own worldviews
to efficaciously address different risk situations?

Probing Questions – For New Informants
VQ1

To set the context for our discussion, can you please explain what you do in your organisation,
what your role is? Verify whether risk adviser or risk owner or both.

VQ2

What sort of work related decisions do you have to make on a day-to-day basis? How do you go
about making such day-to-day decisions? What factors do you take into consideration? When do
you use a more explicit, standards-based, systematic ERM approach to decision making; and
when do you not adhere to the standards-based ERM approach, why and what do you do in such
a situation?
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VQ3

What non-routine decisions do you have to make from time-to-time in this role? How do they
come about? How do you go about addressing them? What factors do you take into
consideration? Do you mentally simulate what could happen when you make decisions? To what
extent is your decision-making consultative? Unilateral? Explore.

VQ4

What decision attributes would cause you to classify a decision as being complex (structural,
behavioural, emergent)? How would you process/address this type of decision (what factors do
you take into consideration)? What do you perceive are key challenges of your job/role? Why?
Explore whether challenging = complex = difficult ? [Reserve question; if details not discussed
earlier by informants].

VQ5

To what extent do you think the risks you are dealing with are predictable (identifiable,
definable, specifiable, quantifiable, measurable) or are knowable (check whether predictable =
knowable)? How so? How do you address such predictable risks? [Reserve question; if details
not discussed earlier by informants].

VQ6

How do you go about addressing those risks that are unpredictable or unknowable or emergent
(can you think of a risk incident of this unpredictable, unknowable nature and describe how it
was resolved/addressed?) [Reserve question; if details not discussed earlier by informants].

VQ7

Do you use AS/NZS 4360:2004 for risk management? How is that used? Compare and contrast
personal use versus organisational use; how is it used to address predictable risks versus
unpredictable risks, downside versus upside of risks i.e., harnessing opportunities and creating
value; verify whether the application facilitates organisational learning and the development of
risk decision-making proficiency; what are your views about AS/NZS 4360:2004 in terms of its
efficacy to deal with complexities - structural, behavioural, emergent; can you qualify/elaborate
what you mean? Key strengths and benefits of AS/NZS 4360:2004. Lessons learned from
implementing the standards-based ERM framework. To what extent do risk owners
engage/embrace the standards-based ERM framework? [Reserve question; if details not
discussed earlier by informants].

VQ8

How would you describe the risk culture of your organisation? How does the risk culture of your
organisation influence the way you approach your risk decision-making? Explore notion of
accountability, commitment and power [Reserve question; if details not discussed earlier by
informants].

VQ9

What does “good risk management” mean in your organisation? (upsides/positives versus
downsides/negatives). What evidence do you look for to demonstrate that you have good risk
management in your organisation?

VQ10

How would you describe your attitude to risks in the corporate setting? How about in the
personal setting? How would you define “risk perception”? “risk appetite”? “risk tolerance”?
[Reserve question; if details not discussed earlier by informants].

VQ11

Looking 5 to 10 years out, as the practice of risk management becomes more and more
embedded within the business processes and the operation of the organisation and into general
management, how do you see the role of risk management professionals (coordinators/advisers)
changing (or evolving)?

VQ12

Can you think of a recent example of a complex decision scenario that you personally have been
involved in and describe/explain how you (you and your colleagues) go about addressing the
decision situation? Explore what makes it complex; explore decision criteria; explore the
process; explore assumptions and beliefs; look for association between complexity and modes
[Reserve question; if details not discussed earlier by informants].

Probing Questions – For All Informants
VQ13

How do you surface and engage the different worldviews or perspectives in your risk decisionmaking context? How do you go about surfacing and integrating different perspectives involved
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in
your
decision-making?
How
do
you
reconcile
and
resolve
dilemma/conflict/divergence/contradiction? How do you go about changing or shifting your own
and others‟ mindset? To what extent do you have to shift your own perspective? What do you
think it means when (people or experts) disagree? Explore.
VQ14

What do you do if the different perspectives, beliefs and values cannot be reconciled? Explore.

VQ15

How would you go about reconciling divergence in ERM thinking and ERM practice in your
organisation? How would you go about influencing a change in mindset to view risk as an
opportunity and not just as a threat? How would you go about integrating ERM silos?

VQ16

How do you come to hold your point of view? On what (beliefs and assumptions) do you base
it? How do you go about developing your risk decision-making proficiency? What are your
views about continuous improvement and learning in ERM? Explore.

VQ17

What does “(concept)(label)(phrase)” mean to you? Some people seem to equate risk
management to change management, what is your view on this association? Some people equate
strategic risk assessment to SWOT analysis, what is your view on this association? Is risk
management just “general common sense” as some people portray it? Explore associations (“risk
management capability”; “risk management maturity”; “excellence in risk management”).

VQ18

Give informants feedbacks on his/her REI and SPBI responses; comment on overall patterns,
then explore specific items to elicit clarification as appropriate.
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Appendix 5: Constant Comparative Results

Appendix 5 contains the constant comparative results that illustrate how the key concepts progressively
emerge through the exploratory, extension and validation phases of the research via open coding, axial
coding and selective coding (see Figure 3.3). The investigation and analysis of these key concepts are
guided by seven provisional questions and twenty-one propositions (see Table A4.1 in Appendix 4). The
constant comparative results are presented against each of these questions and propositions in the three
tables below to supplement the summary provided in section 4.1.

Table A5.1 Exploratory Phase Results
Questions
PQ1: Why, how
and when do
informants
adhere to and
depart from
using a formal
standards-based
ERM approach?

Propositions
Risk Management Role:
TP(1a): Informants who
see their role as “Risk
Advisers” are likely to
follow a formal standardsbased ERM approach;
those who are “Risk
Owners” are likely to
depart from a formal
standards-based ERM
approach and make use of
intuitive judgements.
TP(1b): Informants‟ roles
influence how they
conceptualise risk, risk
criteria and other riskrelated constructs, with
“Risk Advisers”
preferring clear-cut and
rigid definitions and a
formal standards-based
ERM approach.
TP(1c): Informants who
self-report a higher
preference and greater
capability for intuition are
more likely to depart from
a formal standards-based
ERM approach by using
intuitive judgement.

Results
The substantive risk management roles as either the risk advisers
or the risk owners are noted to change the manner with which
informants characterise their accountability. The risk advisers
explain that they are accountable for the development, the
implementation and the continual improvement of the ERM
framework for their organisations and for the promulgation of the
appropriate risk management culture throughout the enterprise
through risk communication, as well as ERM education and
training. The risk advisers seem to believe unequivocally that the
risk owners are, or should be, entirely responsible for the
management of risks. Although the risk owners are aware of their
accountability for the achievement of business performance
objectives and hence the management of business risks within the
portfolios, they do not appear to labour the point about the role
distinction and the differences in the accountability attribution in
regard to the varying aspects of risk management.
At the exploratory phase, the research reveals that a standardsbased ERM approach is viewed by informants as serving both a
functional and a symbolic role. As a functional “tool,” a standardsbased ERM approach helps organisations enforce, promote and
foster systematic ERM as an “inescapable thing” that the
individuals have to engage in as they go about their business in the
organisations. In this regard, it is a means-to-an-end to routinise,
embed and integrate the management of risks in all organisational
decision-making. This functional role hence leads to the
establishment and the ongoing development of the organisation‟s
“risk management culture,” that is, a culture that promotes the
importance of the formal, systematic approach to ERM that
emphasises the importance of putting in place policies, procedures,
systems, structures, reports, limits, templates and other relevant
tangible or “hard” elements according to best-practice standards.
Besides its functional role, a standards-based ERM approach also
serves a symbolic purpose because it heightens the awareness of
the individuals in the organisation to the importance of governance
and accountability, at both the individual and the organisational
levels. It institutionalises sound ERM principles into enforceable
functional management practices. In this regard, it helps to make
decisions defensible, evidenced by due process and procedural
rationality. It further aids in the justification of decision choices
and provides a way of managing decision conflict and trade-offs. It
serves to achieve procedural consistency, transparency and
credibility and therefore enables the individuals and the
organisations to demonstrate to their stakeholders that they are
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fulfilling their accountability toward meeting the business
objectives, the social expectation and the regulatory mandate. As
such, the symbolic role of the standards-based ERM approach is
seen to engender the development of the “risk culture” of the
organisation, that is, a culture characterised by soft attributes such
as risk awareness, risk preparedness, risk mindset, ERM
motivation and attitude.
Some informants (e.g.,C2, C3, C12) report that their organisations
use the standards-based ERM approach as an embedded element of
the strategic or business planning process which usually takes
place as periodical scheduled activities; and for project planning
(e.g.,C2, C3, C8, C9, C10, C12). These accounts seem to suggest
that the use of the standards-based ERM approach tend to coincide
with the undertaking of discrete decision incidents with a life
cycle, such as major project planning or annual strategic, business
or operational planning or at the trigger of a major risk incident, or
at the point of the scheduled risk review.
Informants explain that they generally do not use the standardsbased ERM approach for day-to-day decision-making, but rather
apply the underlying principles which they consider as bestpractice decision-making principles. Some informants, notably risk
owners, believe that these are “common sense” principles,
something which they do intuitively from what they have learned
through years of general management practice.
Further, when a standards-based ERM approach is used, it is
generally customised to meet the specific requirements of the
organisations, sometimes to complement the use of other standards
and procedures (e.g., C7, C8 and C11). To ensure consistent
application of an ERM standard, the risk advisers tend to develop
templates, matrices and stores of other ERM analytics and support
tools for use by the risk owners. The workshop format stands out
as a common method preferred by the risk advisers for engaging
the risk owners in ERM education and training, risk
communication and other ERM facilitation tasks.
PQ2: Why, how
and when do
informants use
experientialintuitive and
rational-analytic
thinking styles
in their risk
decisionmaking?

Task Complexity:
TP(2a): For
computationally complex
ERM situations (presence
of multiple paths or
alternatives to a desired
end-state, multiple desire
end-states, multiple
criteria, poorly defined
procedures), informants
are likely to use rationalanalysis and hence a
formal standards-based
ERM approach and they
will use intuition to
confirm the analytical
result generated by a
formal standards-based
ERM approach, consistent
with the RecognitionPrimed-Decision (RPD)
model.
TP(2b): For politically
complex ERM situations
(high stakes, multiple
stakeholders, historical
difficulties amongst
stakeholders, presence of

At the exploratory phase, the results indicate that formal analysis is
generally used by informants to help clarify decision issues and
add precision to their reasoning process, while intuitive judgement
allows them to identify and process cues from the decision
environment. For computationally more complex tasks, most
informants describe their preference to first engage in more
comprehensive information and solution search and deliberate
formal processing and that they use intuition to confirm analytical
results.
For situations when they have to respond first with experiential
intuition, such as when there is a timing constraint or where more
comprehensive information is not expeditiously forthcoming, they
are likely to follow up with some form of “reasonable analysis” to
validate their intuition. For politically and contextually complex
situations, there is no definite directional pattern in terms of
information processing preference.
The use of rational analysis to validate intuitive judgement, and
vice versa, appears to reflect the dispositional preference of
informants rather than being influenced by the decision
complexity. However, if a complex situation is perceived to be
familiar, informants are more likely to use their experientiallybased intuitive judgement. Similarly, given that a routine situation
is usually perceived as simple, straight-forward and familiar,
informants report the use of intuitive judgement for such situation.
In the exploratory phase, the level of expertise is provisionally
measured by way of informants‟ self-assessed ability surveyed
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conflicting
interdependence, illdefined goals, objections,
community expectation,
public perception, social
and moral issues, people
issues) informants are
likely to use their intuitive
judgement and make use
of rational-analysis to
confirm their intuitive
judgement, consistent
with the RPD model.
TP(2c): For contextually
complex ERM situations
(presence of uncertainty
or probabilistic linkages,
time constraint or
pressure, resource and
infrastructural
constraints), informants
are likely to use their
intuitive judgement and
mental simulation to
confirm their intuitive
judgement, consistent
with the RPD model.
TP(2d): When informants
are confronted with a
familiar decision
situation, they are more
likely to use their intuitive
judgement, consistent
with the RPD model.
Level of Expertise:
TP(2e): Informants use
both formal analysis and
intuitive judgement and
their flexibility in
following or departing
from a formal standardsbased ERM approach is
based on their expertise
level, whereby a higher
expertise level leads to a
greater degree of
situational awareness,
self-monitoring and
flexibility.
TP(2f): Expertise will
interact with the level of
uncertainty in the
information quality such
that under conditions of
high information
uncertainty (missing
information; unreliable
information; conflicting
information; noisy
information; confusing
information, Proposition
(2a) will be accentuated.

through the REI instrument, intersecting with informants‟
management level within the organisation.
REI results:
(Abbreviations: re= rational-engagement; ra=rational-ability;
ee=experiential-engagement; ea=experiential-engagement; see
section 3.5).
As a group, female informants self-report higher overall ratings in
experiential subscale when compared to their male counterparts as
a group. But within-group differences are variable and
inconclusive. For example, C2 is high in both rational and
experiential measures, while C1 is high in experiential subscale
and moderate in rational subscale and C6, on the other hand, is
high in rational subscale and moderate in experiential subscale.
Similar cross-case inconsistency is observed within the male
grouping. Risk advisers as a group rate their (re+ra) higher than
risk owners. Risk advisers also rate their (re+ra) higher than their
(ee+ea), whereas risk owners indicate more consistent range for
their (re+ra) and (ee+ea). Informants with dual roles are observed
to rate themselves relatively highly on their (re+ra) and with the
exception of C2, comparatively modest for their (ee+ea). Withingroup cross-case differences show indefinite patterns.
In terms of industry groupings, informants from the utilities sectors
rate themselves highly across both rational and experiential
subscales, particularly when compared with those coming from the
safety-based organisations. The rational subscale seems to indicate
more variability across industry sectors, whereas for experiential
subscale, there is no observable variability. Within-group crosscase differences are inconsistent except for 2 informants from the
mining sector indicating similar range for their cross-case (re+ra)
and (ee+ea).
For management groupings, executives seem to rate themselves
higher on experiential subscale than senior managers. For rational
subscale, executives rate themselves marginally lower than senior
managers. Again, within-group cross-case differences are
inconsistent.
It is observed that in spite of their professional seniority and
reputably high profile, C3 and C10 rate themselves relatively
modestly across both rational and experiential measures. Also,
although many informants who rate highly on re, ra and (re+ra)
subscales also self-rate highly on ee, ea and (ee+ea), there are two
exceptions (C4 and C6) that counter that pattern.
Further, it is implausible to conclude that C7 is more intuitively
developed than say, C1, C2, or C9 even though C7 rates himself
higher overall on the experiential subscales. Nor is it possible to
deduce that C7 and C4 are most rational of all informants because
they self-rate the highest in terms of (re+ra).
Box-plots are used to visually validate whether there are cross-case
differences based on gender, risk management roles, industry
groupings and management/seniority levels. Box-plots analyses
similarly support the variability derived from the numerical
examination of the results.
To further substantiate that thinking styles and abilities are not
delineable based on static categories such as gender, risk
management roles, management levels and industry groupings, ttests at 95% of confidence level (α=0.05) are conducted to verify
within-group cross-case differences for gender and risk
management roles (given some notable patterns reported earlier),
yielding p-value>α in each comparative analysis, further indicating
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that static categories are not strong explanatory antecedents that
account for cross-case differences in thinking styles and abilities
with respect to ERM.
The research finds that informants use both rational-analytic and
experiential-intuitive modes of information processing based on
risk situational complexity and individual preferences, although
the association of these constructs with risk sensemaking maturity
is elusive at the time.
Exploratory phase results suggest that informants‟ beliefs and
assumptions mediate their preferences and differences in ERM
thinking rather than static categories such as gender, risk
management roles, industry sectors and management groupings.
Further, REI and management level in combination are inadequate
measures for indicating expertise or proficiency in ERM.
PQ3: What
other personal,
task and
contextual
factors
influence the
risk decisionmaking of
informants?

Decision Framing:
TP(3a): Risk aversion
resulting from a gain
context will lead to
informants preferring the
status quo and following
the familiar rules and
procedures of a formal
standards-based ERM
approach that have been
successful in the past; risk
seeking resulting from a
loss context will lead to
informants preferring to
depart from rules and
procedures of a formal
standards-based ERM
approach and use intuitive
judgement.
Outcome History:
TP(3b): Successful
outcome history of past
ERM incidents will raise
informants‟ risk attitude
and failure in the outcome
history of past ERM
incidents will lower
informants‟ risk attitude,
with a raised risk attitude
leading to a reduction in
the risk perceived and an
increase in informants‟
propensity to take risk and
a lowered risk attitude
leading to a heightened
risk perception which will
decrease informants‟
propensity to take risk.
Organisational Risk
Culture:
TP(3c): Risk culture of
the organisation shapes
informants‟ risk attitude
to influence their risk
propensity and risk taking
behaviour, leading them
to either follow or depart
from a formal standards-

The interview data validate informants‟ preferences for risk
aversion in the gain context and risk seeking in the loss context.
Informants explain that if the acceptable benefits are attainable at a
level of risk comfortable to them, they would not take on a higher
level of risk even if this would lead to increased benefits.
Conversely, they indicate that they would consider taking a higher
level of risk if the current risk level implies a shortfall against
acceptable benefits.
In terms of outcome history, informants‟ risk decision-making
behaviour is found to be more intricate. Some informants report
how the successes in their past ERM initiatives lead to the
progression of the ERM function within the organisation and the
increased buy-in of the ERM program by the risk owners and the
senior management. Favourable ERM outcomes also contribute to
the maturity of their organisation‟s ERM capability. At the
individuals‟ level, the changes in the focus-of-attention cause
informants to lend weight to either the downside of dangers as
versus the upside of possibilities in an implicit trade-off
consideration. Outcome history therefore impact their risk attitude,
their risk propensity and their risk perception based on where their
focus-of-attention is, against some reference points, for a particular
decision context. In general, informants state that they are more
likely to take additional risks, rather than compromising or failing,
to achieve some pre-defined level of “acceptable” decision
outcomes.
The use of a standards-based approach to ERM affects the “risk
management culture” of an organisation (as previously noted). The
risk management culture in turn influences how and when a
standards-based approach is used. The risk management culture is
reported to operate hand-in-hand with the “risk culture” of the
organisations.
Informants differentiate between “risk management culture” and
“risk culture” as follows: the former refers to the tangible
dimensions of ERM such as policies, procedures, systems, reports,
structures, limits, templates, matrices and tools; while the latter is
interpreted as the human dimension of ERM in terms of risk
awareness and preparedness. The “risk culture” of the
organisations sets the boundaries for risk decision-making because
it reflects the underlying risk attitude and risk propensity of the
organisations, the senior management and other significant
stakeholders. Organisational risk attitude and risk propensity in
turn define the risk decision criteria which include the levels of
tolerable risks and accordingly, affect how informants perceive
and respond to the different risk situations, in terms of the “cost of
regret” and the “threshold of pain.”
Some informants mention that they and their organisations also
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based ERM approach.
TP(3d): The traditional
impetus for ERM is that
of loss prevention, which
encourages loss aversion,
leading to a natural
tendency for risk aversive
behaviour in
organisations; the
contemporary view of
ERM, however, is that of
wealth and value creation,
that is, the maximisation
of opportunities through
risk taking; and
organisations with
contemporary risk
mindset are more likely to
encourage risk seeking
behaviour.

pay attention to the risk perception conveyed in the media and by
the general public, especially in terms of reputation risks. They
also report how their risk appetite and tolerance are shaped by
senior managers and significant stakeholders. These observations
highlight that informants‟ perceived accountability toward their
organisations and other important constituents also influence their
judgement of risk.
Informants‟ accounts indicate that they are aware of the shift in
ERM focus from loss prevention to that of value creation
characterised by them in terms of the opportunity and the
improvement realisable from risk taking. There is no evidence to
suggest that this awareness or contemporary risk mindset
necessarily encourages risk seeking behaviour. Rather, loss
aversion and risk seeking behaviours are influenced by how
informants interpret their accountability having regard to the risk
culture of the organisation.
Meaning-making or sensemaking about risk thus surfaces in the
exploratory phase as an important factor needing further
explication.

Table A5.2 Extension Phase Results
Questions
PQ4: To what
extent and how,
does standardsbased ERM
approach helps
informants
address wicked
and messy risks
(i.e.,
behaviourally
and structurally
complex risks),
using AS/NZS
4360:2004 as
benchmark?
PQ5: To what
extent and how,
does standardsbased ERM
approach helps
informants
address ignorant
risks, using
AS/NZS
4360:2004 as
benchmark?

Propositions
TP(4a): To address
wicked and messy risks,
informants will self-report
the use of reflective
thinking and their
awareness of the complex
responsive process of
interrelating in their
organisational context.
TP(4b): A focus on
boundary setting and
problem structuring will
enhance the capacity of
the standards-based ERM
approach to deal with
wicked and messy risks,
demonstrated through a
more adaptive,
consultative and
discursive application of
AS/NZS 4360:2004‟s
“establishing/setting the
context” step to help
clarify risk issues.
TP(5a): To address
ignorant risks
(unknown/emergent;
unknowable/emerging),
informants will self-report
attributes of risk
mindfulness (risk
alertness and awareness);
and
TP(5b): A focus on

Results
Two broad-based ERM modes become apparent. The first
application mode of the standards-based ERM appears to be more
prescriptive and deterministic, using the standard as an overriding
framework to structure decision-making. The standard is
generally imposed onto a business process which becomes
methodologically driven in a formal and sequential way. This
mode tends to be associated with a planned change or a planning
process. Risk advisers are regarded as methodological experts.
The emphasis is on technical competence. The focus seems to be
about making the process more streamlined and efficient,
especially in regard to the quality of information sourcing. This
mode is manifested in all informants‟ descriptive accounts,
notably in C5 and C7, who refer to the need to proceed in this
way regardless of whether the risk problem situation is simple or
complex.
The second application mode of the standards-based ERM is
described as embedding the standard‟s principles in everyday
decision-making, whereby ERM is an internalised process that
utilises a standard adaptively and interactively based on what
needs to be attended to in the decision task. This mode tends to
be illustrated in informants‟ accounts of their day-to-day
management and decision-making activities. Some informants
refer to this mode as “common-sense,” an aspect of general
management competence. Informants who manifest this mode are
noted to have a practical command of standardised methodology
and its underlying principles. They appear to be more concerned
about the effectiveness and efficacy of the approach in terms of
the decision task at hand.
Although informants qualitatively differentiate the range of risk
complexities that they deal with, their approaches to these risk
complexities appear rather enduring in terms of how they would
apply the ERM standard. Their modes for using the standardsbased ERM approach seem to be governed more by their beliefs
and assumptions (i.e., worldviews) about how risks should be
managed as a matter of principle. For example, C5 would always
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collaboration with other
stakeholders to
incorporate diverse
interests and perspectives
will enhance the capacity
of the standards-based
ERM approach to deal
with ignorant risks,
demonstrated through
more generative,
precautionary inclusion of
multiple stakeholders‟
interests and perspectives,
particularly through
AS/NZS 4360:2004‟s
“communication and
consult” and “review and
monitor” steps.

emphasise the importance of “reasonable analysis,” while C8,
C15 and C16 would refer to contextual, means-ends, relevance.
C10 and C14 would attend to the multiplicity of interests and
C11 and C13 would consider the actionable pragmatics of the
situation with reference to strategic imperatives.
In exploring how informants would respond to different risk
complexities, it also becomes evident that informants exhibit
qualitative differences in how they would perceive and interpret
their ERM accountability in a way that is not influenced by their
roles as risk advisers or risk owners. For example, C5 seems to
be more concerned about the need to justify his risk decisions.
For C8, C15 and C16, achieving their self-defined objectives is
paramount. C10 and C14, in their preoccupation with other
peoples‟ interests, see their accountability as bringing about
improvement to all interested parties. C11 and C13 seek to find
the middle-ground in terms of what is acceptable and optimum
given the situation.
Further, informants see the ERM process as a learning process
whereby improvement is possible over time as the individuals
and the organisations enhance the way they cope with and
address increased complexity. There are however notable
differences in how informants make sense of the nature and the
purpose of this learning.

PQ6: As the
explicit
management of
risks becomes
increasingly
embedded
within
mainstream
general
management,
how will the
role of risk
managers
change in an
enterprise?

TP(6): As the
management of risks
becomes both formally
and informally integrated
in organisational decisionmaking processes, the role
of risk coordination will
become subsumed within
the business and the
operational processes of
the organisation, the
accountability of which
will increasingly reside
with business process
owners (risk owners); the
role of risk coordination
will shift toward a
growing emphasis on
advisory and educational
capacities and specialist
change facilitation.

There is a general consensus that ERM will continue to evolve
and will become more embedded in organisational processes; and
that risk owners need to assume a more active and explicit risk
management role. The issue of ERM education and training
arises because most informants see the role of risk advisers
becoming more facilitative and developmental of individual and
organisational proficiency in ERM.
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Table A5.3 Validation Phase Results
Questions
PQ7: How do
informants
surface and
engage different
worldviews and
manage their
own worldviews
to efficaciously
address
different risk
situations?

Propositions
TP(7a): Maturing levels of risk
sensemaking proficiency (RSP), risk
sensemaking mode (RSM) and
individual enterprise risk
management capability maturity (IERM-CM) are associated with
increasingly sophisticated
worldviews.
TP(7b): Organisational ERM
proficiency is defined by
organisational ERM capability
maturity (O-ERM-CM) which
consists of a balance of hard and soft
ERM elements, manifested by the
organisation‟s ERM framework and
risk culture and underpinned by RSP
at the individual level, particularly of
the organisation‟s leadership.
TP(7c): Developing and harnessing
ERM proficiency at the organisational
and the individual levels involve
deliberate practice and the efficacious
application of a combination of
science-based, discourse-based and
precaution-based ERM strategies to
address different risk complexities.

Results
Validation phase re-analyses cross-case differences
using Wilcoxon and Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric
rank sum tests. The results re-affirm that informants‟
thinking styles and abilities and their informing
worldviews are not delineable based on gender,
management levels, risk management roles and
industry groupings (at 95% confidence level, pvalue>0.05).
The research finds that informants who report a high
“Absolute” score also self-report high experiential
and high rational scores and informants with a high
“Dialectical” score self-report low experientialengagement, with mid to high rational-engagement
levels. Similarly, informants with a high
“Contextualistic” score self-report mid to high
rational-engagement levels. It appears that along the
experiential continuum, dialecticists‟ scores are at the
low end and absolutists‟ scores are at the high end
(corresponding with experiential-intuitive), indicating
that the intensity in dialectical manifestation is
negatively associated with an experiential-intuitive
disposition which is strongly preferred by absolutists.
The results suggest that individuals who have more
enhanced cognitive capacity are not as readily
challenged by uncertainty. Escalating incertitude
invokes them to use controlled processing (rationalanalytic), with experiential-intuition serving as a
verification mechanism. At the threshold where these
individuals are challenged, they tend to resort to first
using experiential-intuition to help them interpret and
simplify the risk situation and then validate that
judgement with formal analysis to add precision. This
possibly explains why absolutists self-report a higher
preference for experiential-engagement, while
dialecticists self-report a lower preference for
experiential-engagement because absolutists are
likely to perceive incertitude as complex and
challenging more readily than contextualists and
dialecticists.
Interview data reveal that informants self-report mid
to high rational-analytic scores for different
underlying reasons, as can be inferred from their
application of the standards-based ERM approach
which is rational-analytic by design (see Table 4.2).
Further, the results show a preponderance of
dialectical statements selected by informants and a
paucity of absolute statements selected. This is
reflected in how the total weighted-SPBI measure
being strongly and positively correlated to the
dialectical subscale, while equally strongly but
negatively correlated with the absolute subscale. This
pattern is not surprising given the theoretical sample
used in the research. These assimilated results offer
useful insight into the potentiality for nurturing risk
sensemaking proficiency (RSP) to enhance the
application of standards-based ERM.
The research establishes that an informant‟s ERM
capability maturity (I-ERM-CM) is indicated by the
assimilative effect of combining informants‟ RSP,
risk management mode (RSM) and worldview
developmental staging as measured by the total
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weighted-SPBI (Social Paradigm Belief Inventory)
score.
For qualitative cross-case and within-case analyses,
informants are initially categorised into three main
groups based on their total weighted-SPBI scores: 2
absolutists with strong absolute scores when
compared with their contextualistic and dialectic
scores (%A>%C>%D); 5 contextualists with strong
contextualistic scores (%C>%D>%A); and 11
dialecticists with strong dialectic scores
(%D>%C>%A). C5 is classified as an absolutist even
though his %A and %C scores are similar, to provide
a comparative case against C7, the only other
absolutist, with a dominant %A score. Also, given the
presence of other more dominant contextualists, it is
thought that classifying C5 as a contextualist may
obscure some of his important differentiating
characteristics, a consideration that proves to be valid
in subsequent analyses.
Using the preliminary classification scheme,
transcripts are revisited and notable differences are
discovered in informants‟ RSMs within the
dialecticist grouping, splitting the group into two
definable subgroups. One subgroup expresses
awareness of the merits of multiple ways of
perceiving, valuing and acting and an appreciation for
diversity of worldviews, but appears less able to
integrate the multiplicity and diversity articulated.
This subgroup ends up adapting innovatively to the
emerging processes to preserve their own distinctive
disposition, rather than integrating the variety noted.
Thus, this subgroup is relabelled organicists given its
generative propensity toward an accommodative
outcome. The second subgroup reports strong scores
in both the dialectical and contextualistic subscales
and appears more balanced in their ERM approaches
and more able to self-define an actionable outcome
that strategically amalgamates the variety. This
subgroup is relabelled integrativists.
The 54 percentage point is chosen to segregate
dialecticists into these two subgroups because the
mean for all dialecticists‟ %D is calculated at 54%.
Consequently, those dialecticists with %D higher
than the 54% threshold are classified as organicists
and those below, integrativists. This refinement
results in the revised I-ERM-CM classification which
consists of 2 absolutists (C5 and C7), 5 contextualists
(C15, C16, C8, C3 and C17), 4 organicists (C10,
C14, C19 and C4) and 7 integrativists (C18, C9, C11,
C2, C12, C13 and C20).
The research hypothesises that informants are likely
to report a preference for a dominant RSM (risk
sensemaking mode), whereby a higher RSP (risk
sensemaking proficiency) level will correspond to a
more complex RSM. In addition, informants at higher
RSP levels are likely to use a repertoire of RSMs
equivalent and lower to their own RSP level more
efficaciously as determined by the risk decisionmaking context. The research proposes that if risk
managers are mindful of their underlying risk
sensemaking dynamics and those of others, they are
better equipped to improve their ERM. Informants‟
RSPs (absolute, contextual, dialectic) can be inferred
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from the SPBI scores, which in turn can be used to
infer their I-ERM-CMs (absolutist, contextualist,
organicist, integrativist) and to distinguish their
preferred RSMs.
Two broad groups of RSMs are initially identifiable
at the extension phase, namely a positivist mode and
a constructivist mode. Subsequent iterative analyses
uncover further qualitative differences amongst
informants‟ RSMs, to unveil five distinctive RSMs
(see Table 4.1).
The first two are positivist in nature and are exhibited
by C7 and C5 respectively. Mode 1 is referred to as
“positivist-formistic” and Mode 2 is labelled
“positivist-analytic.” Modes 3, 4 and 5 are
constructivist in their attributes. They are labelled
“constructivist-pragmatic,” “constructivist-organic”
and “constructivist-integrative” as they are
manifested by informants respectively categorised as
contextualists, organicists and integrativists.
The validation phase results suggest RSP as the key
integrating theme, or the core underlying concept,
manifested by five distinguishable RSMs. RSMs
arise from the intersection of three principal
determinants: (1) individual RSP as measured by the
SPBI scores (the surrogate measure for the informing
worldview which indicates the individual level
capability maturity in both risk sensemaking and risk
management); (2) organisational ERM-CM (as
reflected by its risk governance culture) which
impacts upon and which in turn is influenced by,
individual risk sensemaking as risk governance
culture reflects collective risk sensemaking at the
organisational level; and (3) risk complexities.
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